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T.	 ABSTRACT
In the manufacture of cement, literally trillions of Btu's are
rejected to the environment each year. The purpose of this
feasibility study program was to determine whether thermal ener-
gy storage could be used to conserve or allot, alternative uses
of this rejected energy. This study identifies and quantifies
the sources of rejected energy in the cement manufacturing proc-
ess, establishes use of this energy, investigates various stor-
age system concepts, and selects energy conservation systems for
further study. Thermal performance and economic analyses arei	
performed on candidate storage systems for four typical cement
plants representing various methods of manufacturing cement.
Through the use of thermal energy storage in conjunction with
waste heat electric power generation units,. an.estimated.
2.4 x 10 33 Btu/year, or an equivalent of 4.0 x 10 6 barrels of
oil per year, can be conserved. Attractive rates of return on
investment of the proposed systems are an incentive for further
_	 development...
k
II.	 INTRODUCTION
The cement industry is the most energy-intensive industry in the
United States in terms of energy cost as a percentage of total
cost of the material according to a report issued by the Cost of
Living Council in. 1973. Considerably less energy, however, is re-
quired to produce cement than competitive building materials (ce-
ment requires about 6 million Stu/ton, aluminum requires about
170 million Btu/ton, and steel requires about 19 million Btu/ton).
Therefore, as energy shortages in the United States become more
acute, the demand for cement will most probably increase over
other building materials.
The U.S. cement industry is composed of 52 companies with an an-
nual capacity of about 95 million tons of cement. The manufac-
turing plants are well dispersed throughout the country and are
located near population centers. The cement industry is the
sixth largest industrial energy consumer, requiring about 550
trillion Btu annually. Well over 80 percent of this energy is
used to heat the kilns, but only 20 to 50 percent of this energy
is required to bring about the chemical reaction forming the ce-
ment clinker. The remaining 50 to 80 percent of the energy is
lost from clinker cooling, in kiln exit gases, and through the
kiln walls. Thus, cement is an attractive industry for the ap-
plication of waste heat recovery and thermal energy storage sys-
tems, having a theoretical potential for recovering from
2.4 x 10 14 to 4.0 x 10 14 Btu annually.
The objective of this research program was to develop an economical 	 j
and industry-acceptable concept for a system that will recover
waste thermal energy from cement production processes, store the
energy, and return the recovered energy to the process or to the
public domain. The research program was conducted by Martin
Marietta Aerospace with the Portland Cement Association providing
technical consultation.
The program was divided into seven major tasks which are described
as follows:
Task I - Cement Industry Process Study. Define the energy con-
sumption by process, the sources of waste heat and..
corresponding amount and temperature, the potential
for recovery, the in--process uses of stored thermal
energy, typical plant equipment layouts, and potential
..energy savings.. Select the most promising energy.
sources.
Four plants, typical of the various types of plants in
this country, were.selected..for use in the subsequent
analyses in this program.
2
4
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Task 11
	
Storage System and Application Selection. Review the
various types of thermal storage techniques and iden-
tify those most suitable for use in the cement in-
dustry. Identify the potential applications of the
stored thermal energy and select the most promising.
Prepare a process flow diagram for each selected con-
cept and define system conditions at significant
points. Based on these diagrams, prepare conceptual
designs of the system components (i.e., heat ex-
changers, pumps, etc) sufficient to perform a pre-
liminary economic evaluation of each concept.
Task III..- Storage System Plan and Incorporation Study. Estab-
lish interface requirements and operational restric-
tions for incorporating the selected systems into the
model plants selected in Task 1. Review plant layouts
to determine the optimum location of the storage sys-
tem. Prepare layout showing equipment and location
o r
 interfaces.
Task IV - Industry Survey. Conduct a survey to assess the in-
dustry's acceptance of the candidate energy conserva-
tion systems.
Task V. -- Storage. System Sizing, Preliminary Design,.and Per-
formance Analysis. Select the candidate source/
storage system/application from the results of Tasks
I and 11 for further analysis. Prepare flow diagrams
of each showing process flowrates, temperatures, and
pressures. Perform analyses to describe size and
requirements for major items of equipment. For each
concept prepare a . computer model capable of predicting
the transient performance of the system.
Task VI - Preliminary Economic Analysis. Perform an economic
analysis of the conceptual designs of Task V to deter-
mine the economic feasibility of the systems.
Task VII Storage System Development Plan. Evaluate the overall
economics and technical feasibility of full-scale com-
mercialization of cement plant waste heat usage. Pro-
vide a detailed program plan for the required analysis,
design, development testing and system demonstration
testing of.the concept.
Results from this study have shown that approximately 4 x 1013
Btu/year rejected energy can easily be recovered and applied for
in-plant use-. The major part of the rejected energy is from kiln
exit gases, which is a high quality heat source. This energy
a
3
source, with temperatures ranging from 700°F to 1800F, depend-
ing on process type, can be used for on-site power generation.
Five plants in the U.S. are now using this energy source for
such purposes.
Thermal energy storage can aid in the production of power when
tht kiln is shut down for scheduled or unscheduled maintenance.
Electricity is required when the kiln is d>-,m to support other
operations such as raw feed grinding, finish grinding, and other
'`
	
	 facilities. Thermal storage system sires were estimated to pro-
rid2 electrical power for z^ 24-hour duration. Storage systems
_-ecpmmended for further development are rockbed storage units
and liquid molten salt systems. A conceptual implementation of
a rockbed storage system with a four-stage preheater kiln is s
shown in Figure 11-1. Through the use of thermal energy stor-
age, returns on investment can be greater over a waste heat re-
covery system without stc:rage. .Vae waste heac recovery/storage
systems proposed in this study Gan realize up to SO to 90% re-
-zurn on investment.
r 
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IIT..	 CEMENT INDUSTRY PROCESS STUDY
The objectives of this task were to define the sources of poten-
tially recoverable thermal energy and the applications for that
recovered energy, and to select four representative, existing
plants to be used in succeeding tasks.
Before describing the specific results of this task, a descrip-
tion of the basic cement manufacturing process and general back-
l'.
	 ground discussion of the industry is provided.
A.	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Two processes are used for manufacturing portland cement--wet and
dry--as illustrated in Figure III-1. When rock is the principal
M1
	
	 raw material, the first step in both processes is primary crush-
ing.. Pieces of rock the size of an oil drum are fed through
crushers that reduce the rock to about 5-in. size. Secondary
crushers or hammer mills then reduce the material to about 3/4--
in. size.
In the wet process ,  the crushed raw Materials, properly propor-
tioned, are ground with water, thoroughly mixed, and fed into the
kiln in the form of "slurry." In the dry process, the raw ma-
terials are ground, mixed, and fed into the kiln in their dry
state. In other respects, the wet and dry processes are essen--
tially alike.
The raw material is heated to about 2700°F in huge cylindrical
steel rotary kilns lined with firebrick or special burning zone
brick. A.modern cement kiln probably is the largest piece of
moving equipment used in any industry. Some kilns have a diam-
eter of as much as 25 ft and can be 750 ft long. The kiln axis
is slightly inclined, and the raw material is fed into the higher
end. At the lower end an intensely hot flame is produced by the
precisely controlled burning of coal, oil, or gas under forced
draft.
As the raw material moves countercurrent to the flora of hot gases
through the kiln, certain elements are driven off in the form of
gases. The remaining elements combine to form a substance with
raw physical-and chemical characteristics. It is called "clinker"
and usually takes the form of grayish--black pellets about the size
5
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I
of marbles. The hot clinker discharged from the kiln is cooled
to manageable temperatures by one of the various types of coolers,..
most of the heat from which is returned to the kiln to increase
heating efficiency.
The clinker may be stockpiled for future use, or conveyed im-
mediately to a serie,a of grinding mills.. Here gypsum is added
in the grinding process and the cycle is completed. This final
grinding reduces clinker to a fine powder. This extremely fine
powder is portland cement.
B.	 INDUSTRY BACKGROUND
The U.S. cement industry is composed of 52 companies with an an-
nual capacity of about 95 million tons of cement. The names of
companies and their annual capacities are listed in Table I1I--1.
Figure I11--2 shows the location of the manufacturing plants,
which are well dispersed throughout the country, although the
mountain region is le;,,,s widely represented than are other sec-
tions. By the very nature of the process and product involved,
cement plants are located fairly near population centers.
Cement is produced in kilns of widely varying production capacity.
The average kiln produces about 280,000 tons of cement annually,
with kilns ranging from 1,200,000 tons down. to those producing
65,000 tons annually. Plants produce from 100,000 to 2,500,000
tons of cement annually with an average of about 550,000 tons:
s
The age and condition of U.S. cement plants are as widely vari
able as capacity: Of the 385 kilns currently producing port-
land cement clinker, .65 Caere put into operation before 1931, and
40 have been installed since 1971.
7:.
?tank
c;n..--
M'Go ton)
	 1
L 4 L` c ent
Ina,1-:1tr'! Nnane
1 6,370 5.7 ldcal
2 5,217 5.5 General
3 J,125 5.4 Martin Marietta
4 4.493 4.7 Lone Star
5 4,268 4.5 Dkzrquette
6 4,084 4.3 Ameord
7 3,856 4.1 Medusa
8 3, 80ri . 4.0 Ur ive rsal .Atlas
9 3.743 3..9 Kaiser
10 3.482 3.7 National Gypsum
11 3,030 3.2 California Portland
12 2,955 3.1 Lehigh
13 2,660 2.3 Southwestern
15 21580 2.7 Citadel
16 2,217 2.3 Penn-Dixie
17 2,1.80 2.' Louisville
18 2,150 2.3 Dundar-
19 2,140 2.3 F1i.ntltote .
20 2,050 2.2 Alpha
21 1,550 1.6 Atlantic
22 . 1,504 1.6 Texas Industries
23 1,410 1.5 Gifford-Hill
24 1,306 1.4 Ash Crave
25 1,200 1.3 River
26 1,130 1.2 Coplay
27 1;125 i.2 .OKC
28 1',120 1:2 Santee
29 1,050 1.1 Northwestern States
30 1,041 1.1 Centex
31 3,000 1.1 Maule
32 942 1.0 Columbia
33 855 0.9 Giant
34 850 0.9 Arkansas Cement
35 840 0.9 Oregon Portland
36 791 0.8 Whitehall
37 750 0.8 Hudson
38 725 0.8 National Cement
39 700 0.7 DSDnolith
40 660 0.7 Keystone
41 600 0.6 Monarch'
42 570 0.6 South Dal.ata Cement
43 565 0:6 Gulf Coast
44 560 0.6 Fla. Diining/Diateri.al
45 495 0.5 Rinker Portland Cement
46 450 0.5 Cyprus Hawaiian Cement
47 400: 0.4 Wyandotte
48 390 0.4 San Antonio _Part.
49 .355 0.4 Capitol Aggregates
50 350 0_4, Utah Portland
51 282 0.3 National Portland
- 52 270 0..3 Jefferson Marine
Source - Economic Research Department,. Portland .Cement Assoc:w!
tion.Old Orchard Road, Skokie, Illinois. .60.076
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Figure III-2	 Cement Plant Locations
9..
PRESENT .ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF THE U.S. CEMENT INDUSTRY.C.
The most recent figures available from the Portland Cement As-
sociation ' s (PCA) Economic Research Department reveal that
energy consumption has decreased since 1972. The data are shown
in Table 111-2. For dry process kilns only, the kiln consumes
an average 4.94 million Btu/ton fuel energy and 29.3 Wh/ton
electrical regairemen:ts.. The overall totals for all plants.are
5,760,000 Stu/tori total fuel energy and 148.3 Idgh/ton electrical
energy. The most resent figures on energy cost reveal that the
industry is paying.about $1.15-$1.20/million Btu for fuel energy,
and.about 2,8(^/Wh-for electrical energy. The fuel costs range
from about $1.00/million Stu for certain coals to slightly more
than $2.00/million Btu for imported oil. Electrical power costs
were minimum.in areas . with hydroelectric and nuclear generation,
and maximum where imported oil was used.
TaKe III--2 Paz sent Energy Consumption for A44 Xants
Energy (Fuel. +. Electric),
Equivalent Btu/ton.Clinker.
Average. RangeDepartment
Quarry and Crushing 48,000 0	 to .175,000:':
Drying 231,000 0 to 1,000,000.
239,000 (Dry Process
.
0 to 1,000,000
Only)
-RaT%q
 Milling 117, 000 .'
Kiln Operations 5,779,000.
5,680,000 (Fuel_ Only) 3,000,000 to
10, 100,00.0
Finish Grinding .200,300
Total Grinding* 307,400 150;000:to
525,000
:Most. recent data not as:ye.t apportioned into. raw and.finish..
grinding.
I.
J
i
i
a
By 1933, it is estimated that more than 80% of the production
will 'be manufactured using coal.
2.	 Process Trends
a
As of 1976, the industry produced about 54.9% of cement with the
wet process and 45.1% by the dry process.. Table 111--3 shows the
projected additions and closings for the next few years. At the	 #
end of five years,.it is projected that the industry will be pro-
ducing over 50% of the product using day process systems. Most
of the new dry process capacity will be preheater and precalciner
systems, and will replace primarily wet process systems. The
longer range trend will be more strongly to dry process instal
lations, with most of the Jess efficient dry process installations 	
3
employing some form.of waste heat utilization.
D.	 RATIONALE FOR PLANT SELECTION
The four plant models selected for waste heat recovery represent
the process types most amenable to energy recovery and those .
will predominate in the future for the U.S. cement industry.
They include a long--dry-process kiln with chains, a one--stage sus-
pension preheater kiln with chains,. a four--stage suspension pre-
heater kiln, and a. long dry kiln with waste heat boiler. Suspen-
sion preheater kilns will be used in many plants where capital	 gis available to change, because the heat exchange of kiln exit
gases with incoming rasa.materials is very efficient,_ and energy
requirements for pyroprocessing are minimized. However; because`.
the ASTM specifications provide for an optional limit on alkali
content (0.6/ as Na 2 O), and the suspension preheater system en"
traps alkalies in the kiln system-more efficiently than do other
systems, many plants may be unable to convert to this system.
Another constraint to the wholesale adoption of preheater tech--
nolo is the incidence of plugging and buildups in the legy	 P g 	 	 p-	 i
heater system arising when alkali, sulfur, and chlorine compolznds
condense during heat exchange. For these reasons, it was de-.
tided to include the single--stage preheater system, which is
gaining popularity for applications in which a minor degree of
these alkali or sulfur problems exist,:. and the. long. dry. kiln,
which will continue to be popular in plants that have major'
problems in these areas.
Although the wet process will continue to be used in .many plants	 21
for the foreseeable future, because of material_ constraints or
because capital may not be available for conversion, the low
gas temperatures and high moisture contents characteristic of
exit `gases. from wet kilns make . them. much .  less. attractive . for heat
recovery. Similarly, although a few grate preheater kilns are in
TaKe .BIZ 3 Anwunced CementlMinker Capacity Changes , as of Sept 19, 1977
Plant name	 Location	 procass '.Pons (1, 000)_
New	 —1 9 7 7^.—._, ^4" From To
No activity for period shown
-	 Expansions
Ideal	 Tijeras, N.M. Dry 420 500 + 80
Lol.isville Cement
	
Speed, Ind.. Dry 880 1047 + 160
So sth Dalrota	 Rapid City, S. D. Dry 570 1140 + 570
Closing/Reduction
General	 Houston, Texas Wet 245 0 - 245
Total 1977 + 565
1978
New
Centex	 Buda, Texas Dry 474 + 470
`4^	 Expansions ^
Coplay	 Nazareth, Pa. Dry 580 1.025 + 445
Lehigh	 Mason City, Iowa Dry 605 750 + 145
Closing/ Reduction
No activity for period shown
Total 1976 + 1060.
1979
- N ew
Oregon Portland	 Durkee, Oregon Dry 500 + 500
Expansions
Ideal	 Boettcher, Colo. Dry 410 460 + 50
Ideal	 Knoxville, Tenn. Dry 470 583 + 113
Lone Star	 Davenport, Calif. Dry 395 725 + 330
Closing /Reduction
Oregon Portland	 Huntington, Oregon Wet too 0 - 200
Tota11979 + 793
_	 1980
New
No activity for period shown
Expansions
Kaiser	 Permanence, Calif. Dry 16o0 1600
Marquette	 Cape Girardeau, Mo, Dry 335 1000 + 665	 p
Closing /Reduction. .
Marquette	 Nashville, Tenn. Wet. 235 0 _ -235
Marquette
	
Cowan, Tenn. Wet 233 0 233.
Marquette	
-	
Rockmart, Ga. Dry, 255 0 -- 255
Marquette	 Superior, Ohio Dry 285 0 - 285
Total 1980 343
19'81	 .
New j
Ideal	 Theodore, Ala. Dry 1500 + 1500
Expansions
No activity for period shown
Closing [Reduction .
No activity for period shown
Total 1981 ORIGINAL PAGE IS + 1500
O POOR. QUALTSubtotal of changes with date given 3575
.	 No Date Given -
New.
No activity for period shown
Expansions	 -
'Maule lndu series	 Hialeah, Fla. Wet 1000 2068 . + 1066
OKC	 Florida Dry 585 + .	 565:
Southwestern	 Odessa, Texas Dry.
C10 sing/Reduction__
No activity for period shown
-.	 Subtotal of changes with no.. date given * .	 1653
GRAND TOTAL *:. 5228
-.
3
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operation, their exit gas temperatures ara extremely low (250 to
300°F), and it is doubtful *^iiat ;any. economical heat recovery
could be accomplished. Also, the number of grate preheater
plants is not likely to increase substant3..ally, since success--	 {
ful operation of these systems requires appropriate raw materials
not generally available. The clinker cooler exhaust and kiln
shell provide potential for heat recovery in these plants as
well. However, in the case of wet process plants, the secondary
air requirement is so high that the cooler exhaust is not at
temperatures sufficient to make recovery attractive (often Less
than 200'F).
It will be noted that all four model, plant systems are eauipped
with grate-type clinker coolers. This type of cooler is pre-
dominant in the U.S.; only a few planetary coolers and rotary
coolers are used--chiefly in alder plants. In. addition, none of
these latter . coole_r types has exhaust air, so no . heat recove?ry
potential exists from the cdolar.
E..
	 WASTE HEAT SOURCES IN THE SELECTED PLANTS
a
i
To assess the various waste heat. sources in the selected plants,
energy and material balances Caere necessary. This section de-
scribes the calculations and lists the characteristics for each
of the model plants
i
1
The four plants chosen all had different kiln and heat recupera-
tion systems:
1) Plant 1: Long s
 dry-process kiln (Faith chains) with grate.
cooler: Kiln exit gases cooled by water spray before enter
i.ng precipitator.
a
2): Plant 2:: Intermediate length dry-process kiln .(tsith chains),
plus a one--stage cyclone preheater (two cycicsnes in parallel),
and grate cooler.;
Plant 1: Long, Dry-Process Kiln with Chains
a. Data Provided by the 
Plant
L'Un Dimension - The kiln is 520 ft long with a discharge end
diameter of 15 ft, and a feed end diameter of 17 ft. The diameter
is constant up to 415 ft from the discharge end, then widens to 17
ft over a 15-ft-long tapered section, then remains constant
again to the feed end.
Clinker Production Rate - Typically 67 tons/hr,.which indicates
a raw feed rate of 104 tons/hr, disregarding kiln dust.
Fuel Usage About 12 tons/hr..
Waste Air from Clinker , Coo Zer This is estimated to be 89,000
acfm at 350°F, and is presently being vented to the atmosphere.
Kiln Exit Gas - The gag contains about 1.6% by volume 02 mea-
sured on a dry basis. The volume of gas was not given, but the
gas is cooled to 780'F by a water spray of 45-55 gal/min into
the back dud of the kiln.
b. Energy­, and 'Material BaZaAce - Using the data provided by the
plant, the following heat and material flows were calculated.
Heat Input , - : All four plants use coal as the kiln fuel. Since no
detailed-data wereavailable on the composition of the coal used,
a "typidAl, " bituminous coal was used in all the calculations.
The dry coal composition^wds as follows:
= 62.3% by weight.
= 6.0% by weight
^ 18.4 % by weight
= 3.3% by weight
= 10.0% by- weight.
oal is 11,500 Btu/lb (23 MBtu/
For complete combustion, it can be calculated that 1 lb of this
0 r-'7 '11-: a-C	 q _ Z__ - '100T.'N
Carbon (C)
Hydro &an	 M
Oxygen
Sulfur	 (S)
Inert constituents (ash)
The gross calorific value of this c
ton).
Ac i
Component in	 Coal, cu ft/lb	 Coal,
Combustion Gas	 (at 32 0 x')	 1b/1b
CO2	 18.61	 2.283
S0 2 :: 	 0.37	 0.065
r
H2O (as vapor)	 30.$0	 0.539
N2	 83.95	 6.583
Total	 113.73	 9.470
*S02 in the kiln exhaust gas will probably be considerably lower
than expected due to reaction with the kiln feed, .and so can be
ignored..
The heat input for this kiln is Q = . 23 MBtu/ton x 12 ton/hr =
276 MBtu/hr.
IfUn SheZZ Losses - kiln 'shell heat losses were estimated from the
kiln shell temperatures using the relationship given in Vig. 64
of Modern Refractory Practice (published by Harbison-Walker Re-
fractories Co.., 1961) . This . re3.ationship . is for combined radix- .
tive and convective heat losses from a vertical wall to still
air at 70'V, and hence is. an: approximation in the case of a.ro
tati.ng metal-shelled kiln. Accurate calculations of shell heat
losses were not warranted during this phase : of the  project. The
shell losses are 25.6 -MBtu/hr or 0.38 MBLu/.ton. 	 j
3
Clinker Cooler Waste Gas - The amount of heat in the clinker
cooler gas is simply the product of the mass flora, specific heat; .
and temperature difference.
Inputs/outputs lb/min
Gross
MBtu/
min
Tons/
ton
Clinker
Gross
MBtu%
ton
Clinker
Temp,;OF
Raw Feed 3460. - 1.55 -- A
Coal 400 4.60 0.18 4.12 A
Combustion Air 3753 ---- 1.68 ---- U
Water Spray 420 - 0.19 -- A
Total .Heat Input 4.60 4.12
Outputs
Clinker Sensible Heat; 0.06 - 1. 0.05 - 150.
2233 0.11 0.10 250
Kiln Shell Heat Loss - 0.43 -- 0.38 650
Clinker Cooler Ex-
cess Air. 4363 0.34. 1.95 0.30	 .. 350
Radiation - 0.01 - --- 0.01 U
;0.02 0.02
Kiln Exit Gas 5325 1.90 2,38 1.70 1150
Theoretical Heat of
Reaction. -- 1.68 - 1.50 --
Total Heat Output 1	 4.42-4..148 3.9.474.00
*A = Ambient Temperature, U = Unknown
S
3
Gas Reaching
	 % by	 % by	 Heat Content,
Spray zone	 scfm	 Volume	 lb/min Sleight Btu/min
N2	 36,860
	
60.9
	 2890	 54.3	 836,500
02	 870.	 1.4	 78	 1.5	 20,800
CO2
	16,730	 27.6
	 2052	 38.5	 562,200
H2O	 6,110	 10.1	 305	 5.7	 166,800
Total	 60,570	 100.0	 5325	 100.0	 1,586,300
Heat of
-
condensation
	
of water.	 324,500
Gross heat content of	 exit gas	 1,900,800
In calculating the total heat content of wet exit: gases, the heat
content: of water was estimated as a vapor between 32°T' and the
temperature of the gas concerned, and.t-hen 1064 Stu/lb was added
for the latent heat: of vaporization of water.
An unknown amount of heat will be lost as kiln dust, which may
in part account for the discrepancy in the heat balance for the
kiln and clinker coolar (Table III-4)..
fable 111-4 Energy and Materials Balance far Plant 1
2.	 Plant 2: Intermediate, Du-Process_ Kiln, with Single--Stage gy--
clone Preheater
a. Data Provided by the Plant
Kiln Dimensions - The kiln is 360 ft long, with a discharge
end diameter of 11.5 ft, and a feed end diameter of 13 ft. An
F. L. Smidth singl y-stage cyclone preheater . unit consists of two
cyclones iz1 parallel.
ICitn SheZZ Temperature ProfiZe
Distance from
Discharge End
of Kiln., ft
Kiln Shell.
Temp, °F
Distance from
Discharge End
of Kiln, ft
Kiln Shell
Temp, °F
0 est. 500-600 200 220
30 700 225 300
75 600 .250 420
100 520 275 460
125 340 300 420
150 210 325 380
175 .220 360 330:
Note.	 There is a second shell temperature maximum at about
275 ft, which is presumably due to the chain section.
Clinker Production Rate - Typical, 30 tons/hr,; i.e., raw feed rate
is about 46,5 tons/hr. .
j
RieZ Usage - This was estimated to be 4 MBtu/ton clinker, which is
about'120 MStu/hr, or 5 tons of coal/hr.
Waste Air from CZinker Cooler - Under ideal operating. conditions
this should amount to about 55,000 acfm,at 350°F. However, under
actual conditions, it may often reach as . much as .75,000 . acfm at.
450°F,
KiZn (Preheater) Exit Gees - Gas enters the preheatei at about
1200°F, and leaves it at about . 720 9 P, with a typical flow of	 :.
90,580 acfm:.
b. Heat and Materials Flows Calculated from these Data
IfiZn:3heZZ Heat Losses By assuming the kiln shell to be at 600°F
for the first 100 ft and 300°F for the remaining 260 ft, shell
heat is estimated to be'14.7 MBtu/hr or 0.50 MBtu/ton clinker.
CZinker Cooler Waste Gas Under typical conditions, this loss
will be 75,000 acfm of air at 450°F containing 19.82:-MBtu./hr, or
0.66 MBtu/ton clinker,
18
Preheater Exit Gas -- The gases leaving the preheater amount to
about 90,580 acfm at 720°F. Assuming that the kiln uses 174 lb
of coal per minute., and that any excess gas volume is due to air
in-leakage, the ,following composition is obtained for the pre-
heater exit -as at 720°F:
Gas
	
Heat
Leaving	 % by	 % by .	Content,
:^•r,	 Preheater	 scfm	 Volume	 lb/min	 Weight	 Stu/min
N2	 24,900	 66.1	 1954	 60.5	 340,000
02	 2,700	 7.2	 241	 7.4	 38,100
CO ? 	7,400	 19.6	 907	 28.0	 144,200
H2O>	 2,700	 7.1	 134	 4.1	 44,100
Total
	
37,700	 100.0	 3236	 10010	 566,400
Heat of Condensation of Water Vapor at 32°F	 142,600
Gross Heat Content of Exit Gas 	 709,000
ti
	
	
The oxygen content of the preheater exit gas is very high in
this system, due to in-leakage of air at that point.(before
the.ele,ctrostatic precipitators). Any reduction of air in--
leakage would serve to increase th;: temperature of the pre--
heater exit gas over 720°F
The overall heat and materials balance for this kiln system is
given in Tab 
'
le 111--5. Estimates of heat Josses from the clinker
cooler
	
sensible heat in the clinker, have .been. included. A
small amount of heat may also be lost in the dust, and as
radiation from the preheater cyclones, but this has not been
estimated.
3.	 Plant:3: Short Kiln with Four-Sta a Suspension Preheater and
Bypass
a. Data' Provided by Plant
Kiln Dimensions -- The kiln is 15 ft in diameter by 220 ft long.
The suspension preheater consists of three pairs of cyclones for
the first three stages, feeding into a single fourth stage. The
total surface area of the . pxeheater system is about 9300 sq ft.
Kiln 57v U Terrrperatures The kiln itself has a shell temperature
ranging from about 500°F . at either end to about 600 °F in the
center, and averaging about 550°F. The preheater cyclone shell
temperatures range from 470 to 160°F and average a surface temper-
ature of about 250°F.
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Table 111-5 Heat and Materials Balance for Plant 2
Inputs/outputs lb/min
Gross
MBtu/
min
Tons/
ton
Clinker
Gross
MBtu/
ton
Clinker.
Temp,	 %r
OF
Racy Teed 1550 --- 1.55 -- - A
'Coal 174 2.0 0,174 4.0 A	 .
Combustion Air 2537 -- 2.54 ---- U
Total. Heat Input 2.0 4.0
Outputs
Clinker Sensible Heat 1000 0.02 1 0.04 200
Kiln Shell Heat Loss -- 0.25 0.5.0 .200
700
Clinker Cooler Ex-
cess Air 3270 0.33 3.27 0.66 450
Preheater Exit Gas 3263 0.71 3.26 1.42 720
Theoretical Heat of
Reaction -- 0.75 -- 1,50
Total Heat Losses . 2.06 4.12
"A = Ambient Temperature, U = Unknown
Clinker Production bate _ This typically ranges from 83 to 96
tons /hr. The higher figure has been used throughout the heat
balance calculations given here. The rate of dust loss from the
preheater.system is given as 13 tens/hr and from the bypass as
about 4 tons/hr, so that rata feed rate is about 176 tons/hr at
the maximum production rate.
ti
Fuel Usage - The net energy requirement is 3.288 MBtu/ton of
clinker, which is equivalent to about 3.44 MBtu/ton gross, or
0.15 tons of coal/ton clinker.
Maste Air from the Clinker Cooler At 96 tons/fir production,
the waste air is 237,000 acfm at 350°F.
Exit Gas from Preheater and Bypass - For a production rate. of 96
tons/lir; the preheatel exit gas flora is 204,500 acfm at 800°F.
The composition of this gas is 1.9% 02 , 61.0% N2 , 30.9% CO 2 , 6.2%
H2O, and it contains 13 tons/hr of dust
The bypass gas leaves the kiln at .1500°F and amounts to 0.974 lb
of gas per lb of clinker. Its comp osition. is 1.79% 0 2 , 65.63%
N2, 26.48% CO2 and 6,047. H 2O, and'it contains 0.0415 lb of dust
per lb of clinker. This gas is cooled.tu 1000° F.by the addition
of air (0.0772 lb air per lip
 of clinker) .
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b. Fleat and Maierzals Flows CaZaulated from These Data
Preheater Exit Gas - The composition in terms of heat, weight,
and volume is as follows:
% by % by Heat Content,
Gas	 scfm	 Volume lb/min Weight B tulmin
- xn N2	 45,052	 61.0 3513 .52.7 681,500
02
	1,403	 1.9 125 1.9 22,250
CO2	 22,821	 30.9 2797 42.0 500,650
H2O	 4,579	 6.2 230 3.5 84,650
Total
	
73,855	 1.00.0 6665 100.0 1,289,050_
Heat of Condensation of Water at 32°F = 244,700
Gross Heat Content of Gases - 1,533,750
Plus 433 1b/min as dust, heat content = 78,000
Total, Including Oust - .1,611,750
Preheater Bypass Gas - At a production rate of 96 tons /hr
 
the
flowrate of bypass gas is 311.1 lb/min or 3524 scfm.	 Its
composition in. terms of. heat, weight, and volume is as follows:..
% by % by Beat Content,
. was 	 scfm	 Volume lb/min Weight Btu/min
N2	 314
	
65.7 180.4 58.0 68,550
0 ?	 63	 1.8 5.6- 1.8 2,010
CO2
	934	 26.5 114.4 36.8 42,560
H2O	 213	 6,0 10.7 .3.4 7,890
Total
	
3524
	
100.0 311.1 100.0 121,010
Heat of Condensation of Water at 32'F _ 11,380
Gross Heat Content of Gases = 132,390
Heat Content of 133 11/min ]lust = 48.000
1I
TaNe 111-6 Heat and Materials Balance for Plant 3
Gross
Gross Tons/ ti1Btu/
MBtu/ ton ton Temp, 'c
Inputs/Outputs lbhain min Clinker Clinker r
Inputs
Rata Feed (including
Dust ?,oss) 5,567 -_ 1.74'.. __. A
Coal 480 5.49 0.15. 3:44 A
Combustion Air 4,800 --- 1.50 . U
Total Heat Input 5.49 3.44
Outputs
Clinker Sensible Heat 3,194 0.10 l 0.06 2.00
Kiln Shell. Heat Loss -- 0.30 .-- 0.19 400 -- 500
Preheater Shell Heat
Loss -. 0.07 - 0.04 160 - 470
Clinker Cooler Ex-
cess Air. 10,750 -0.83 3.37 0.52 3.50
Radiated Beat - 0.03 --- 0.02 U"
Bypass Gas 311 0.13 0.10 0.08 1500
Bypass Dust 133. 0..05. 0.04 0.03 1:500	 ._.
Preheater Exit Gas 6,665 1.`53 2.09 0.96 500
Theoretical Heat of
Reaction - 2".40 -_ 1,_50
Total Heat Losses 5.52 3.45
.A	 Ambient Temperature
U - Unknown
rs
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G I'ibz Exit Gasea - The kiln exit gases contain 0.20 to 0.75%
oxygen. However, a large in-leakage of air occurs . ai:ound the kiln
seals before this exit gas enters the boilers. The composition of
the kiln exit gas, which ifould be expected for combustion with no
excess oxygen, given the actual coal and shale composition used at
the plant, is about. 1.740 lb N2, 1.110 lb .0O2 , and 0.106 lb H2O
for every lb of clinker produced. Evidence from the plant sug-
gests that about a further 30% air infiltration occurs between
the kiln exit and the boiler entrance (the gases entering the
boiler are at 1500°F, which implies .that the kiln exit gases
are actually about 1850°F). Assuming a 30% infiltration by
taeight, and including the 0.135 lb dust/lb clinker which is
typically present in the kiln exit gases, the composition and
heat content of the gases entering the boiler are listed in
Table 1I1--7.
Table 111-7 PZwtt 4 Energy and Matepi.aZ. Batances
Gas
lb/lb
Clinker
Flow
Rates,.
lb/min
Gas Flow,
scfm x 10 3
Net Heat in Mtu/min at!
1,500°F 425 0F
N2
0 2
CO 2
H2O
2.305
0.169
1.110
0.106
5378
394
2590
247
68.6-
4.4
21.1
4.9
2.044
0.141
0.963
0.182
0.530
0.034
0.221
0.046
Total Gas 3.690 8609 99.0 3.330 0.831
Dust 0.135 315 - 0.120 0.030
Total Gas and Dust 3.825 8924 - 3..450 0.861
Latent Heat of Steam 1 0..194 0.194
Total Gross Heat Content of Gases 1 3.644 1.055
d. 0&2;ating Conditions of the BoUers -- The kiln exit gases
plus infiltrated air enter the boilers at 1500°F and leave at
550°F. The gases are further cooled to about 425°F in the
economizer; temperatures are.not reduced much.below 425°F be-
cause of the high S0 content of the waste gases. TemperaturesX
much below 425°r approach the dew point of condensible gas
species such as sulfuric acid.
As can be seen from Table 111-•7, the gas flow. through each boiler
is estimated to be 99,000 scfm; i.e., 394,000 acfm at 1.500°F.
The net heat input to the boiler,. including the .sensible heat_ of
the kiln: dust, 3.s. 2.589 MBtu/miii, or. 2.219 MBtu /ton of clinker.
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Each boiler produces an average of 139,500 1b/hr of steam at
225 prig and 525°F. The boiler .feed water returns at about 218°F
and 350 psig. The heat taken up by the steam is 1,092 Btu/1b, or
152.3 Mfrto/hr or 2.176 NBtu/ton clinker.
e. 5tecan to Electricity Conversion Efficiency Steam from all
the boilers at this plant passes into the five turbines, which
have conversion efficiencies in the range of 12.5 lb steam/Wh
to 17.5 1b/k14h, with an average of about. 14.6 lb/ld%%. - With this
average figure, each of the boilers considered above produces 9555
k14 of electricity, which is equivalent to 32.6 MBtu/hr'or 0.46E
DMtu/tan clinker. The conversion efficiency is about 21.4% rela-
tive to the steam generated., due:to the lots temperature and prey
sure at which the generating system operates.
To summarize, the heat flows are as follows
G LM 4-toss	 u peg.
Heat Inputs to Kiln Ton of Clinker
Kiln . Fue.1 (coal.) 4.57:
Kerogenous Shale-in Raw Feed 0.95
Total 5.52
Heat Losses from Kiln
Kiln Exit Gases at 1500°F 3.12
Approximate Theoretical Heat of Reaction. 1.50
Balance. = Heat Losses through Kiln
Shell, •arid from .Clinker Cooler 0.90
Total . 5.5 2
Heat .Inputs to Electricity Generation System
Kiln Exit Gases at 1500 0 F 3.12
Heat Outputs from Generating System
Kiln. Exit Gases at 425°F 0..90
136.5 ld& electricity Generated/ton Clinker 0.47
Waste Heat from Generating System (balance) 1.75
Total 3.12
f:	 Heat Balance for the GZ nker Cooler - Assuming that the clinker
leaves the kiln at about 2250°F, and leaves the clinker cooler at
about 200 ..7, it. rejects about . 1.04 .yBtu/tow of its hea.	in: the
cooler.	 According to plant data, 80% of kiln combustion air is
secondary air coming from the hot end of the cooler'at 900°F, and
20%, as primary air, comes from the cold end of the cooler at 200°F;
making a total-of about .2.30 :1b of :combustion air/lb clinker.: . : Thus.,
the heat reclaimed in the combustion ail is approximately 410 Btu/ib
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Grass
Gross Tons/. MBtu/
DIBtu/ ton ton Temp,
Inputs/Outputs lb/min min Clinker Clinker °F
Inputs
Rata Feed 4080 1.10 1.74 0.95 A
Coal 433 5.33 0.186' 4.57 A
Combustion Air. 5370 -- 2.30 - 200.-:900
Air In 1374 ---- 0.59 --- A
Total Heat Input -- 6.43 -- 5.52 _-
Outputs
Clinker (Sensible
._Heat)._-_ . _..__ .__ .. 2333 . -0.07 1 0.06 200
Clinker Cooler-Ex-
cess Air .2860: 0.26 1.23 0.22. 350
' - Kiln Ek t` Gdses Pus
Dust & Infiltrated
Air 8924 3.64 3.83 3.12 1500
Kiln. Shdilt Heat Loss -- - 0:71 -- 0.62 --
Theoretical Heat of
Reaction - 1.`75 - 1.50 _-
Total Heat Output. -- 6,43. -- 5.52 --
yA = Ambient Temperature
tOb tained by Di.f fey: enae .
ii
ii
clinker or 0. 82 Mtu/ton. The remaining 0.22 Mtu/tan will . mainly
be : taken up by the excess air. If this waste air is rejected at
350°F or mote, then i_ t will amount' to approximately 2860 lb waste
air/ton,of clinker. The overall heat balance for the kiln is
shown in ,Table 111--8.
'able....II2-8.. pueraU Energ.+ Balance far, PZant- 4
Table 111-9 uC'7.UP77nary of Passible Herr Sources
Net Heat. Available
MBtu/ Btu per Actual. ft3Kiln Maximum
System Temp of ton of of Gas at Maximum
Source Description No.* Source,	 'F Clinker Temperature
Kiln Shell Radiative and 1. C;0 0.38 -
Convective Heat 2 700 0.50 --
Losses 3 600 0.191 --	 .
4 700 0.62
Glinlcer Waste Air l 350 0.30 3.78
Cooler 2 450 0.66 4. 40
3 350 0,5.2 3.49
4 350 0.22 4.45
Kiln System Exhaust Gas from 1 1150 1.41 7.95`
Exit .Gas the Kiln or Pre-- 2 720 1.13.. 6.25
heater, Consider- 3 Soo 0.81 6.30
ed Before Enter- 4 1500 2,96 8.45
in-r the Pre-
cipitator
*Numbers 1--4 refer to model plants 1-4 as discussed previously.
to further 0.05 MStu/ton is lost from the suspension`preheater.
1.	 Kiln Shell Heat Losses
Heat Lost through the kiln shell is "clean" in the sense that it
has no .corrosive or abrasive properties. The proportion of the. 	 $
Beat that is'radiated depends to some extent on the temperature
of the shell; at about 600°F ,probably over 65% of the heat is
radiated, whereas A. smaller fl:action is radiated at lower temper-
atures.
The majority of the remainder of the heat is removed by convec-
tion. If this heat is to be collected as effectively as pos-
sible, it would be best to. collect it at the shell, e.g., by a
water cooling jacket or similar device. However, this.will.ap-
preciably increase the rate of conduction through the kiln shell,
if it lowers the shell temperature to below its normal equilibrium
value. This in turn will- alter the heat balance caithin the .kiln
slightly. Any form of cooling jacket will also increase the
weight loading and possibly increase stresses in the kiln shell,
and refractory lining, and may alter the power requirements for
the . ki.ln-chive: motors,.
a
As an alternative, it would be possible to collect the kiln shelf
heat at a distance, e.g., by radiative transfer to a heat cal- 	 I
lector around the shell, ox by using. a inaziifold. with a suction
fan to collect hot air from around the shell. In this case, the
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effect on kiln temperature would probably be much less, but the
heat which could be recovered would also be limited, and would
depend on
.
 the area of the collector. The kiln shell, heat emis-
sion is most intense in the burning zone. The first 100 . ft of
the kiln usually has an average.temperlture of 600° y , and
would have a radiative heat transfer coefficient of 1600 Btu/hr/
sq ft to a. background. at . 70 9 f; whereas the rest of the kiln shell
typically averages about 300°T, which only radiates about: 350 Btu/
sq ft/hr. Therefore, any attempt to collect radiative heal: from
the shell should concentrate on the hot zone. Furthermore, it is
important that any Beat collection. devi.ae .must . .not interfere with
normal access to the kiln shell for maintenance and inspection.
?.	 Waste Air from the Clinker Cooler
The amount of hot waste air; from the clinker cooler varies ap-
preciably from plant to plant, and also from time to : time depend-
ing on the operating conditions at any one plant, The more ef-
ficient the kiln system is, the larger will. be . the amount: of
waste cooler air, since less of.it will be required as secondary
air in the kiln itself. However, at some plants this air is al-
ready used to day the raw feed or fuel, or to reduce oil. viscosity.
The air is ideally suited for these purposes since it contains
virtually no alka_v.es, SO ? , or water vapor. Nevertheless, at
most plants this waste air is still vented to the atmosphere,
after removal of the abrasive clinker. dust, The temperature of
clinker cooler exhaust air is in the range of 350 to 450'r- for
the dry plants studied here.. At wet process plants, there is
much less waste air (and it is at a lower temperature), due to
the higher secondary air . requirements of the kiln..
In a dry process plant., cooler excess air represents a good source
of. waste heat at intermediate temperatures.It is not corrosive,
but it does contain -some clinker. dust: which is highly abrasive.
Use of. this heat: source should have no harmful side effects on
the cement manufacturing process at most plants. The energy
density of the clinker cooler waste heat in the gas ranges from
3.5 to 4.4 Btu/acf i.n the : three plants:, 'and. as such. rerp.resents
a considerably lower energy density than that of the kiln exit
gases..
3.	 Exit Gases
In almost all kiln systems, the exit gases still represent the
greatest heat- loss. However, in wet process kilns these gases
contain a.. large amount .of: water vapor; and are . generally ate. too:
low a temperature to be useful. The four dry process kilns
studied all shots exit gas temperatures of over ;700°r, which
makes . this gas an attractive heat source. The major problems
expected in using this gas' are high . dust :content . and high alkali
.
 .
salt. and sulfur oxide content.
7
a.	 High Dust Content - Kiln exit gas from a long dry kciln may
contain 20% or more b  weight of the raw feed as dust, and even.
j	 an efficient suspension . preheater kiln will probably lose at
Least 5% as dust.
b.	 High AZkc1i SaZt and sulfur oxide Content - Kiln exit gas from
a long dry kiln generally contains appreciable amounts of alkali
sulfates and chlorides that Goat the dust particles. 	 These, to-:.4R
gether with gaseous 50 2 and S03 (especially from coal-burning
plants) can give rise to a highly corrosive liquid mist if the
`	
gas is cooled below its dew.point. 	 The presence of the salts A
and sulfur oxides also raises the dew point of the gas, which in-
-	 tensifies this effect.
Both of these problems must be considered when designing a heat
exchanger for the kiln exit gas. 	 A further problem will be the
effect of the change in temperature of the exit gases on the ef-
ficiency of the electrostatic precipitators.. In many cement
plants the precipitators are designed to run "hot" (600 to 800°F) i
If gas temperatures fall below 600°F or so, the precipitator ef-
ficiency drops dramatically as dust resistivity increases (Ref.
III-1).	 To regain high efficiency., the gas temperature; must
be lowered to below 350°F and the relative humidity increased,
which will probably involve the installation of a water spray or
evaporator.	 Even so, the efficiency of a precipitator designed
.. for hot gases may be . lower when run. on cool, wet gas. 	 However,
if the plant already uses a low-temperature precipitator, the
effect of further Lowering the gas temperature will probably
not be serious.
4.	 Minor Heat Sources
There are minor heat sources that may vary considerably from plant
to plant, as. well as the three.maj.or Beat sources discussed. 	 For
example, a suspension preheater plant will usually have a bypass
to reduce the allcali content of the cement (as it Plant 3). 	 This
represents a small source of high temperature gas .(1.500°£).which
is wasted at most plants, because the high-alkali dust contained
in the bypass gas cannot be returned to the raw feed. 	 Unfortu-
nately, this gas will tend to have 'a high dust and S0 2 content
that will make it.fairly corrosive.
A further small source of heat in a suspension preheater plant
will be heat lost through the preheater walls. 	 Howaver, this
is at such a low temperature that it is .doubtful . if it would, be
worth recovering.
	
This is true for most of the other: minor heat
sources at cement plants.
a
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The. initial stages of cement- manufacture involve quarrying the
limestone or calcareous component, crushing the material to ap-.
proximately 2 in. maximum size, preblending the quarry rock with
other raw components, and storing the materials in preparation
for raw milling. .Although these processes require. energy, as
shown in Table 111-2, recovery of this energy is highly doubtful
because the magnitudes of the energy increments are low, and the
processes are not for the most part carried out in closed systems
amenable to heat recovery
There seems to be no possibility of using any of the waste heat
generated in the rata meal grinding process. In a wet process,
the average grinding energy requirement is .about 30.1CM-11ton of
clinker, i.e., about 100,000 Btu/ton. However, although most.
of this energy is converted to heat, it is generally all taken
up by . the rata feed slurry itself, which usually contains 32 to
42% eater i.y.weight. This amount of heat is. sufficient, in
theory, to raise the temperature of the slurry by about 50 °F
and so is unlikely to be recoverable----it may serve as a heat
input to the kiln system, or contribute toward drying the slurry.
In the case of the dry process raw feed grinding, slightly more
energy is required (averaging about: 37 144h/ton of clinker, or
126,000 .Btu/ton) in the grinding process. however, in most cases
all the heat generated in.the grinding process is used to aid..
dying of the raw feed,.. whi.c always contains a. small amount
of moisture. There is a trend to use hot. waste gases from the	 A
kill : system to .aid drying . during the grinding process. There-
fore, neither wet not dry process grinding can be seen as a'po-,
tential source of waste heat, they are more likely to be a
potential user of 'waste heat in the evaporation of raiT feed
moisture.
The grinding of clinker, plus gypsum to produce finished cement
uses appreciably more energy than does raw meal grinding in most.
plants. Since there is virtually no moisture in the clinker,
water evaporation is not an integral part of the process. The
average energy requirement is about 58 IdTh /ton (200,000 Btu/ton),.
of which over 98% is released as heat in the grinding mill. In
most U.S. plants, air-swept ball..mill-, ,.are. used for the grinding,
and these mills are usually operated in 'a closed circuit with an .
air: separator. . The heat released in the mill is, _ therefore, :car-
vied out of the mill by the air which then flows into the air
separator or into . .the.dedusting unit, depending . - on the details
of the grinding mill: design. (a dedusti;ng baghouse or similar de-.
vice is usually installed before the induced--draft favi to remove
R1
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air at the air separator, so that the cement and air recycled to the
mill are at about 190"F. Exhaust air leaves the deducting system
at about 170'F. , A major reason for the low temperature in the
mill system is that excessive dehydration of gypsum to hemihydzate
must be avoided, as this may otherwise cause false setting of the
finished cement. Mill temperatures in excess of 220'F are avoided
and in some cases small amounts of water are sprayed into the hot
zone of the mill to prevent excessive temperature rise. So,
clearly, the waste heat produced by clinker grinding will only be
available at temperatures of 210'F or less, and it is therefore
unlikely that this will provide a useful source of haste heat.
To summarize,. it . is unlikely that the taste heat from either rata
meal or clinker grinding will be of any value as a source of .heat.
G.	 PLANT USES OF REJECTED ENERGY
In. certain plants, kiln waste heat is being directly used for.
power generation, for drying raw materials and solid fuel, and
for reducing the viscosity of heavy Gil. The advantages and
constraints of such uses are functions ox parameters unique to
each plant
1	 Raw Material Drvin
in dry process plants, where. the .alkal:l and sulfur contents of the
kiln or preheater exit gas permit, kiln exit gases are often used
for drying moist raw materials. This drying step may be carried
out in grinding mills, rotary dryers, or flash evaporating systems.
The drying efficiency is highest in ro" :-r mill applications, be-
cause of good heat exchange, but the &-rali and sulfur capture
potential is also higher. The clinker cooler exhaust can also
be used for drying, particularly in dry process plants that
have very wet rate materials, or grate preheater systems taith	 4
low kiln exit gas temperatures. Where practical, the use of
kiln waste heat -for drying raw materials will continue as an ef-
ficient means of using waste . heat.
2.	 Fuel Drvinfz
However, the cooler can usually supply more heat than is required
for fuel drying, so that waste heat should still be available.
3.	 Oil. Viscosity Reduction
The strong dependence of the flowability of heavy No. 6 oil on
temperature creates a need for ail preheating . prior to atomiza-
tion into the kiln. Some plants use heat exchange from.cooler
exhaust air to warm the oil to an acceptable viscosity. Since
oil-firing twill, probably continue at west coast and northeast
plants, this application will also probably continue. Again,
however, the actual heat requirement is usually only a relatively
minor fraction of the available heat.
4.
5.
Power Generation Using Waste Heat
The use of waste heat boilers to produce steam from kiln exit
gases and thus generate electricity on-site is an attractive
means of using waste heat, especially in dry process plants with
a high kiln exit gas temperature. There are now eight plants
in the U.S. (five of which use waste heat) generating a total
of 655 x 10 6
 kWh per year between, them (equivalent to 2.2 . x 106
lbtu) . This is about 6.4% of the total., electrical usage in the
cement industry. Details of the waste heat boiler operations
at one of these plants are given in the Plant 4 description.
S ary of In-Plant Uses of Waste Energy
The use of waste heat for rata materials and fuel drying and oi:l
viscosity reduction is fairly common and the methods are well
tested. However; only a small fraction of the available heat at
each plant is usually required. Use of waste heat to generate
electricity is attractive in terms of rejected energy conserved
and in providing electrical energy needs.for most of the plant's
requirements. As will also be shown in later discussion, the
economics of incorporating such waste heat utilization are very
favorable in terms of return on investment.
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IV.	 STORAGE SYSTEM SELECTION AND APPLICATIONS
Present thermal energy storage (TES) techniques or those under
development were reviewed and storage systems most suitable for
recovering and storing thermal energy in the cement industry were
identified. Consideration was given to the uses of thermal en-
ergy in: (1) the eement.process; (2) other off-site industrial
processes; and (3) for district heating and for cooling. Prelim-
inary economic evaluations of candidate storage techniques were
performed to aid in subsequent screening. The results of these
studies are described in the following paragraphs.
A.	 THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY
Storage system technologies can be classified under the broad
categories of sensible heat storage, latent heat storage, and
chemical heat storage. Sensible and latent heat storage at high
temperatures is difficult due to the requirement of maintenance
of the material at those temperatures. Chemical energy storage
is attractive from the standpoint of storing the energy at a low
temperature and then generating high quality energy at higher
temperature (heat pump effect) .
1.	 Sensible Heat Storage
This classification of energy storage is the oldest and congru-
ently the most advanced in terms of development and demonstrated
feasibility. The most practical form of sensible heat storage
is liquid or solid phases. Current materials used for energy
storage are listed below:
Liquids	 Solids
1. dater	 1. Refractory pebbles
2: Oils	 2. Rock beds
3. Organic fluids	 3. Metals
4. Molten salts	 4. Brick
5. Metals
Liquid media are advantageous in serving both as a storage medium
and as a heat transfer medium. A list of liquid heat transfer
media is shown in Table IV-l. Solid bed storage systems can be
used with.either a gas or liquid heat transfer medium to transport
l	 thermal energy from the source to the solid.
Table XV--2	 Heat Transfer Media Characteristics (Ref Ill 2)
This listing is representative rather drat: coniplete. Iirlorazafion has been gathered Jrota apparently reliable soierces.
Used in Boiling point Fire point
Va Operating
range, deg F Freaziag (atmospherir (ClevelandCommon or Liquid	 nor	 Eufa cfir r _ point, Pourpoint, pressure), Disassaciotion open cup).
Chemical name
c
trade name phase phase mixture Min	 Max dog F deg F deg F point, deg C deg F
REPRIGERANTS
Monochlorodilluoramethone 17-223 IS X --140	 3w --256 —41.44 550 Nowt
Dichlorodilluoromathane F-123 15 X —13D	 250 —252 —21 .62 1,000 None
Meihyl chloride Methyl chloride 3 X —80	 600 —143.7 —•10.76 795
Sulfur dioxide Sulfur dfoxido X —103.9 10 3;am+ None
Ammonia Ammonia 3 X —107.9 —28.0 1,100-)- 1,100
ANTIFREEZES (Alcohols)
Methyl alcohol Mafhonal a (wood) X	 X —164 148:37 9
lhyl alcohol Ethariol (grain) X	 X --94 173.3 9
Ethylene glycol SR-1 z X	 X --20	 300 —40 386.96 9 256
Glycetol Glycerine X	 X —60.4 5444
((
	
Polalkylane glycol 50 • 1-111280 •X e X SO	 500 —35 600 dOCr9 H 400 .5 X ---35 6GD
1.84300=X a X 2DO	 500 --40 6DO 585
WeltiNE5 :
coicium . chlorida G Burn salt brine X	 X —5P None.
Sodium chloride Ordinary salt brin g X	 X —6.43 ldon:-)
E17DROCARBON OILS (Petroleum
Products) 13
Hytherm C X .40	 450 0 646 4CA
Hylhorm F r X 40	 475 O 669 4D.;
Hyfherm K r X 40	 550 D 674 561.
Hytherm M t X 40	 600 0 698 575
^s Cl3ORGANIC CH EM ICALS
Isopropylbonzene (Cumene) Para cyasene 4 7 X	 X 60	 30D —100.3 350 152
Phenyl methylalher Anisole 3 X	 X 0	 504 —35.14 308.84 125 11
O•Dichlorobenzene . Dowlherm E 7 X 50	 540 —7 352 285
'	 Tetrachlorobiphenyl Aroclor 1248 6 X 50	 600 19.4 652 650 64D
I} H 500 s X 380 1,
Totra•hydra,naphihalene Tatralta 3 —85 404.36 840 172 14
Diphenyl-diphenyloxide DowthermA^ X	 X	 X 60	 720 53 .2 495 . 8 800-)- 275
Phanolic H BOO s X 876 --60
Diphanyl70 157 491.5
O Serphonyl (orlho) Sontowax O 6 X	 X 175	 80D 133 630 390
9
l
i
E
^
I
Table XV-1 (eowZ)
M-Terp.tenyl (meta) 12 Sonlowax M 6 X X 225	 800	 189	 687	 445
P•Terphenyl (pars) 12 Sanlowox P 6 X X 450	 825	 415	 725	 460
O/M/P•Terpheny) 11 Sonlowax R 6 16 X X 325	 825	 293	 687-}-	 461)
Chlorinated Biphanyl 1] Biphenyl's X X 200	 850	 156	 491	 255
Isopropylbiphenyt It Isopropylbiphnnyl 6 X X 0	 700	 —65	 570	 306
Chlorinated Polyphenyl Arcclor 1221 6 X 70	 600	 34	 527	 349
^`	 C'Aroclor 1232 6 X 0	 600	 —32	 554	 460
Aroclor 1242 6 X 70	 600	 2	 617	 610+
Aroclor 1254 6 X 100	 600	 50	 689	 sv	 691+
ORGANO -SILI':ATE CHEMICALS 11 A b
Tetra aryl silicate .4700-130 5 X —50	 300	 —100	 400-{	 >	 450
Aliphatic silicate H 700E s X —50	 500	 —100	 700+
Tetra aryl silicate H 700-155 S X 0	 500	 — 65	 600 -(-
H 700160 s X 0	 600	 —40800-}- 	 cnH :J0-l0A 5 X 50	 600	 —30	 700-{-
Telro aryl silicate 'cont.) H 700-180 S X 50	 650	 —10	 850-)-
H 700 - 190 S X 50	 6/5	 30	 8004-
H 750-200 S X 50	 700	 5	 800
.4700 S X 0	 650	 —45
	
770-}	 512
FUSED SALTS
Eutectic salt H 1200 S X X 300	 1,100	 285
Sodium nitrite-sodium nitrate-potos-
sium nitrate, (40-7-53) alloy Hilec S X X 300	 1,000	 288	 1,500
MOLTEN METALS
Mercury X —37.9	 674.42
Sodium-pofo3sium alloy X X 1,518
Sodium X 207.5	 1,616
Lead-tin (50-50) alloy X 437
Tin X 449.4	 4,100
Bismuth X 520	 2,640,
Lead-iin (67-33) alloy X 527
Lead-bismuth alloy X 3,031s
Lead X 621.3	 3,170
1 Atlantic Refining Co. tradename. 11 Other hydrocarbon high-temperature oils include "S/V HT Oil' (Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.):
] Dow Chemical Co. tradename. "Ideal," "Eureka," "Eclipse" (Atlantic Refining Co I; "Redind" (Continental Oil Co.); "HT
] E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc. tradename Oil" (Gulf Oil Corp.); "Pure Mineral" Oil ( pure Oil); "Turbo,""Tellus," "Volvato" (Shell
s Hercules Powder Co. tradename. Oil Co.); "Rubiiene," "lodita; "Penn," "Geor Oil" (Sinclair	 Refining Co.);
	 "Colol OC
5 American Hydratherm Corp. tradename. Turbine Oil" (Col. Standard Oil Co.); "12586 Oil" (Ind. Standard Oil Co.i; "Schivis" (Ohio
6 Monsanto Chemical Co. tradename. Standard Oil Co.); "Sunvis 51" (Sun Oil Co.); "Ursa Oil P;' "Regal Oil" (Texas Oil Co I;
r Newport Industries Co. (Div. Hayden Newport Chemical Corp.) tradenome. "Tyco) Avalon 90" (Tidewater Assoc. Oil Co.).
Union Carbide Co. tradename. " Flash point.
Bailing point for undiluted alcohol (not eutee-ic mixture). 1S Other fluorinated hydrocarbon compounds available are F-13, F-1381, F•11, F-113, and
to For comparison only. F-114.
11 Manufactured by Dow Corning Corp. for American Hydrotherm Corp. 11 Other	 polyphenyl alkyl derivatives and mixtures include diisopropyl biphenyl, tertiary
17 Rr6lslont to nuclear radiation. eutectle, monolsopropyl biphenyl, and isopropyl Sonlowax 6.
v .ems ase mss._ _ 	 A
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Both liquid and solid storage systems are limited by thermal
stability at high temperatures and resistance to thermal cycling.
Oils and organic chemicals suffer from thermal degradation at high
temperatures, thus limiting their applications. Shown in Fable
TV-2 are the operational temperature ranges for sensible heat
storage systems. Typical degradation times for an organic chem-
ical, Dowtherm "A` r , are shown in the following tabulation taken
from Ref IV-1.
Mean	 Time, Months	 ii
(based on 15% degraded products)
650	 45-60
700	 35-37
725	 10-1.4
750	 3--4
775	 1.5`2
For high temperature applications (>500°F) and for storage sys-
tem life times of 20 to 30 years, the maintenance required to
replenish degraded products can be substantial
a :	 2.	 Latent Heat Storage
Storage of thermal energy as heat of fusion is attractive rela-
tive to sensi.ble. heat storage because the latent heat of fusion
of many materials is greater than the product of-the specific heat.
and storage temperature range. As of this date, large-scale ap-
plication of these materials to thermal storage systems is pri-
marily in the development stage..
A phase change material selection is dictated primarily : on melt-	 y
i.ng point and latent heat of fusion. Additional properties that i
must be considered are. reversibility of hysteresis on melting. or
freezing, subcooling of liquid phase, and 'nucleation.of solid
phase from liquid phase plus irr,?.versible changes in the material
on thermal. cycling. These changes alter the melting temperature
and heat of fusion. A large number :of these materials have been
surveyed, studied, and developed as phase change materials (PCM)
i	 The materials consist chiefly of pure compounds or eutectic mix-
tures of metal hydrides, hydroxides, fluorides, nitrites, chlo-
rides. , bromides-, carbonates, sulfates., and phosphates A repre-
sentative list of PCMs and : their .qualities are shown in Table
IV-3.
Heat transfer : rates through: PCMs.. are :frequently limited by the
thermal conductivity of the liquid and solid states. RLcro- and
macro- -_acapsulation techniques in small, pellets and suspension
of the pellets in a liquid heat transfer medium has been developed
to increase heat :transfer and- iinhbit migxatioii . :of phases in the
storage vessel.
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;TaKe IV-2 operationaZ and Conceptua4. Sensible bleat Storage System (Ref .ZV 2)
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Table IV-3 Operational and Conceptual Heat-of-Fusion storage Systems (Ref .N--2)
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3.	 Chemical Energy_ Storage
Of the three categories of thermal storage systems, chemical energy
storage requires the most development for large scale applications.
Use of chemical reactions in thermal storage may be considered un-
der four subheadings: (1) single, irreversible reactions; (2)
single, semireversible reactions; (3) single, reversible reactions;
and (4) paired, reversible reactions. The advantage of chemical
energy storage over sensible and latent heat storage is the ability
to store more energy in considerably less material. Table 1V--4'
shows some of the candidate reversible chemical reactions consid--
eyed for thermal energy storage.
Other potential candidate reactions include paired ammoniated salt
reactions. These reactions are listed in the following tabulation..
A H Btu/lb
Reaction
	
reactants
(1) CaC12 = 8 M13 (s) . CaC1 2 '4Nii3 (s) + 4NH 3 (g)	 88	 285.7
(2) CaC12 -4NH 3 (s) ",.CaC1 2 '2NH3(s) + 2NH3 (g)	 108 203.1
(3) CaC12 . 2NH 3 (s) L CaCl2 'NH3 (s) + NI13 (g)	 3 29 180.0(4). MgC12.6NI33 (s) 	MgC12.2-NI13 (s) + 4NII3 (g) 	266	 461.8 .
(5)MgCl2 , 2NH3(s)	 MgCl2 -NH3 (s) + NH3(g)	 522 161.6
(6)M.C12.NH3(s) 
'-4_7 MgCl2 + NH3 (9)	 702 •198.9(7) lInC12 '6NR3 (s) ^AinCIp • 2NR3 (s) +,.4NH3(g)	 197	 386.5
(8)MnCl2 . 2NH3 (s)	 NaClz •NH3(s) + AH 3 (g)	 480 192.3 .
(9) NH4CI.3NH3 ' NH4CI + 3NH 3 	40 533.3
By pairing lots-temperature reactions with high-temperature re-
actions a chemical heat pump can be realized. These reactions
are unique in that the forward or reverse reactions can be driven
to completion by varying the NH3 decomposition pressure in the
system. These reactions are presently being studied for various
applications (Ref. IV-3). Totally gas phase reactions are lim-
ited to partial completion by the thermodynamic chemical equilib-
rium relationships at . .the system operating temperature and total
pressure. Chemical energy storage can theoretically generate
energy at the original quali.ty^ but is necessarily limited to re--
covering energy at a narrow temperature range. Fob: example,. if a . .
noncondensing gas from a cement kiln at'1150°F is passed through
a high temperature chemical reactor at 1100°F, the_sensible heat
extracted from the gas stream would -only be Q	 Cp (1150-1100) .
The discharged gas at 1100°F would still be '!energy rich." On
the other .hand, if the 1150°F stream were .passed through a 600'°F
bed, the high quality energy (at 1150.°F) would never. be  recovered,
since upon regeneration the bed could only produce 600°F heat
transfer fluid.
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TaKe; IV-4 Reversible Chern caZ Reactions for Ther}maZ Energy Storage (Ref IV-2)
Heat of Reaction; . Q Temp.
Cost(Material).
j	 Proposed Reaction kwr-hrlkg kw,-hrlm3 C. $/kwt-hr Status Comments Ref
Mg(OH)2 +Q .= MgO +V 20(g) ..0.288 340 375. 0.62 Lab Scale
3.`s4;^,s5
Ca(0I71 )2 + Q . Cat] +. 1-120(9) 0.366 411 520 0.07 Experiments
SOS +0=  S02 + z 02 0.343. 262+ 122 18 . 4+x' Conceptual +Gas stored at 200 atmospheres 3.38+t'Storage system cast
CH4 + Hz0 + Q= CO + 3H2 1. B 8: 81, 800 Conceptual *Assumes gaseous products are stored 3.37at a pressure of 10 atmospheres and
273?IC
1	 N)Cl2 + BNIi3 + Q -= 11WI 2 : • 2N11 3 + . 4NII3 0.29 7. V. 175 7.50 ? 3.40	 .
LaNi5% + Q'= L.aNi + 512
.
 Fit 0. 04B 8.5$ 100 1 060. Conceptual
o -
+ Q	 SmC. Q + 5 1 4  Ii2.	 SmCO5H2. 0.024 7.4* 100 4410.5	 5. 3.41
VH2 + Q = VH + 112 H2 .. 0: 105 9.8v 100 105.
FeTtH +.Q = . FeTl+ 1 12 H2 0.078 14.1 100 28,
Coupled System: Conceptual 3.42 3.43, 3.44
FeTiH + Q	 FeTi +H2 . 0.118 .92 400 17.9
and
llgH2 i Q = ligH2
H: 2S0,, (dilute) + Q ="T 2 0 (9) +HZSO4 cone) 0,107 452 238 0.45 Lab Scale ' Concept requires real time use of large 3.46, 3.46Experiments amount of energy at 100°C during storage
cycl u
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• B.	 'DES APPLICATION
Storage system sizing and selection depends on the use of recov-
ered waste heat. Some presently existing dry process plants re--
cover the energy in. -kiln exit gases through waste heat boilers
and.. generate their own electric poser for an--process electrical
requirements. Therefore, the first use of the high temperature
heat from the cement kiln could be for the production o.f electri-
cal poster. Using Plant 1 as an example, energy in the high-tem-
perature, 1150 0P, kiln gas could generate steam to drive. turbines
for electrical poster generation. The amount of electricity that
could be generated is (assuming a 25% thermal energy to electrical
energy efficiency of the steam porter plant) :
kp lTo-Tfinal) x 0.25ldIe =	 3413
We	 3413
(60)_(0.28) (1.1_50-300). x 0.25
	 5
	
57Q
These calculations illustrate that kiln gas can continuously gen-
erate electricity at around 5.6 We while the kiln is .operating.	 S
Tbr the dry process, electrical energy requirements can range from
60 to 150 167h/ton clinker. Using clinker production rate of 67
tons/hr, Plant 1 requires between 4 to 10 MWe in: the operations
of grinding, clinkering, and finishing of cement_ The actual 	 3
daily power demands depend on plans: operation, i.e., when the
grinding, clinkering, and finishing processes are operating,
Clinkering is usually a continuous process, except for infrequent
maintenance shutdowns. However, the grinding and finishing mills
may not be operated on a continuous around-the-clock basis,
Thermal energy storage may :then be used to store excess energy
when the process does not demand 5 10e. of porter, Storage may
also be used to improve the efficiency of the power plant oper-
ation through the application of TES reheaters or feedwater heat-
ers. TES locations in . a.power ,plant are illustrated. in Figure
3:V 1.
The uses of thermal energy storage in power applications can be
summarized as.: E..
1) Reserve energy fox steam production.;
2) Steam reheating;
3)- 1! eedwater Heating;
4) Storage o f waste heat from : power cycle for in--process use or
district use.
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Figure XV 1 TES Applications in Power PZant Cycles
C.	 INITIAL TES SELECTION
Candidate thermal storage materials were selected based on tem-
perature levels of prominent waste heat sources in the cement	 $
manufacturing process. Preliminary system concepts Caere also,
developed to recover energy from waste . heat sources and apply
the stored energy.
Thp- materials selected for thermal .energy storage (TES) were-
based on the temperature level of application and proven feasi-
bility of the system. As described earlier, the temperature
levels . of interest are storage of waste heat from.the.kiln gas.. 	 j
at a temperature level hanging from 800°F to 1500°F and the
waste heat from the clinker _cooler air at 350°F to 450°F. Sev-
eral storage media candidates were reviewed for applicability
in these temperature ranges, particularly from-Ref IV-2, IV-4;..
and IV--5. Candidate TES media were initially selected based on
demonstrated technical feasibility as well as temperature levels.
Eleven materials were
chemical energy storage eca tegories forehighs temperature a 
and
	
nergy $ 	 g	 P	 pp
cations. Shoran in Table IV--5 are storage media properties of
these candidates. The candidate material/system concepts are
briefly described :.its. the . folluwi.ng paragraphs..
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Table XV 5 Heat Storage Media Properties
Density Cp, Temp ($/kfdt•hr)
Btu/	 Btau/ rrin, . Max, Storage
Candidate 1b/ft3 3bm °3{	 ft	 °r. or.	 °F $/lien Ifedium Only
Sensible Heat Storage
1,	 M90 . . 223 0.32	 .71.4 400.	 900 0.15 3.20.
1000 2.66
1100 2.29
1200 2.00
2.. Granite .168 0.28	 47.0': 400	 900 0.0038 0.13
. 0.20	 33.6 1000 0.11
1100 0.09
1200 0.08
3. .Limestone 153 0.22	 33..7 400	 900 0.0038 0.1?.
3.000 0.10
1100 0.48
- 1200 0.07
4.	 Draw Salt 111 0.37 -	 41.1 430	 900 0.10 1.46
1000 1.62
5.	 Oil
Dowtherm 62.2 0.53.	 33.0 400	 600: 0.60 19.32
750 11.04
Caloria 44.3 0.69	 30.6 400	 600 0.13 3.22
6.	 NaOH 100 0.50	 50.0 600	 900 0.250 5.69
.1000.
-4.26
1100 3.41
1200 2.84	 .
7.	 Rock + Oil 137.1 0.24	 32.9 150	 600 0.014 1.90
(Grani.te: +
Caloria Void
Fraction = 0.25)
Latent Heat Storage
S.	 Li2COg' 144 110	 17136 747 0.33 9.46
--Na2CO 3 @25 °C
_ I:2CO
9..
	
NaOH 133 6.9
	
.. 6p6 0,25 12.37
025°C 6900
100
@600°T+
Chemical Energy Storage
10.	 SOB . 13.20 531	 7013 1170	 1.308 0.20 1.285'
-- @200
aim .
1l ^
	
IIBC12 . 2NHa 301 . 333	 9990 530	 560 0.185 1.895
+ CaCl2.8NI-Ig
E^
z. iko-
This system uses magnesia bricks stacked in a checkerboard pat-
tern in horizontal cylindrical tanks.	 The kiln gas would be
passed through the beds and the heat exchange'woul.d occur via
direct contact with the bricks.	 The basic problem associated
with This system is incompatibility of the kiln gas constituents
(SOx, H2O, CO2) and the magnesia.
4"	 2.. Granite 'or Vines tone
This system consists of beds of crushed rock (average diameter
1 to 2 in.) in which the kiln gas is passed through the bed in
the charge mode; ambient or preheated air passes through the bed
during discharge.	 the granite durability to kiln gas consi:ituent
species is expected to be quite high.	 Limestone durability must
be determined at high kiln gas SOx loadings.	 Accumulation of
kiln gas dust in the storage bed, leading to excessive pressure
drops, may be another potential problem. 	 Air and kiln gas would
be drawn through the bed using existing induced draft fans.	 The
advantage of this material./system concept is its.low investment
cost.	 Not shown in Table IV-5, is the use of clinker as a stor-
age medium.	 The material is similar to limestone in physical
properties and is also similar to limestone in :reactivity with
kiln exi-t gas .species (H20, SO	 CO2)-
3. Draw Salt	 F
i
This material is a mixture of sodium and potassium nitrates.	 The.
material has a melting point of 420° p and is a stable liquid to
1000 *F.	 This concept would use one tank for the storage of both
hot.and cool fluids by incorporating a thermocline movement
through the tank as the TES unit is charged and discharged. 	 Draw,
salt is corrosive and would require stainless steels in containers
and heat exchangers,
4. Oil
Some heat transfer oils are available for operating temperatures
up to 750'F.	 However, these oils require replenishment schedules.
at a minimum of every 5 years.	 The oil is compatible with carbon
steel but still requires relativehigh container costs due to lots
density characteristics.	 This concept would require two storage
vessels -for hot and cold fluids, with ,one storage volume being.
empty at all times.
e
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5.	 NaOH
This material is highly corrosive and requires cautious handling.
This concept requires two storage volumes for hot and cold fluids.
a
6. Granite plus Oil
This concept (patent pending by Rocketdyne) uses a dual media of
rock.and oil for the storage of energy. Oil is passed through
a solid rock bed and energy is transferred for application by
the oil. The thermocline characteristic of the bed as it is
being charged and discharged is used to reduce the number of
storage vessels by half over conventional two-container (hot a-ad
cold) liquid systems. However, the system is temperature lim-
ited to 600°p (Caloria HT 43 decomposition temperature) and the
oil requires total replenishment after 5 years.
7. Li2CO3-Na2CO3-KZCOq
The Institute of Gas Technology is testing this phase change ma--
terial in high temperature applications (Ref IV--6). In concept
the latent heat of fusion and liquid sensible heat to 1000'9 is
used as a technique for storage. The material does not have
severe corrosion problems, but material costs appear prohibitive
in relation to other materials. Low heat transfer rates during
solidification of material around internal heat transfer tubes
raise total heat exchange area requirements and thus the cost of
heat exchangers
8. NaOH
This concept uses the latent heat of .fusion. and liquid sensible
heat to 1000° p. Heat exchanger tubes are immersed in a liquid/
solid bed. This storage media concept is presently being funded
by DOE (Ref IV--7) for high temperature applications.. The system
requires special container and Beat exchanger materials., and will
exhibit.low heat transfer rates during material solidification,
9. S0g
10.	 MgCl2 • 2NH3
This concept would use the paired ammoniated reactions;
MgCl2 • 2NR 3 	MgCl2 • NH3 -I- "M3
CAC1 2 • 8NH 3 ^._ Ca.C12 4NH3 -l° 4NH3
for energy storage, These reactions have been tested on a labora -
tory scale at the Denver Division of Martin Marietta. The concept
would use the high temperature magnesium chloride reaction to con-
dense steam during the charge mode at approximately 500°F. Some
other form of storage would be -required to extract sensible heat
energy from the superheated steam and suhcooled water since the
salt bed could operate only in a narrow temperature range. Since
low hest transfer.ceefficients are characteristics of this system,
heat exchanger Costs are high.
Table IV-5 shows each of the various storage material candidates,
their pertinent properties and the material cost per kilowatt hour
of thermal storage. From these costs the most promising candidates
are granite, limestone, draw salt, rock and oil, and chemical en-
ergy storage candidates.
D.	 ENERGY CONSERVATION SYSTEM CONCEPTS
Results from the process study (Chapter III) illustrate the large
quantities of rejected heat from the kiln, exit gas .and clinker
cooler air:. The use of this wasted energy could best be served
by producing electricity for in-process use with the high tempera-
ture kiln exit gas and using the low temperature energy for feed-.
water heating for an on--site power generator or preheating mate-
rials. As will be shown in later discussion off-site use of low
temperature energy for district cooling does not appear to be as
economically.attractive given current energy costs.
Fora typical dry cement process the electrical energy require-
ments for various phases of cement production are:
1) Raga feed grinding, 37 164h/ton clinker;
2) Finish grinding, 58 kWh/ton clinker; 	 -
3) Kiln, 30 ldgh/ton clinker,
4) Facilities, 25 kWh/ton clinker.
This totals approximately 150 kl-3h/ton clinker including power
requirements of facilities Using Plant 4 as an example, while
the kiln is operating, approximately 136.5 7d4Li/ton of clinker is
generated from an on-site generator. Tiat.is approximately 91%.
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of the plant electrical requirements are met with on-site gener-
ation (using the figure of 150 kWh/ton requirement). However,
when the waste heat source for the steam boiler is not available
when the kiln is down for maintenance repairs of the clinker cooler
grate, the kiln itself, or dust collector systems, then the power
demand for other cement operations must be obtained from a public
service utility. Such an occurrence necessitates either curtailing
the other: cement operations,. i.e., raw and finish milling, while
the kiln is dorm or demanding large amounts of power from the util-
ities for short periods of time (5 to 10 IVe for 2 to 24 hr) . This
problem can be alleviated by using a TES unit to level the utility
load demand of the cement operations. By charging TES units while
the kiln is operating, the stored energy can then be discharged
when the kiln is down for repairs to supply electricity for milling
operations and facilities.
Figures IV-2 and TV-3 represent schematic locations of TES units
for reserve energy in power plant applications for retrofitting
existing installation (Fig. IV-2 and for new installations (Fig.
.IV--3). Concepts 1 thru 4 represent possible configurations in
relation to gas-steam waste heat boilers. Concept l shows a TES
unit being charged with kiln gas energy with the gas being passed
directly through the TES unit. Heat exchange in this concept is
done either by directly contacting the gas with the storage media
or by using internal heat exchange tubing to separate the media
and gas. When the TES unit is discharged, ambient air or pre-
heated air is passed through the bed a-ad the heated high temper-
ature air is passed through the waste heat boiler. Concept 2
employs a . gas-heat transfer fluid heat exchanger to extract from
the kiln gas stream and transfer the high temperature energy to
the-TES unit with a high temperature fluid. In most cases this
fluid may be the storage media itself but may be different through
the use of internal heat exchanger tubing. The unit in Concept 2
is then discharged by passing the high temperature fluid through
a fluid-steant.boiler (preheater, vaporizer, and superheater) .sys-
tem to produce steam for power generation. In Concept 3 energy
is extracted and generated solely on the steam loop side of the
waste heat boiler with a heat exchanger ext:rnal to the TES unit
(condenser/boiler).. In the charge mode, steam is desuperheated,
condensed, and subcooled via the heat transfer fluid from the TES
unit. The condensed water is returned to the ,feed water line.
Upon discharging the TES unit, feedwater is pumped back through
the heat ,exchanger and vaporized using the high temperature.fluid
from the thermal storage unit. The steam is used for power gen-
eration Concept 4 is similar to Concept 3 in operation but uses
internal heat exchangers for transfer of energy from the water/
steam to the thermal storage..material.
3
Concepts '5 and 6 represent two basic configurations for new in-
stallations of on-site poorer plants. with . TES units. Concept 5
uses a gas-liquid Beat exchanger: to extract energy from the kiln
k	 J.
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gas. The high temperature liquid then follows two paths during
charging of the TES unit through the TES unit and the liquid-
steam moiler. IThen kiln gas energy is no longer. available, then
the stored high temperature fluid is pumped through the boiler
snd the exit liquid from the boiler-returned to the TES for fur-
ther charging in the next cycle. Concept 6 is similar to Concept
1 but is used to distinguish costs between retrofit and new in-
stallation costs.
PRELIMINARY SIZING AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Using the six system concepts for reserve power production and
the 11 candidate materials discussed earlier, a preliminary siz-
ing aid cost estimate of major expenditure items (containers, heat
exchangers, and storage materials) was performed. These systems
were sized on the following basis:
1) Provide electrical generation at 7 We for 24 hr, assuming a
thermal-to--electric conversion efficiency based on conditions
of produced steam at turbine throttle (temperature and pres-
sure) ;
2) Steam boiler efficiency of 90% •
3) C^iar ge/discharge time of 7/1 days;
4) Storage life of 30 years;
5) No TES container heat loss;
6) TES unit efficiency (energy output/input) of 100%;
7) Maximum or minimum TES temperature based on either material
solidification temperature. or heat exchanger pinch points.
The TES units for the system concepts were sized based on
the Doier/steam/electr3-cxty conversion schedule as shown..
Steam
Temp, Storage	
{
°.F/Pressure, fficiency, % Efficiency, 1.... Required
.	 psia Steam Electric (liquid /Steam) Btu x 105
900/900 25.3 90 2.52
750/700 24.2 90 .2.63	 i.
550/225., 22..2 9.0	 ...: 2.87..
The required
f
energy storage figures in the last column of the
table were calculated for the 7 We. 24-hr (168 k0e_-hr) sizing
requirement:
rUsing the criteria listed above, candidate storage materials and
appropriate system concepts were sized and costs were estimated.
Tables IV-6 and IV-7 contain tabulated results of costs for mate-
rials, containers, and heat exchangers; maximum and ninianumn" stor-
a;e temperatures; and the system cost based solely on .storage media,
containers, and heat exchangers. Table IV-8 contains the system
vessel container size associated with each storage medium.
a
4 .	 A comparison of the system. costs of WS units/system concepts show
that the solid and liquid sensible heat concepts are favored. The
added costs of replenishing oil in the oil and oil plus granite
systems once every 5 years increase the life cycle costs of these
systems prohibitively.. Sodium hydroxide material -costs and .Band--
ling problems negate the high, storage density of this system. The
possible compatibility problems of magnesia brick with species in
kd.ln gases and the high relative cost of the brick with the other
solid storage media eliminates this system..
Therefore, based upon capital costs, material compatibility with
high temperature gases, ease of operability, and reliability of
systera, the candidate materials selected for further analysis
were granite, limestone, cement: clinker, and draw salt...
s
All four materials are applicable for high temperature thermal
storage, while the first three are also applicable for thermal
storage of the low temperature clinker cooler air waste heat.
a
STORAGE SYSTEM COMPARISON WITH ALTERNATIVE METHODS Or POWER
GENERATION
Methods of producing on-site electricity when the kiln is down or
e airs b using auxiliary power generators Caere rejected based onr p y	 g	 . Y
	
p .	 g	 C	 ;
estimates of fuel and operating costs. Power generation systems
using diesel engines and gas turbines were evaluated. An auxiliary
fossil fuel-fired boiler (coal or oil) to produce, steams.for an
existing on-site power generation :set was also evaluated based on
initial capital investment and operating costs.
Investment .cost=s and oPerating expenses were calculated for four
power generation systems (see Table IV-9) . The auxiliary fossil:
fired boiler installed costs were based upon fi=eld-erected units
(Ref. IV-10) These particular costs include only the boiler
unit .. (i .. e : , : excl udr;s ri^rb ne-generator.. set wl ich a:s `. current Ly on-
site) The as turbine and diesel generators costs include the
cost of the generator. All costs are referenced to 4th quarter
1977 (Marshall: Stevens equipment index = 523) •
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Table 'IV 6	 TES Retrof2t Applications far .Concepts T Thm 4
Power Material Container HT X Min. May. System
System Plant Cost, Cost,106
Cost,
X 10 6
Temp,
°T
Temp,..
°`'
Cost,
X 10 6 Notes
Candidate Concept Effiei.ency $ x ld6 x
1.97 0.11 DC 400 1040 2.1 11_ MgO 25.3%
2. Granite 1. 25.3% 0.08 0.23 DC
400 1000 0.3 1
Limestone 2
Draw 2 25.3% 1.61 0.26 0.38
454 1400 2.2
3.
3 25.3% 7.61 0.26 0.26 450 1040 2.1 2Salt
^.' Oil 2 22.2% 2.40 0.86
0.49 375 600'
600
3.7
3.7
3
3
3 33.37. 2.40 0.86 0.46 375
5. Na0H 2 25.37. 3.64 0.66
0.23
0.1.8
650.:
650
1400
1000
4.5.
4.4
2
2
3 25.3% 3.60 0.66LnF,
6. ' Granite 2 22.2% 0.85 0.38
0.49 375
375
600
600
1.7
1.7
3
3
.^ Oil 3 22.2% 0.85 0.38 0.46
7: Li.2CO3 1 23.5% 4.08 0.09
0.56 750 1000. 4.7
Na2CO3
K2CO3
1 22.2% 2.3.9 0.07 0.60 600
1000: 3.1
$: NaOH
1 25.3/ 1170 1,308 11.09. 50 3
1Q. rigC12 2N^ig 4 25.37. 1..1.8 0.30 3.0 530
564 4.5
-1-.. CaCl2 •8NHg .
Notes
1. Direct contact (m) heat exchange.
2. Stainless. steel hardware..
3. Oil. will need replenishment every 5 years (not costed) .
Candidate
Sys-
tem
Coil
cept
Power
Plan
Effi- .
ciency
Mate--
rial
Cast,
$X109
Can
tainer
Cost,
$x10 6
HT X
Cos y„
$x106
Boiler
Cost
$X106
Min
Temp,
'r
Mac
Temp,
°T
Sys-
tem
Cost,
$x106
1, k1g0 6 25.3 1.97 0.11 DC 0,20 _400 1000 2.28
2. Granite 6 25.3 0.08 0.23 DC 0.20 400 1000 0.53
3. Draw
Salt 5 25.3% 1.61 0.53 1.20 -- 450 1000 3.33
4. Oil ..5. 22:2% 2.40 0.86 1.11 --- 375. 600 4.37
5. NaOR 5 25.3% 3.6- 0.66 1.15 - 650 1000 5.41
6. Granite
+ Oil 5 22.2/ 0.8 0.38 1..11 -- 375 6.00 2.34
7. Li2CO3 6 23.5% 4. .08 0.09 0.56 0.20 750 1000 4.93
Na2CO3
1,200
8. Na0H 6 22.27. 2.39 0.07` 0.60 0:20 600' .1000 3.26
9. S03 6 25.3% 1170 1308 11.04-
10. NZC12q 5 22.2% 1.18 0.30 2.01 0.20. 530 560 ti3.60
NH3 +
CaC12a
8N113
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i	 Table .CV-7 td8w XnstaUat-ion PveZimr nary Costs
i
TaKe TV-8 TES Vessel Dimensions
Candidate
Total
Storage
Volume
ft3
No. of
Vessels
Vessel
Dimension,
1,/D
Vessel
Shape' Notes
1.	 11g0 5.877 x 104 2 .122119 .
2.	 Granite 1.784 x 105 2 49/49 Cylinder
.3.	 Draw Sa7,t. 1.114 x 105 ] 52/52 Cylinder Thermocline
4.	 Oil 2.597 x 105 2 -/63 sphere 2 Storage
2.597 x 105 2. --/63 Sphers 2 Empty
5.	 Na01i 1.439 x 105 1 -/65 Sphere 1 Storage
--/65 Sphere : 1 EmP t Y .:.
6. - stock + 013 3.901 .x 105 5 47/47 Cylinder Thermocline
7.	 Li2CO 3 . 8.70 x 104 1 48/4.8 Cylinder
Na2CO3
K2CO3.
8.	 NaOH-(PCII) 7.193 x 10" 1 45/45 Cylinder
9.	 X03 NIA NIA N/A.
l0:	 mgC12° 3.708 
.
a i05 2 ' 58/58 CyJirider
1113 + 1 45/45 Cylinder
CaC112.
R	 4 ^
PAIGZ, 18
T
Tab le: 1V"9. ,.
Costs of Alternative Methods of Power Generation 10 Mile
Capadity C10; Used 1
Base Potter Boiler Gas Diesel
Coale Oil Turbine Engine'"
Installed- Cos t, , 2,078,000 1,520,700 1,596,0002 3,060,0003
Operation & Mainte-
nance, ^/We.h 0.122 0.1222 0.5003 0.4003
Fuel Cost4, ^,/klge.h 1.37 2.74 4.11 2.74
Total Generating
Cost,	 ^_/kWe.h 1.492, 2.862 4.48 3.14 .
Total hif etime
Operating Cost, $ 5 3,921,000 7,521,000 11,773,000 8,252,000
1 0osts rased on 4th Quarter 1977;.
z ,stimated from .Vase . costs, Ref. IV S.
%stimated from, costs, . Ref. IV-9.
4COsts based on thermal-to--electric conversion efficiency of 25%
and:
-
a.	 Coal --. $1.00/k}Btu
b.	 oil - $2.00/MBtu
c.	 Gas - X3.0Q/.P4Btu.
5mirty-year -system ` life, 10% use, 0% fuel or labor rate escalation;.
m
Based on initial capital costs of the storage systems selected
for further study (granite, limestone, cement clinker, and draw
salt) , the alternate methods of .generation are not cost competes--
Live. The lowest cost alternative method, coal-fired boiler, costs
a tota-l= 'of $5,99.9,000 ($2,075,000 capital investment plus $3,921,000
for fuel and operating costs) in current 1977 dollars. In compar-
ison the most`expensive of the selected storage systems, draw salt,
Will cost $3.3 million. (This figure will be revised doram gard in
detailed economic evaluation, pg. 109:) Therefore., one can conclude
that the thermal storage costs can be justified using only the
fuel, o^eration'and maintenance costs of the alternative methods
of po^ ,7er generation.
G.	 OUTSIDE USE OF 14ASTE HEAT ENERGY
As discoss'ed. 'earlier, high quality energy from the kiln gas could'
best be
. 0 ed'through the production of electricity on site. Since 	 a
the electrical energy requirements of .the cement: manufacturing
process exceed those that can be produced, there is little incen-
tive to sell the ` electricity off situ. However, if an off-site
53.
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1customer could be found to use byproduct steam from the power gen--
eration, cycle, the sale of steam may be advantageous. In this case:, 	 a
the question of steam. availability if the .kiln is shoNM down would.
`s
need resolution before this would become practical.
The clinker cooler air . waste heat energy is of low quality and
quantity.. If the energy at 350 'F
 could: be. used to heat. water for
a district heating system, then typical costs for capital invest-
ment of a distribution system to a community approximately 'z mile
from the plant may be:
Distribution lines (5.000 ft)	 $ 50,000
Pumps and heat exchangers 	 27,000
Storage system	 15,000.
Architectural &engineering	 10,000
$105,000
Using Plant 3, which has more available energy in the .clinker.
cooler gas than the other three plants inl^is study, 48;000 -.Btu:/'
hr is available at 350'F, using a. AT of 150"F. The cost savings
shown are compared for cities in which either electrical resistance
heating or oil is . the predominant form of heating .
Electrical energy savin.gsr	 a'
(481, 000 Btu/hr) (1/3413 1c1 -hr/Btu) ($0..036/kll hr) (87:69 hr'/yr), ^.
$44,400/yr
i
Oil energy savings:
(481,000 Btu/hr)($4.49 /1.0 6 Btu)(8769 hr/yr)	 $18 ,000/yr
One can readily see that the payback oa electrical resistance heat--
ing savings is much more attractiv^ than oil-.energy savings. The
capital cost estimated in this example do -act include a distribu--
tion heating system for the commuri:ty which could be substantial: 	 9
if such a. distribution system doe3 not exist.
Exporting this low quality energy would also involve the problem
of being accountable for the energy when kiln operation has ceased.
Approximately once a year, the kiln may he down for Z to 3 weeks
for maj or brick repairs. Large quantities of storage media (such
as ponds) could be heated for such a shutdown, thus, utilizing
low temperature heat.
The use of low quality energy off site is extremely.sensitiv^e to.	 ^
the particula.x: plant location, the type of energy note used in
that area, the proximity to the user, and the type of distrib ution
system required. The-.estimates given here .indicate that in . cer-
tain cases, off--site use of low quality energy may be economically
.54
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attractive. However, it would involve a study of each individual
plant to make that determination. This effort is beyond the scope
of the present program but, might be investigated in a future
study.
H. CONCLUSIONS
--
	
	 Results from this phase of the study indicated that thermal en-.
ergy storage for on--site porter generation: would offer the most
economical and technically viable application, for near--term energy
conservation. Several energy storage techniques were evaluated
and screened for further study. The most promising thermal energy
storage media are solids (granite, limestone, or cement clinker)
or olten salts. Other techniques were dropped based upon either
higher relative costs, lack of demonstrated reliability during
temperature cycling, or lack of data on concepts'. The primary
application of stored energy is the reserve thermal energy re-
quired for power production when the cement kiln is down, for sched-
uled or unschedule repairs. Load Leveling effects of thermal en-
gy storage are certain. to increase plant productivity, but detailed
evaluation could not be performed because of Jack of actual elec-
trical power requirements for the manufacturing operation on an
hour-to-hour basks. Low temperature storage for district heating
was shown_ . to b e less attractive based on today I s energy prises.
Long term benefits  may be derived from low temperature storage
as fuel and electricity rates increase.
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ENERGY CONSERVATION SYSTEM SIZING AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The.two storage system concepts, rockbeds and drag salt, Caere
analyzed in detail to determine system performance and sizing
for the four model plants considered in this study. Flow dia-
grams and conceptual designs of the hardware and process equip-
ment were prepared. Analytical computer models were developed
for the two storage systems to aid in assessing the performance
of candidate systems. These models couple the cement manufactur-
ing process with the thermal energy storage system and the power
generation application.
Both storage systems have been tested and technically evaluated
under a number cf investigations. Research programs that are in
progress (Ref V-l) have aided in the.. evaluation of these . candy--
date systems for cement industry applications. Solar power pro-
grams are currently evaluating similar storage concepts for re-
serve energy utilization when solar energy is not available.
Two storage systems were chosen for further analysis of specific
advantages and potential problems. Both systems exhibit a cost
advantage over the other storage candidates considered (see
Chapter IV). Of the two systems, the rockbed storage system will
be lower in cost. However, if the potential problem of dust plug-
ging the rockbed cannot be resolved, then the draw salt system'
would have to be employed. Development work is necessary to
evaluate the Affect of fine cement dust passing through the bed .
before a decision can be made as to which system should be rec-
ommended.
ROCKBED SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The rockbed storage units, consisting of either granite, limestone,
or cement clinker, offer the most simple means of energy storage
of the candidates considered. Therefore, this system will prob
ably require lower capital investment from cement industrial ap--
plications . Shown in . Tigurr_, V-1. are rockbed. thermal energy star-
age (TES) units coupled with the kiln gas exit= duct and power
generation. equipment:. High-temperature energy is stored by pass::
ing a portion . of the kiln gas over the rockbed surface. Simi.-
larl loYa--tem stature ever from the clinker cooler excess air:y ^.	 p	 gY
- d b	 h`	 ti	 tb d	 .	 d' h.as store y pass 	 t as axx over e rocs e . u pona.1 ergs,
ambient air is passed through the low--temperature TES unit,
heated, and passed to the high-temperature bed. This air from
the high-temperature TES unit is -then sent through the: Waste
heat boiler to generate steam and thus electrical power,
a
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Figure V-1  Rock Bed/Waste Heat Foixer/Power y Plant System Diagram
As seen in.Figure V--1, the low-temperature and high-temperature
storage modules are charged independently. During discharge,
-
however, the storage modules (low-temperature beds and high-tern
perature beds) are connected in series to heat ambient air to
high temperatures for steam generation in a waste heat boiler.
The low-temperature or clinker cooler'storage units will thus
operate between ambient air temperature and the cooler excess
air temperature, or in the range of 80°F . to 350°F. The high--
temperature TES units will nominally operate between 350°F
and the kiln exit gas temperature ranging from approximately
700°F for suspension preheater kilns to a maximum of 1500°F for
long, dry process kilns.
This .system configuration was selected on specific process. inter--
face considerations. This arrangement, not only recovers and
uses low-tem erature ener from the clinker cooler excess airp	 gy
but also prevents kiln exit gas constituents from condensing in
the high-temperature beds Through the use of lov-temperature
beds for preheating air during discharge, the high temperature
bed is maintained At a minimum temperature of 350°F, well above
the dew point of the kiln exit gases This concept will pre-
aair flowing through the high-temperature bed would pool the bed
to ambient temperature, During charging, hot gases from the kiln
exit would then be cooled to rock temperatures that are initially
at ambient temperatures, approximately 4 to 100°P. At these tem-
peratures water, sulfur, and possibly nitrogen compounds would
condense in the bed, on the rock, and promote corrosion of stor-
age media, container walls, decrease heat transfer from pas to
rock, and promote gas channeling through the bed.
The detailed design of the rockbed TES units has considered the
size of the storage containers, system pressure drops, thermal
performance of the rockbeds, and optimum system configurations.
The pressure drop across a bed is a function of the geometry of
the bed, bed particle size, and local gas conditions in 
.
the bed.
Several useful empirically derived correlations are available to
determine the pressure drop, AP, across rockbeds. One such cor-
relation presented in a paper by Dunkel (Ref V-2)  was used in
the initial performance assessment;
fL G 2
[V-1] AP 
= 2d o
pp
where
f = friction factor 42 + 3500/ate,
L length of bed,	
a
G.	 Gas mass flux through bed,
dp
 = particle size,
P = gas density,
Re Reynolds Number.
Particle size and bed height were varied to determine their effects
A	 on bed pressure drop.. Shown . in Figure V-2 are the results of a
f	 parametric evaluation of a 51—ft-diameter bed with varying bed
heights and particle sizes. This gas flowrate chosen in this exam-
pla 760 lb/min would be the ap roximate floverate of kiln exit^
gases .passing ' .through a:
P
bed - during charging of the TES unit.	 The
void :fraction in this evaluation was held at a constant value of
0.3 (volume of void/total volume of bed).- These results indicate
that excessive pressure drops will occur for particle sizes less
than 1 in. in diameter; no significant reduction. in pressure. drop:
will occur for particle sizes greater than 2.0 to 2.5 in. in dia-
meter.
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Figure 7-2  Pressure Drop across Granite fed
Using the same correlation, Egn.[V-1.1, the effect of bed length-
to-diameter ratio on AP was examined. Shown. in Figure V-^-3 is the
pressure drop across a bed for given kiln exit gas flown-ate,
particle size, and bed void. fractions. The results as showd in
rigure V-3. indicate that for a bed . L/D.. of greater than one (30
	
ft/30 ft), bed pressure drop increases excessively and an L/D	 #
of less than ,0.5 (30 ft/6.0 ft) offers no significant reduction
in pressure drop.
{
3
60	 j
Note: 1. mKiln 2,-- 760 1bm/min; '^Ki1n -^ 15000F.
2. d  = 1.0 in. = 0.025 meters, e - 0.30
3. 30--ft high bed.
a
[V-31	 C h G = 0.61 Re-0.41 Pr-0.67 (Re?50)
Pb o
where
h	 = gas--particle film coefficient,
C 
	 = particle or bed specific heat,
b j
r. .x
G	 = gas mass flux = AV,
o
Re	 Reynolds number = Go dp/6(1--a)p,
Pr	 = fluid Prandtl number = Cp P/K,
`
C 
	 = fluid specific heat,
' p	 = fluid viscosity,
K	 = fluid thermal conductivity,
'.,
'
s	 = void fraction of bed,
a
V	 = gas superficial velocity,
1
P	 = fluid density,
d	 = particle diameter.
P
p i
Equations [V-2] and [V-3] indicate that the heat transfer coeffic-
ient is roughly proportional to the square root of superficial gas
velocity for Reynolds numbers less than 50 and proportional to '•
0.59
V	 for Re>50.	 Therefore, from a heat transfer point of view,
the greater the gas velocity and thus the smaller the bed diameter,
the better the exchange of energy from hot gases to cool rock or j
hot rocks to cool gases. 	 However, recognizing that an upper limit
occurs at bed L/D = 1 for reasonable pressure drop narrows the
consideration of tank or vessel geometry. 	 Also, a cylindrical
tank of L/D = l would provide the minimum surface area for a given
volume.	 This configuration minimizes heat loss to the environ-.
meet and also minimizes construction materials and insulation
costs.	 Therefore, from a cost standpoint, and as a compromise
between heat transfer benefits and pressure drop ,.-valuations, a
cylindrical tank was chosen as the baseline container for the
rock storage material with a .length-to-diameter ratio of one. i.
Other container shapes were considered (i.e., spheres, ellipsoids,
etc) but the cylindrical tanks offer the best method of even flow
distribution of gas through the. bed:.
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Since the gases coming from the kiln exit art-4 the clinker cooker
are. dust: laden, the effect.of dust accumulation in the beds was
determined.
	
The amount of dust loading in the gases, of course,
depends on the 	 kiln operation and process type. 	 Also,
the amount of dust entering the thermal storage rockbeds depends 	 i
on the availability of existing rust separation equipment to be 	 a
Used before gas enters the TITS. 	 Typical dust loadings range be-
tween 3% to 20% of kiln gases on a weight basis.	 If no separa-
tion equipment is used before the kiln exit gas flows through the
beds, and using 760 lb/min of gas entering the bed 	 then dust
". accumulation in the bed could be between 3.28 x D to 2.19 x 10r
yY lb of dust over a 10-day period. 	 Assuming a dust particle density
of 94 lbm/ft 3 and a dust void fraction of 0.6, then dust accumu-
lation could amount to 1...2 ft to 8.2 ft above the bed fo g: one bed.
60-ft in diameter.	 However, using existing dust: separation equip-
ment (i.e., multicyclones, electrostatic precipitat=ors, gravel bed
filters) dust loadings of gases can be reduced by 85% and more.
The dust .existing from such_ separation equipment and entering the
rockbed storage units will have a very small particle size (less
than 10 microns) .	 How such dust accumulates in rockbeds consist-
ing of l- to 2-in. rock is not knocrn at present. 	 possibly such
dust would pass through the bed if: g s velocities were high.
	
it
is obvious from this discussion that dust separation.must be con-
sidered to avoid dust accumulati.oa and hence increased pressure
drop through the rockbed. 	 The accumulation of dust in a gravel
medium has been studied, evaluated, and tested on an industrial
scale in the cement industry.
	
Results from these applications 	
a(Ref V-4 through V-7) shots that gravel beds themselves are ef-
fective filter devices and must be cleaned periodically.
S
The general rockbed storage system thus envisaged consisted of two 	 F
modules, low-temperature storage for excess clinker cooler air
and high-temperature for kiln exit gases,. and one vessel per .mod-
ule. 	 Each storage vessel was sized to the end use application,
power generation for 24 hr,.with an aspect ratio, L/D; equal to
one.
1.	 Rockbed Storage System Sizing
y
# Storage systems were sized for each of the four model plants des-
cribed earlier in this report.	 The size of. the .storage system .:
was estimated on the basis of power production at the cement.
plants during unscheduled maintenance shutdowns of the kiln.
Nominally these shutdowns occur for a period of approximately
24 . 1ir.	 Therefore, energy storage would be.. required. t;o.produce..:
electricity when the prime source of energy, the kiln exit gases,
is no longer available. 	 As _a basis for the .sizing of TITS units
at the four model plants chosen.. in this study,'euergy storage
.,.. requirements were. determined for producing power at .peak generat-
ing capability for a period of 24 hr.
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Using the calculated rejected energy from four model plants,
peals generating capability was determined for a waste heat
boiler system and turbogenerator set. An upper waste heat boiler
steam production limit of 600 prig/700 QF steam was selected to
keep equipment costs low. Higher quality steam would require
expensive stainless steel construction. The minimum kiln gas
exiting from the waste heat boiler was chosen as 350°F. This
high exit temne;.ature is necessary in some plants due to the
possibility of sulfuric acid vapor condensation in the waste
heat boiler aL lower temperatures. However, for system evaluation
comparison purposes, the lower limit of 350°F for .exit gases from
the waste Beat boiler (WIM) was used for four model plants. Shown
in Table V--1 is a. summary of the major rejeeted .ea6rgy streams
from the four plants.
Table V-1 Gas Stream Siemcnly of Four Model Plants
Plant 1 Plant 2 Plant 3 Plant 4
Clinker Cooler
Excess Air
Flowrate, lbm/hr 2.62 x 10 5 1.96 x 10 5 6.45 x 10 5 1.72 x 1.05
Temperature, OF 350 350 .350 350
Kiln Exit Gas
Flowrate, lbm/hr 3.20 x 10 5 1.94 x 10 5 4.00 x 10 5 5.17 x 105
Temperature, OY 1150 1 720	 1 800 1500
The amount of power that could be generated from these gas streams
was calculated from the available kiln exit gas energy multipled
by the thermal--to--electric conversion efficiency of typical turbo-
generator systems using steam in the 700°F/600 psig range. There-
fore, using Plant 4 as an example, the amount of power generated
is:
a
y
Cp = gas heat capacity,
AT = Temperature difference of gas entering and exiting waste
heat boiler.
Thus, Plant 4 can produce approximately 10 Mid of electrical
energy from one kiln. For single-kiln plants or this production
capacity, electrical energy requirements of the cement plant ex-
ceed this generating capability. Therefore, the plant can use
all of its generated power. For larger plants, however, with
multikiln operation, it may b.e.possible to generate more elec-
tricity per kiln system than the plant requires.
As discussed in previous chapters, the main benefit of thermal
energy storage would be the capability to generate power. while..
the kiln is "shut down for unscheduled repair s.and maintain the
operations of raw feed grinding, finish grinding, and facilities.
If the production rate of one kiln is 70 tons of clinker per hour
and the industry-wide average electrical energy usage is 150 1cWh/
ton, then the energy usage is 10.5 MWe for one kiln and associated
equipment. When the kiln is down, one can expect a 20 to 30 M&I
ton reduction in power requirements. Thus assuming a 120 to
130 kWh/ton generation requirement for 24 hr while the kiln is
down then the thermal energy storage requirement is:
[V--5] Energy Storage (We hr) = kW1-i/tan x tons/hr x hr
= 130 x 70 x 24 a
9
= 2.184 x 105 1cWe hr.
In sizing the thermal energy storage roekbed system, the kiln gas
or high temperature storage requirement would be slightly greater
than the above figure, since all the energy extracted from the
units would not be usable (this will become evident in later dis-
cussion). Therefore, using a.figure of 90% of the energy stored
as being usable raises the TES energy requirement to 2.43 . x 105.
(2.184 x 10 5 /0.90) ldfe/hr. In terms of thermal energy require--
ments, ` using a factor of 0.23 for thermal-to-electric conversion
efficienrx,. then . the storage. requirement is 1.05 x 10 5 kit hr.
or 3.61 x 10 9 Btu (2.43 x 10 5 x 3413/0.23).
The clinker cooler storage unit was sized on the as is o tie
amount of preheat required for.. the high temperature beds during
the discharge mode for power production. In .our exampl.e^ the	 I
air flowrate requirement is 4.67-Ibm/hr 13.61 x 109 Btu/[24 hr x
0.28 Btu/lbm--°P x (1500'F 350"Y)l I and the low temperature
storage roust heat ambient. air .at  8O'F to . 350°£, then the . clinker
cooler excess air storage unit 'requirement is:
r
4r,
.•1
[V-6] Energy Storage (Btu) . = k AT x discharge time
= 4.67 x 10 5 x 0.24 x (350 80) x 24
7.26 x 10 8 Btu.'
And again assuming 90% of energy stored is usable gives an energy
storage requirement of 8.07 x 10 8 Btu.
».^
	
	 The amount of storage material (i.e., granite, limestone, cement
clinker) is then calculated from the knownheat capacity of rock
and the temperature difference of the rock during charging. Using
the variable, Q ., as the energy storage requirement. The amount
of rock is calculated as:
[V-7] Weight of storage medium = Q/C AT
p
8.07 x 10 8/0.2(350 - 80)
= 1.49 x 10 7 1bm.
ti.
	
	 Using a rock density of 150 1bm/ft 3 and a bed void fraction of
0.3 results in a volume requirement of 1.42 x 10 5 ft 3 {1.49 x 107
lbm/ [150 x (1 -- 0.3)11.
The method described above was used in determining the thermal 	 9
energy storage unit: sizes for the four model plants. Shown in
Table V-2 are the various sizes of storage tanks and storage
material required for the various plants. Calculations indi-
cate that the low temperature and high temperature storage units
are of approximately equivalent size. Again for each plant, a
total of two storage vessels would be required.
Waste heat boiler performance is strongly dependent on the mane
facturers' individual design. Some manufacturers do not have
off--the-shelf waste heat boilers for gas streams less.than 1000°p,
Figure V=4 shows a typical waste heat borer configuration out-
fitted with soot blowers and soot hopper for dust laden gases.
Table V--3 lists typical data and performance of the waste heat
boiler shot, n . in Figure V-4. In this example, the gas temperature
leaving the economizer is 320°F. The energy transferred from
the gas to the steam is thus 4.956 x 10 7 Btu/hr. Assuming an
efficiency of 0.21 thermal to . electric, which is typical for
these storage conditions, this unit would provide steam for power
production of 3.05 Made. The cement kiln used in this example is
small in comparison to the kiln analyzed from Plant 4.
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Table V-21 Rockbed Storage Sizz* q ResuZts for Four ModeZ Nants
Plant 1 Plant 2 Plane 3 Plant 4 ..
Clinker Cooler Air
Storage ..
Thermal.Storage
Required, IdIt -hr 1.53 x 10 5 1.29 ' x lay 1.93. x 1.0 5 2.47 x 105
Btu 5.22 x 108 3.17 x 10 8 6.53 x 105 8.44 x 108
Temperature Range, °r 80-, 350 80-350 80-350 80-350
Weight of Rocks; lbm 1,07 x 10 7 6.53 x 10 6 1-34 x 107 1.74 x.107
Volume Required, ft 3 1.02 x 10 5 6.21 x 10 4 1.28 x 10 5 1:65 x 105
Number of Storage
Vessels 1 1 1 l
Vessel Dimensions
(L/D), ft/;t 50.7/50.7 42.9142.9 54.6/54.6 59.4/59.4
Kiln Exit Gas Energy
Storage
Thermal Storage
Required, Idit •hr 5.04 x 10 5 1.42 x 10 5 3.55 x 10 5 1.17 x 106
Btu 1.72 x 10 9 4.83 . 10 a 1.21 x 10 9 3.99 x 109
Temperature Range, or 350-1150 350--720 350--800 350,--1500
Weight of Rock, 1bm i.19 x 10 7 7.25 x 10 6 1.47 x 107 1.93 x 107
Volume Required, ft' 1.14,x 10 5 6.90 x 10 4 1.42 x 10 5 1.84 x 105
Number of Storage
Vessels 1 1 1 1
Vessel, Dimensions
(L/D), ft/ft 52.5/52.5 44.5/44.5 55.6/55,6 61,6/61.6
Other prime movers Caere considered fo g: Ran.Ici:ne cycle potter pxoduc-
tion. Specifically, organic, fluids instead of steam Caere investi-
gated to determine if any beneficial. effecc .could be realized for
cement::industry power production either technically or economically.
Thermo Electron has shown that for certain flue gas temperatures
(500 to 1000°P). an organic Rankine cycle power generation may be moire
advantageous Y
However, theyxhaveralso shown that these systems are fonly,competi-
tive in the small power generation capability (' e.,. less than
1 Mfe) Therefore, based onn, the amount of rejected energy from
the kiln for all process types (Tong :dry, suspension pi:eIi.eater,
etc), the organic vapor system was. ruled out as a possibility.
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Safety Valves Steam Outlet
Figure V-4
Three-Drum Bent-Tube Waste-Heat Boiler Fitted
with Lance Ports and Soot Blowers
Tab le V- 3
Performance of Three-Drum Unit. (Fig. V-4)
Waste Gas from Cement KiZn
Boiler Heating Surface, sq ft	 12,000
Superheater Surface, sq ft	 523
Steam Flow, lb/hr	 43,000
Flue Gas Entering Boiler, lb/hr	 150,000
Gas Temperature Entering Boiler, OF	 1,500
Gas Temperature Leaving Boiler, OF	 438
Gas Temperature Lea-ring Economizer, OF	 320
Steam Pressure at Superheater Outlet, psi 	 200
Steam Temperature at Superheater Outlet, O F	 480
Feedwater Temperature Entering Economizer, OF	 212
Draft Loss, Boiler, Superheater, and
Economizer, in. Slater 	 9.6
Reference V-8
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Rockbed System Model Development and Performance Analysis
A computer model was developed to aid in the analysis and perform-
ance assessment of rockbed storage units. This model was struc-
tured to describe the rockbed perfo.rmance..coupled with waste heat.
boiler performance over the anticipated charge and discharge cycle.
More detailed discussion or this model is contained in Appendix A.
Specifically, the model calculates temperatures, flowrates, pies-
sure drops, heat exchanger performance, and power generation as
functions of time throughout storage charge and discharge cycling.
Two different techniques Caere used in predicting the performance
of the rockbed storage systems. The rockbed storage model uses
one of two options to predict the exit gas temperature from the
TES unit as a function of time. One option is a correlative ana-
lytical solution developed by Dunkle (Ref. V-2). This particular
model, predicts outlet gas temperatures in terms of nondimensional
characteristic parameters of fluid flora through the bed. The ad-
vantage of this model option is its simplicity, fast solution,
and verification with experiment. The disadvantage, however, is
that the solution requires an initial 'isothermal. bed. Shown in
Figures V-5 and V-G are the outlet -temperatures and quantity of
stored/extracted energy for high temperature and low temperature
TES units using the Dunkle solution for the conditions expressed
on the graphs.
r
The second option of the rockbed TES system model exercises a
finite difference nodal network scheme to .predict temperature pro-
files through the bed.as well as output gas temperature. This
model option is also capable of prediction o f TES exit gas temper
atures starting with nonisothermal beds ;, making it more general
than the Dunkle model. However, this . model requires more time to
execute than the Dunkle model.. Both options were programmed so
results from each solution could be compared,
The roclbed storage model contains a detailed heat exchanger per-
formance subprogram. This subprogram is capable of determining.
two fluid stream temperatures of a heat exchanger given the other
two fluid temperatures, overall heat transfer coefficient, heat
exchange surface area, and heat exchanger tube and shell configur-
ation. This routine provides direct i,cformation ozi whether a heat
exchanger has been sized sufficiently for a. given dut y . The ..
methods developed by Kays and . London. (Ref
.  :.V-1"0). for heat exchanger
performance analysis have been u8 ed to develop this routine. These
methods determine specific heat exchanger performance for pure
f l
	 d	 ff'	 h Ilcountercui,rent, cross ow, an varzous can ^guratyons o s e.. -
and-tube heat exchangers:
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1^ Nate: 1.	 Zia granite Bade 49 ft high x 49 ft dia.
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._+2 y 3.	 2.0-iii, dia rocks with 0.3 void fraction.
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Figure V--5 High Temperature Rock Bed Pprformance
I
Note:	 1.	 Two granite Beds 41.4 ft long x 41.4 ft dia.
2 '	Aclinker gas R 2660 lb/min 0 350°F.
3.	 2.0-in-dia tacks with 0.3 void fraction.
1.4.	 4p a 0.29 in. H2O. a
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Figure V--6 Loin Temperature Rock Bed Perfovmalice
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As an initial checIc on model accuracy, both models were formulated
and executed to compare performance prediction results. Shown. in
Table V-4 are exit temperatures predicted by both models as func-
tions of time for a 49-ft by 49-ft cylindrically shaped rockbed.
As one can see in this table, predicted exit temperatures disagree
considerably. This discrepancy led to a critical examination of
both methods and resulted in the following conclusions. Exit
temperatures from the rockbed should not reach the charging gas
temperature unless the bed has been fully charged. The Dunkle
formulation has indicated that the bed is fully charged after 500
hr for the conditions presented in Table V--4. However, the finite
difference technique shores lower predicted temperatures over the
charging time than the Dunkle model. According to the time inte-
grated method of calculating energy stored in the rock material by
the finite difference technique, more energy is capable of being
stored after 500 hr (i.e., the bed should not be fully charged).
The reasons for the discrepancies of prediction of exit gas temp
perature can be summarized as:
1) The Dunkle formuldtion..reli.es -on..interpolatxon of parameter-
ized functions consisting of .values of -bed . geometry and gas
flow conditions that can be grossly inaccurate during initial
and final charging phases
2) The Dunkle formulation relies on average gas and rock material
thermophysical properties (i.e., heat capacities, viscosities,
densities), whereas the finite difference technique calculates
these properties throughout the bed at nodal. points.
3) film heat transfer coefficients were estimated using correla-
tions unique to each model acid each supported by experimental
evidence. Therefore, the finite difference technique was judged
to be more accurate in terms of predicted temperatures, energy
stored, and overall system performance. The finite . difference
model was thus the primary model used to assess system perform-
ance. Using the computer model., calculations were performed
for the rejected energy conditions from the.Uln exit gas and
clinker cooler . excess air for Plant 4. The anticipated charge
condition fax the high temperature beds was 10% of the kiln.
exit gas flowrate through a bed 61.6 ft in diameter and 61.6
ft long. All of the clinker cooler excess air was passed
through a lots temperature. bed 59.4 .ft- by 59.4 ft.. The charge.
phase of the cycle lasted 240 hr or 10 days. During discharge
b'	 f	 o	 5 bm	 wasam	 ai • at a	 ate f	 0	 hr passedsent ^.	 lover	 4.75 x 1 1 /	
through the low temperature and high temperature beds connected
in series., Performance was evaluated for discharging over a
24-hr period. 
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Charge Conditions:	 1500 °F Temperature, Flow ate = 4 .56 x 10 4 lb/hr
Initial, lied Temperature:	 350'F
Gas Exit :Temperatures
Finite Finite
Time, Dunkle, Difference, Time, Dunkle, Difference,
hr °F OF hr OF OF
0 350 350 260 426 351
20 353 350 280 439 355
40 356 350 300 526 364
60 359 350 320 636 385
80 362 350 340 796 424
100 365 350 360 962 488
120 368 350 380 1140 580
140 371 350 400 1270 698
160. 374 350 420 1340 .833
180 379 350 440 1400 974
200 399 350 460 1470 1108
220 414 350 480 1490 1223
240 417 350 500 1500 1315
.	 3
TezbZa U-a Cram2^troison of hlodeZs. 49-ft x 49.-ft Bed
R
Various conditions in the process flora diagram were calculated by
the computer model, for the assumptions described 'above. Shown in
Figure V--7 are the process flora points of interest. Table V-5
describes the conditions at these various points over .the .charge
and discharge.cycle. Also shown in Figures V-8, V-9, and V--10
are the computed results of model calculations. The figures
show the kiln gas exit temperatures, quantity of stored. energy,
and pottier generated over.the charge and discharge. times. These
results show that over 8 Kle can be generated for up to 18 hr
during, discharge for an air flowrate of 4.75 x 10 5 lbmfhr. Air
flowrate could be varied, however . , during discharge to. match ,demand
requirements.
Shown. in Figure V--8 is the exit temperature . of a. kiln exit gas
storage bed during charge and discharge. The temperature of the
exit: gas does riot increase until the seventh day of a 10-day
charge cycle. Upon discharge, exit temperatures immediately
rise to 1500°F as gas flow is reversed through the bed and are
maintained at-that temperature for approximately 18.hr. .Tempera.
tures begin to .degrade thereafter finally decreasing to 1100°F
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Note: See Table V-5
for system constants.
Figure V-7 Rock Bedlfiaste Heat BoiZer/Power Plant System Diagram
Table V-5 Rockbed Computer Model Performance Prediction
System Modeled: Initial Conditions:
Plant 4 Storage System Size and Mass and Loco Temperature Bed - $0°F
Energy Flowrates High Temperature Bed - 350°F
Clinker Cooler Excess Air Storage Unit
- 59.4 ft diameter x59.4 ft high
Kiln Exit Gas Storage Unit
-- 61.6 ft diameter x 61.6 ft high
System Constants:
Charge: Discharge:
1)	 350°F 2.)	 4.75 x 10 5 lb/hr, S0°F
2)	 1.72 x-10 5 lb/hr 3)	 0,0 lb/hr
3)	 5..17 x 105 lb/hr, 1500°F 4)	 4.75 x 10 5 lb/hr
4)	 5.17 x 104 lb/hr, 1500 QF 6)	 4.75 x 10 5 lb/hr
6)	 4.65 x 10 5 lb/hr 8) & 9)	 9.127 x 104 1b/hr
8) & 9)
	 .9. 12 7 x 104 lb/hr
*Refer to Figure V--7 for Source.Locations.
+	 r
Dust Clinker	 6 Waste Hea Dust
Separator Cooler Kiln
Feeder Boiler	 Separator	 Stack
ID
Air	 3 O `	 Fan
T Condenser
	
QF'eedwater	 j
Pumps and Heaters
Rock	 Rock
Bed	 Bed	 ^,0
Storage	 Storage	 Turbine Generator
0
Time,
hr
O F
(1)
O F
(2)
psia
(1)-(2)
°r
(4)
°F
(5)
PSIA
(4)-(5)
CIF
(6)
a 
(7)
0 
(8)
of
(9)
We
(10)
Ch
_	 arge
0 80 0.017 350 0.078 1385 426 832 142 8.78
.10 80 0.017 350 0.073 1385 426 882 142 8.78
20 80 0.017 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
30 80 0..017 350. 0.078 1385 426 882 142 .8.78
40 80 0.017 350 0.078 1385 426 832 142 8.78
50 80 0.018 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
60 87 0.018 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
70 118 0.018 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
80 186 0.019 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
90 263 0.020 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78.
100 317. 0.021 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
110 341 0.021 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
120 348 0.021 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
130 350 0.021 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
140 350 0.022 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
150 350 0.022 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
160 350 0.022 350 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
170 350 0.022 351 0.078 1385 426 882 142 8.78
180 350 .0.022 353 0.078 1385 426 882 142. 8.78
190 350 0.022 358 0.079 1386 426 882 142 8.78
200 350 0.022 367 0.079 1387 426 882 141 8.79
210 350 0.022 385 0.080 1388 426 883 140 8.80
220 350 0.022. 413 0.081 1391 425 884 139 8.85
230 350 0.022 455 0.082 1396 425 886 137 8.89
240 350 0.022 514 0.085 1401 425 889 135 8.95
Discharge
243
	
350 -0.105 1500 350 0.220. 1500 421 928 163 9.16
246	 350 -0.105 1500 350 0.220 1500 421 928 163 9.16
249	 350 -0.105 1500 350 0.220 1500 421 928 164 9.15
252	 350 -0.105 1497 350 0.220 1497 422 :927 166 9.1.2
255	 350 -0.105 1478 350 0.220 1478 423 919 176 8.81
258	 349 --0.105 1418 ` 349 0.210 1418; `427 893 193 8.37
261	 347 -0.104 1291 347 0.200 1291 436 839 358 6.62
. 264
	 334 -0.104 1107 334. 0.182 1107 448 759 300 5.45„
a
4-
Table v-5 (eoncx)
Note: 1. Gas temperatures for 61.6-ft-dia % 61.6-ft high bed.
2. Gas flatmates:
Charge: 5.17 s 10 4 lb/hr
2(700	 Discharge: 4.75 s 10 5 lb/hr
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Figure V-8  Rackbed.Gas Temperatu res during CycZing
Note: 1. Energy storage in 61.6- £t-dia x 61.6-ft-high bed.
2. Flatmates:
Charge: 5.17 x 104 :,b/ht
Discharge: 4.75 x 10 5 lb/hr
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Figure V-10  Power Generation during Cycling
{
at the end of the 24-hr discharge cycle. The power. generated dur-
ing charging and discharging of the beds is shown, in Figure V-10.
Note that approximately 9 Mh is pr..oduced continuously over the
period of time, even when the kiln is down for a 24-hr period.
The model, as formulated, assumes that steam/water flowrate is 	 j
constant. In actuality, however, steam flowrate would be varied
to achieve desired superheated steam conditions. The model , indi--
cates.' that during the .Latter part _of the discharge cycle, super--
heated steam temperatures decrease and feedwater temperatures
increase. In actual operation, the steam/ grater flowrate would
be varied using an essentially constant feedwater condition and
providing constant steam temperatures for the turbine. Such a	 a
control method would have been useful in the computer model, but
was beyond the scope of this program. The calculated power gen-
erated would be approximately the same in either case.because
the calculation is based -on energy transferred in the waste heat
boiler and an assumed 0.227 conversion factor for the thermal-to-
electric conversion. efficiency.
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Results from computer-aided analysis have shown that rockbed
storage units can be used effectively for power generation when
the kila rejected heat is no longer available. Total system
pressure drops that occur primarily across the rockbeds are less
than 10 in. of mater (<0.3 psia) even during maximum discharge
flow conditions. Power generated during discharge can be sus-
tained 75% of the time at maximum power generation capability
and 100% of the time for at least 60% of maximum generation
capability,
B.	 DRAW SALT SYSTMif PERFORMANCE
The molten draw salt TES system coupled with the kiln gas heat
exchanger and power production system is shown in Figure V-11.
During the TES charge mode, energy is extracted . fr:om the kiln
ga,3 via a heat exchanger which has molten salt on the tube side
serving as a heat transfer medium. This draw salt, once heated
by the kiln gas is returned in part to a TES vessel containing
both hot and cold salt. A major portion of the salt is sent
to a. salt/steam boiler system. The hot and cold salt is separated
by a thermal gradient between the salts. This gradient, or ther-
mocline, can be maintained.for a long period of time due to the
relatively low thermal, conductivity of the salt. The minimum
storage temperature of th.(-, salt is limited to its melting point.
of 430°F.
When the kiln is down, the ot.ored hot salt is pumped out of the
TES unit through the steam generation system. The cooled salt
from the preheat heat exchanger is returned to the bottom of the
TES vessel.. Steam is generated until the hot salt has been ex-
pended. Typical charge and discharge cycles for.this system
would consist of diverting approximately 10% of the hot salt from
the gas-salt heat exchanger to storage for a period of 10 days
and then, expending the stored salt for power production during
a discharge period of 24 hr.
The system concept uses three separate heat exchangers for the
production of steam. To minimize material costs of the heat ex--..
changers, a maximum superheated steam condition of 600 psis 700°F
was considered as in the waste heat boiler system for rockbed
TES system. The superheat exchanger is a single pass shall and
tube heat exchanger T,Tith counterflow between the salt on the shall
side and steam on the tube side. The 'design pressure would be
100 psig on the shell side a-ad approximately 500 to 700_ psis
on the steam sie-i. The boiler is a horizontal. U-tube, kettle-
type configuration...Salt flow is. on .the. tube side with water]
steam on the shell side. The design pressure is 500 to 700 pszg
on the shell and 100 psig an the tube side. The feedwater
y
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Figure V-11 Draw SaZt/Steam GeneratoxVPower PZant..System Diagram
preheater may be a mul.tipass . shell . and tube heat exchanger.. with
counter flow between.the salt on the shell side and water on the
tube side. The shell side is at a design pressure of 100 psig,
and the tube side at 500 to 700 psig.
Key design considerations for the draw salt system are the con-
struction of the thermal energy storage vessel, corrosion of
materials in contact with the salt, and adequate safeguards to
prevent freezing of salt in tra^ispot lines and.stozage:tanlcs,
Another important consideration is the salt's compositional
stability over the anticipated 30--year lifetime.
At Martin: Marietta's Denver Division current efforts-are assess-
ing the design requirements of the draw salt storage system (Ref
V-1). Tests being performed in these programs. will determine
corrosion.rates .of various materials in contact with the salt at
high temperatures, stability of the thermocline in storage tanks,
heat transfer coefficients at low ane high temperatures, and
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structural. requirements of materials iii contact with the salt.
Preliminary results from these programs for solar power applica-
tions have aided considerably in assessing materials of construc-
tion, thermocline behavior, and heat transfer characteristics of
the draw salt storage syst.em...
Of primary concern in the design of a thermal storage tank for the
draw salt is the minimization of thermal stress in the container
walls. In the Exposed wall surface next to the thermocline, temper-
ature differences of 50'F to 600°I can be ex-Perienced is a vertical
distance from l to 3 ft. One method to minimize the effects of
this thermal gradient on wall stresses would be to use an internal
insulation in a.cyli.ndrical tank. This insulation would need to
be compatible with the salt and stable over the low- and high-
temperature excursions of the salt. Another possible method Mould
be through the use of spherical rather than cylindrical tanks.
..Bending stresses for spherical tanks may be less than comparable
volume cylindrical tanks, thus alleviating the need for internal
insulation or large wall thicknesses.
Corrosion .
 by draw salt on carrion steel can be substantial. Iiow-
ever, tests conducted at Martin Marietta (Ref V-l) have shown
that minimal corrosion is realized with a mild grade of alloy
steel. Therefore, any equipment in contact with the draw salt,
including transport lines, pumps, heat exchangers, and storage
vessels should be composed of an alloy steel, material,. Stainless
steels may be requited if temperatures exceed 900°F.
System design must contain measures to prevent freezing of the
salt in storage vessels, transport. lines, and heat exchangers.
An electric or fossil-fueled heater must be incorporated into
the storage vessel to be used in startup operation after long-term
shutdown. Transport lines should be steam traced and provided
with adequ,!.te insulation. To .minimize salt solidification in
heat exchangers and transport lines, equipment external to the
storage vessel should be drained before long-term system shutdown.
The . draw salt compositionally consists of 54% of I=3 and 46% of
N 03 by weight. Other nitrate-nitrite salts were considered
even though they have a proven record of instability at high
temperatures. Salt stability increases as the nitrite concentra-
tion is .decreased. Also ., as.nitrite concentration is decreased,
the melting point of the eutectic mixture increases. Minimizing
the nitrite composition in the heat transfer salt assures long-
term stability of the salt mixture. When maintained in a storage
1.	 Draw Salt System Sizing
Equipment sizes required for installation of the draw salt system
at the four model plants were estimated. Tanks, hest exchangers,
piping, and pumps were sized according to the amount of rejected
energy at each plant as itemized in Table V-l. . Draw salt require-
ments for power generation during a 24--hr period at maximum capa-
bility of an on--site electrical power generator were determined.
Again, based on.the conditions at the four model plants, molten .
y 4
	
	 salt flowrates and temperature ranges, and optimized steam con-
ditions as previously set forth, heat exchanger surface areas
were estimated and are itemized in Table V-G. Overall heat- trans--
` fer coefficients, U o , were estimated using dorrelati.o.ns for tube
and shell side film coefficients presented in Ref V-11 and esti-
mated fluid flow conditions. Surface areas Caere determined for
specific flow co- ,.figurations as itemized below.
1) G1s-salt heat recovery exchanger - pure counter-current flow;
2) .
 Superheater - shell and tube - 1 shell pass,. 2 tube.passes;
3) Boiler shell and tube - 1 shell pass, 2 tube passes;
4) Preheater - shell and tube (multipass) .depending on duty
1, 2, or 3 shell passes, 2, 4, or f tube passes.
Fluid stream temperatures were calculated for each of the three
steam generator heat exchangers, given the steam saturation con-....
ditions of temperature and pressure. These conditions varied
from plant to plant to match salt flow conditions in the heat y
exchangers. The tables and equations presented by Kays and Lon--
don (Ref V-10) were used to determine : the required heat .exchanger
surface areas once temperatures and thus quantity of heat trans-
ferred were calculated. The number of transfer units, NTU, is a
measure of the required duty of a heat exchanger and is defined as:
U A
	
t
9
[V-8]	 NTU	 °
	
1
CruN
where
U = overall transfer coefficient,
0
A = beat exchange surface area,
CAN minimum capacity flowrate of the two streams passing through
heat exchanger (wG)MXN'
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F1owrate, ^y1V'
	
TOUR°
o	 flF	 F
Surface U,
Area, Btu%hr
(1) (2) (1) (2) (1)
	
(2) £t2 °F ft2- NTU
Plant.
Gas-Salt . 3.X95 3. 654 1150 450 470 900 6.262 10 710
(1)	 (2) x 1.0 5 x 10 5 x l04
Superheater 3.654 5.38 900 486 841 700 1.486 19 0.75
Salt--Steam x 1.0 : x 10^ x 10 ^
(1)	 (2)
Boiler 5.38 3.65 485.9 841 486 550 2.769 83 1.7
Steam,-Salt x.1.0' x 10 5 x.105(1)	 (2)
Preheater 3.65 5.38 550 234 450 485.9 2.188 59 2.4
Salt.-Water x 10 5 x 10 4 x 103
Plant 2
Gas-Salt 1.942 1.836 720 450 470 650 2.989 10 5.5
(1)	 (2 ) x 10 5 x 1.0 5. x 104
Superheater 1.836 1.260 650 467 632 600. 743 19 1.6
Salt--Steam x 10 5 x 10 4
(1)	 (2)
Boiler. 1.260 1.836 466.9 632 467 492 1.432 83 1.8
Steam-Salt
 x 10 4 x 10 , x 103
(1)	 (2)
Preheater 1.836 1.260 492 238 450 467 587 .59 2.8
.Salt--Water x 1.0 5 . x 10 ^
(1)	 (2)
Plant 3
Gas-Salt 4.0 4.0 .800 450 470 70 .0 7`.838 10 7.0(1)	 (2) x 105 x 10 5 x 103
Superheater 4.0 3.426 700 467 678 600 1.20 19 0.9
Salt-Steam x 10 5 . x: 10 x 103
(1) :	 (2)
Boiler .3.426 4.0 466.9 -678 467 503 3.11 83 1.75
Steam-Salt x 1.0 4 x 1.0 5 x 103
Preheater 4.0. 3.426 403 274 450 466.9 1,452 59 2.5
Salt--Steam. x 10 5 x 10 4 x 103
(1)	 (2)
TaNa 7-8 D2,;aw SaZt System Heat Exchanger Performance Simrmcn,,y
TaUo Y-o" iu r^^^:1
,..
'Plowr-3 to , IN, , OFJ i' Surface U.,lb /hr °P Area, Btu/hr
(1) (2) (1)  (3) ('') ft2 OF ft2- N'TU
Plant 4
Gas--Salt 5.165 7.816 1500 4.50 466 967 1.01 10 6.98
(1)	 (2) x 10 5 x 10 5 x 105
Superheater 7.034 1.252 967 486 886 727 3.67 19 0.805
Salt-Steam x 10 5 x 10 5 x 105
(1)
	 (2)
Boiler 1.252 7.034 485.9 886 486 509 8.901 89 2.84
Steam-Salt x 10 5 x 10 5 x 103
(1)	 (2)
Preheater 7.034 1.252 509 250 450 485.9 5.393 59 .2.54
Salt-Water x 10 5 x 10 5 x 103
(1)	 (2) .
C3 = mass flowrate,
CP = heat capacity of fluid.
The method described above, called the effectiveness number of
transfer units method, or e - NTU, is described in more detail
in a later section on model development.
Storage vessel sizes and draw salt material requirements were
based on a charge/discharge cycle of 10/1 days. The quantities
of stored draw salt, storage requirements, and vessel dimensions
for draw salt systems at the various model plants are listed in
Table V--7. Expected temperature excursions of the draw salt are
also shown. Salt circulation pump sizes were also estimated
based on the power generation capability when no salt was being.
stored.
Tabze V-7 Draw Salt Storage System Sizes
Storage Requirements Plant l Plant 2 Plant 3 Plant 4
Thermal Storage
1-0t - hr 4.28 x 10 5 9.55 X.104 2.60 x 10 5 1.00 x 106
Btu 1.46 x 109 3.4-6 x 10 3 8.87 x 10" 3.43 x 105
Temperature Range, OF 450-900 450--650 450--700 450--1000
Draw Salt, 1bm 8.77 x 10E 4.41 x 105 9.60. x. 105 .`1. 88 . x 107.
Volume Required, ft 8.35 x 104 4.20 x 10 4 9.14 x 104 1.79 x 105
Vessel Size (Z,'.D), ft/ft 47.3/47.3 37.7/37.7 48.8/48.8 61.0/61.0
Circulation Pump Size, gpm 415 209 454 886
i
[V-9
rn
Tine sizes and insulation thicknesses of the draw salt system
would.anvolve an optimization analysis of economic costs. A
preliminary optimization, study was conducted to determine the
economic pipe diameter. A . correlation extracted from:lief V-11
was used to determine the optimum pipe diameter for piping be-
tween the waste heat recovery gas-salt hest exchanger and steam 	 !
generator system. For turbulent flow this equation is:
Di	 = 3.9 q 0..450.13
opt
for 0.02 <.p < 20.centipoise
and Di > l in.
where
I
Di	 = optimum internal pipe diameter, in..,
r
opt
q	 _ fluid flowrate,. ft3 f sec,
P	 _ fluid density (lbm/ft3) .
As an example, the flow conditions required at Plant 4 are 7.816
x 105
 lb/hr if no salt is being diverted to storage.	 Assuming
a salt density of 105 lb/ft 3 resul.ts.in the following calculation
of optimum pipe diameter.
e
y
13Di	 3.9(2.068)()..45	 0.	 9.90 in..(3.05)	 =opt .=
'Therefore, a 9.90-in. inside diameter pipe would -gesult in economic
savings in pumping costs versus piping material costs for Plant 4.
Optimum insulation thi.ckne,ss;.is dependent on the type of insula--:
Lion (in this case calcium silicate) and projected energy loss
costs.	 As a rule of thumb, heat loss from the pipng.systez^ and I
storage vessel should amount to less than 1% of stored energy per
day.. 
Draw Salt System Modeling and Performance Analysis
The draw salt . system model consists 'o .f detailed heat e^:changer
analysis for the four heat exchangers (kiln gas, superheater,
boiler, and preheatex) and heat loss calculations from the trans-
port system, i.e., insulated piping and insulated storage vessel.
This model also predicts the pinup sizes required to transport the
salt based on calculated pressure drops in the system.
	
The salt
model was coded to give-a quasi-steady state
	
and output.
That is, salt temperatures to and from heat exchangers. were as-
sumed to be invariant with time. 	 Calculation of heat loss to
the environment were not used to vary salt temperature internally
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to the program, but were used in determining optimum insulation
thickness. This quasi-steady state assumption was necessary to
simplify the model and.to provide timely results. Significant
heat loss should not occur in a well-designed system, thus vali-
dating this assumption.
Detailed . heat exchanger performance prediction is provided by a
subprogram using e quations developed by Kays and London (Ref
V-10) for specific heat exchanger configurations. Equations Were
developed and computer coded that determined a heat exchanger's
effectiveness, E, based on the floe conditions through the . heat
exchanges, heat exchanger configuration and size, and an overall
heat transfer coefficient. Specifically, the heat exchanger
effectiveness is defined as:
	
[V-10	 s
- Ch (thi - 0)  Cc (tco - tci)^i
	
]	 -
C IIId -.th - t 	 CMIN th. - tc.i	 y)	 i)
where
C = capacity flowra.te = wC .
W = fluid mass fl.owrate,
Cp 	fluid neat capacity,
t = fluid stream temperature.
Subscripts:
h = hot fluid (th > tc),
c = cold fluid,
i = inlet stream,
o = outlet stream
MIN = minimum capacity flowrate.
Kays and London have developed the eff.ectivenss, E, of a heat ex -
changer based on the number of transfer units, NTU, (previously
defined), the ratio of the capacity flowrates, C MIN /C MAX , and
the heat exchanger configuration. Several.configuration options
have been coded into the draw salc model. These include:
on
i
l) Pure countercurrent;
2) Parallel Flow;
3) Cross flow (mixed and unmixed);
4) Cross-countercurrent flow;
5) Parallel-counter. flow; .
6) Multipass shell and tube with or xdthout baffles
These options provide the user the option to select or modify heat
exchanger configurations for a given duty and understand any bene-
fits of one configuration over another.
Heat Loss calculations were performed by the model, through film
coefficient estimation methods presented in Ref V-11. fouling
coefficients are inputs to the model. Heat Joss determinations
are thus calculated using standard equations for heat transfer
through multilayer pipe for piping systems and'multilayer flat
plates for the storage vessel. Heat loss calculations performed
by the model for a storage vessel at Kant 4 are shown in Table
V-8. These calculations result from an insulation thickness of
10 in. on the tank and 5 in. on the piping systems. This insula-
tion provides for system heat loss of less than 0.5% of stored
energy per day. According to these calculations, these insula-
tion thicknesses are more than adequate to meet the goal of less
than 1% per day of stored energy.
TaKe V--8
ayp2cat. vraw . acv ,^morage vesset. rerpormance por r--Vay Charge Cycle
Storage Vessel Volume, ft 3
	1...2150 x 105
Storage Vessel Inside Diameter, ft
	 53.69
Storage Vessel Outside Diameter (including insulation), ft 55.69
Storage Vessel Height, ft
	 53.66
Insulation Thickness, in.	 10.0
Thermocline Velocity during Change, ft/hr
	 0.318
Thermocline Initial Height, ft	 56.83
Time to Fully Charge, hr
	 178.77
Storage Vessel Surface Area, ft 3
	17.261
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient, Btu/h1--ft 2--°F	 3 . 1250 x 10_2
5Heat Loss from Fully Charged. Tank, Btu/hr
	 4 . 7844 x 10
Heat Loss.from Tully Discharged Tank, Btu/hr
	 1..99.58.x 105
Temperature Degradation in Fully Charged Tank, °F/hr
	 9.7999 x 10-2
Temperature Degradation in Fully Discharged Tank, 'F/h1 	 3.6842 x ID-2
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System pressure drops (i.e., piping anti heat exchangers) are
also calculated from the iiiodel . Eck=uati o-as developed in Ref V-11
were used to determine draw salt line Dzessure drops and heat
exchanger pressure drops. Model pressure drop computations are
shown in Table V-9 for 200 ft of 8-in. diameter pipe. If one
counts the storage vessel height in addition to the pressure drop,
a pumping requirement of at least 250 psia discharge pressure is
necessary at the flow capacity of about 900 gpm.
Fable V-9
Total Pressure Drop and Heat Losses of Draw Salt System for
Plant g
Boiler System Steam Pressure Drop, psia	 34.956
Salt Loop Pressure Drop, psis 	 217.0
Kiln Gas Pressure Drop on Shell Side, psia 20.328
Energy Transport Heat Loss, Btu/hr
	
2.1837 x 105
Energy Loss from Charged Tank, Btu/hr 	 4.7844 x 105
Energy Loss from Discharged Tank, Btu/hr
	 1.9958 x 105
Unlike the rockbed storage system, nearly all of the stored energy
in the storage medium can be used for power production. Hot draw
salt can be pumped from the tank until the onset of the thermocline
region. This thermocline band of salt will be approximately 1 to
3 ft in height. With appropriate steam flowrate control, part of
the thermocline barrier can be used. Assuming a 60-ft high tank
and a 1.5--ft thermocline region, over 97% of the stored salt can
be used for optimum power generation. The actual height of this
thermocline depends on the length of time bath hot and cold salts
are in contact.
Instrumentation and controllers required in the draw salt system
loop are shoran in Figure V-12. The hot salt pump shown i__ this
diagram is only required if a discharge flowrate capacity is much
different than the salt circulation pump flowrate. In any case,
flora control is necessary to vary the salt flowrate through the
heat exchangers to optimize their performance and minimize the
occurrence of salt freezing.
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Figure V--12 PMUMi	 narry Instrumentation Diagram for Salt Storage System
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C.	 COD2ARTSON OF THE TWO STORAGE SYSTMfS
While each system can recover rejected energy, store part of the
recovered energy, and exchange that energy to produce on--site
electrical power, each system has its own advantages and disad-
vantages.. Technical problems foreseen in each system and previ-
ously described can be solved with minimal development effort.
The rockbed storage system will require two storage vessels --one
for low temperature storana and one for high temperature storage.
The draw salt system will woe one large cylindrically shaped con-
tainer for storage. Container material and insulation costs will
be higher for the rockbed system.
Although the required amounts of storage medium will be greater
for the rocks (due to lower heat capacity), the draw salt can
be expected to be more expensive than rocks. In a later chapter
on preliminary economics, salt is shown to be considerably more
expensive than rocks Also, the salt will require preprocessing
on--site before installation.. During normal installation., the
draw salt components, NANO3 and KNO B , are shipped separately and
mixed on--site in a contaminant-free environment. Rockbeds twill
require detailed manifold designs to evenly distribute the gases
through the bed and prevent gas stream channeling.
The effect . of dust on rockbed performance must be accurately
determined. The nature of the thermocline during long periods
of storage time and its effect on thermal strain of the walls of
the storage vessel must be assessed for both systems. In terms
of system simplicity, the rockbed storage system represents the
most attractive means of energy storage, if dust accumulation does
not degrade performance. For reliability, salt--steam generation
methods have a proven record over the last 30 to 40 years. The
chemical process industry has been using heat transfer salts over
the last half century in heating reactor vessels. Since the 1950's
other companies have used salt for steam generation with proven
reliability and low maintenance requirements. Questions still re-
main unanswered. about some of the details of salt storage, but
these are presently being resolved in solar power programs (Ref
V-1) . These draw salt programs will provide tamely information
required for full--scale development considerations of thermal
energy storage applications in the cement industry.
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VI.
i
t
A.
SySTL i IIj40;X0RATI0N IN LHE GE IENT PLANT Alq!)^_^^ ^ ^ + RY ACCEPTANCE
Tinder this pzase of the study, interfacing requirements and opera-
tional restrictions for incorporating the thermal •<<lergy storage
systems--rockbeds and draw salt--were determined. Drawings were
prepared to show the interfacing of the waste heat recovery system
and tze thermal energy storage units with existing punt equipment.
This study has indicated the ease of interfacing. i-7i.t.h the cement
manufacturing ;process resulting in minimal impact to existing plantCD
operations) easy accessibility, and environmental safety. Figures
VI-1 and VI-2 are conceptual. equipment diagrams showing the inter-
facing of the storage systems with a modern suspension preheater
kiln. Gas and liquid flows are indicated for operation during
storage charging.
An industry-wide survey was conducted to assess the acceptability
of the candidate systems. This survey was written to assure maxi-
mum industry response. Response from this survey is discussed in
this chapter.
OPTIMUM LOCATION Off' STORAGE SYSTEMS AT THE FOUR MODEL PLANTS
Typically, the TES systeirs for both kiln exit gases and clinker
cooler waste air will consist of two pebble-bed tanks nominally
50 ft in diameter and 50 ft high. Alternatively, a single 60-ft-
diameter spher:i.cal storage tank would be required if the liquid
-iraw.salt system is used. To simplify the selection of a location
for the storage tanks, the TES rockbed system was represented by
two 60x60-ft rectangles on the large scale plant diagrams. If
the liquid salt system were to be chosen, the area required for
storage was represented by a 60x60--ft rectangle,
Sufficient space exists to .incorporate both kiln exit gas and
clinker cooler waste air TES units at all four plants. The follow-
ing discussion explains the situation at each of the four plants.
Typical locations cf the TES units are shown in Figures VI-3
through VI-6.
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Plant 1
At this plant, there is open space to the south of the kiln; the
kiln runs west to'east (in the direction of the feed). At the
feed end, there is ample space for a TITS unit very close to the
kiln feed area. However, at the. clinker .cooler end,. there is a
roadway just south of the cooler building, and since there is not
space on the other side of the kiln, the TES unit would have to
be on the south side of the existing roadway.
Plant 2
At Plant 2 only the new kiln (which runs east to west) is being
used as a,model.; there are two-old kilns to the north of it which
are still in use, and which limit the space on the north side of
the new kiln. To the south, however, there is open space all along
the kiln, i.e., next to both kiln feed and clinker cooler buildings.
The only inhibiting factor is a railway line that approaches to
within less than 50 ft of the . electrostatic precipitator at . the
kiln, feed end. This leavez insufficient room for a 60--ft--diameter
storage tank for the kiln, exit gases. So, whether or not the 60-
ft-diameter liquid salt tanks are used, they will have to '^e moved
further west to.a position alongside the kiln itself. There is no
shortage of space at the clinker cooler end.
Plant 3
At- Plant 3 the kiln under consideration is the new kiln, which runs
east and west. The three old, kilns lie to the north and prohibit
installation of TES units on that side. The control, laboratory
and feed buildings .restrict space. to the south of :the feed end and
the clinker. cooler. The only suitable space l.ios to the south.of
the center of the kiln. There is sufficient space for two heat
stores (i.e., 60x120 ft) in this position. So both clinker cooler
and kiln exit waste heat store would have .ro be :.put there, adjacent
to each other. Since the kiln is fairly short, the length of duct-
ing required. would not be excessive,
^.	 Plant 4
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B.	 GENERAL LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS
It is clearly possible to find sufficient space for TES units at
all four plants. If the major use of the stored heat is to generate
electricity, then a waste heat boiler will be required and it will
also have to be positioned close to the TES units; it should pref-
erably also be close to t.lie main precipitator, since the gases will
have to be deducted after passage through the boiler. It is esti-
mated that an 8 to 10 M boiler using hot air as the heat transfer
medium would require a ground space of 98x46 ft (maximum). Thus,
there is sufficient space close to the precipitators at Plants 1,
and 4 to install a boiler without any problem. At Plant 3,
however, there is very little space and the boiler would probably
have to be south of the TES units, probably at least 200 ft from
the gas take-off point at the preheater tower. Alternatively, the
boiler could be next to the kiln, but the TES units would then have
to be further away. The turbine building and associated cooling
tower for a 10 bN (max) generating system will require areas of
91x59 ft and 59x59 ft, respectively. However, these vay be placed
a considerable distance from the heat source-if necessary, since
the steam pipes can readily be insulated as they are much smaller
in diameter than hot air ducts.
The liquid draw salt system has a smaller heat storage area require-
ment than the solid pebble bed system. A single spherical 60-ft-
diameter storage tank can be used, because it is possible to main-
tain a thermal gradient in the tank. The pipes -carrying the. molten
salt can be fairly narrow and well insulated; thus distance is not
a serious problem. However, the heat exchange unit will be fairly
large (probably occupying a 30 ft length of 10x10--ft gas ducting) . .
The installation of such a unit will involve diverting kiln exit
gases if there is insufficient space in the existing ducts. With
the liquid draw salt system, the boiler itself can be smaller; it
will probably only require an. area of 30x40 ft in total (three
10x40-ft areas for the heat exchangers). It should probably be
placed close to the heat store to minimize heat losses, but this
is not absolutely essential.
a
a.	 DETAILED INTERFACE ANALYSIS
Using the data given in the previous section and detailed plans
and elevations of all four plants, detailed interface drawings
for installation of both pebble bed and liquid draw salt waste
heat storage/utilization systems were prepared. These drawings
shoe the gas take-off points, dampers, and ducting required at
each plant, including the ducting required to convey the TES
exit gases to the dust collector.
1.	 Gas Duct Sizing
To obtain an idea of the size of gas ducts required for the rock
bed. systems, a relationship for pressure drop versus diameter for
circular ducting (using the formulas given in Fan Engineering
published by Buffalo forge Company) for turbulent gas flow iu
steel ducts was derived.
This relationship, assuming that the absolute pressure is close
to 1 atmosphere, is as follows:
^
[VI--1] Pressure drop (in. of water) = 1.8 x 10- 3 (T + 460) 110.16. V1.84 p
Length of pipe, (ft) 	 d4.92
The design of the rockbed units is such that pressure drop across
the units should be less tLar. 10 in. of hater ender normal operat-
in- conditions. Therefore, the associated ducting was designed to
give a total pressure drop of less than 1 in. of water, if possible,
.so as not to put too great a Load on the existing I.D. fans. In
the fallowing sections, tine optimum location of TES systems at each
plant is considered in more detail.
Plant l
C'inker CooLep - A detailed plan of the Layout: inside the clinker
cooler building is shoo n in Figure VI-7. There is already a duct
in position for diverting a.small.amount of waste air from the
clinker cooler to the coal null. The remainder of the waste air
passes through a mechanical dust separator, and then along about
30 ft of divided dticting before entering an electrostatic precipi-
tator. In Figure VI--7, take-off and return ducts. have been added
1; , use with the rockbed system. Since there are two parallel
C4 u^n, two take--off and return ports are shown. They are separated
AIRdamper, which should be of the "guillotine" type (because
^^ ere is insufficient space.for sideways moving dampers).
Typical haste air flows from the clinIcer cooler at this plant are
about 4,400 lb/min at 350°F. The total length of ducting to and
from the TI;B unit (as shoran in Fig. VI-3) would be about 300 ft.
To achieve a pressure drop of less than l in. of water over this
length of ducting, the ducts must be at least 55 in. in diameter.
If the draw salt system is to be used, there is apparently suffi-
cient space in the existing ducting (between the mechanical dust
collectors and the precipitator) to install the necessary heat ex-
change pipes without any serious difficulty.
IfiZn Exit - Figure VI-8 shows an elevation through the kiln feed
end. The gases pass through a multicyclone dust separator and a
guillotine damper before entering the electrostatic precipitator
unit. It would seem plausible, if a rockbed system is used, to
take off the kiln exit gas from the multicyclone unit, since some
dust will have been removed from the gaser; at that point, without
any great drop in temperature. A gas take-off port has been shoran
on the side of the multicyclone unit, although the exact position
of this duct would depend on the internal de-tails of the multi-
cyclone unit. The gas return duct has been shoran entering the
electrostatic precipitator duct after the existing damper. Dampers
would, of course, be required in the tape-off and return ducts as
well.
--- viwra
Figure VI-8 Interface Drawling for PZant 1 IfiZn feed End
Assuming that the total duct length on the kiln exit gas storage
system would be about 200 ft, and that the kiln exit gas flow is
typically about 5300 lb /min at 1150°F, ducting . of at least 66 in.
diameter for a 1-in. maximum pressure drop would be required. An
additional 700 ft of 66-in. ducting. would be required for the link--
age of the two storage moditles during discharge.
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If draw salt system at the kiln exit were used, then some modifi-
cation to the existing layout would be required. To install the
heat exchanger, which requires a volume of about 3000 ft 3 , the
multicyclone unit and damper wculd have to be moved slightly
closer to the kiln exit. The heat exchanger could then be placed
in the ducting just before the electrostatic precipitator unit.
3.
New
1. In
Feed
Bin
Kiln
Plant 2
CZinker Cooler - No detailed plan of the clinker cooler was ob-
tained from Plant.2. However, it is similar to the cooler at plant
1, so there would be no difficulty in installing the inlet and put--
let ducts for the rockbed system. Ducting required for clinker
cooler storage was estimated at 200 ft (60 in. diameter), with 700
ft required in linking the clinker cooler storage units to kiln
exit gas storage units.
Kiln Exit -.Details of.the kiln feed end arrangement.are given in
Figure VI-9. There is a single-stage preheater consisting of two
cyclones in parallel. On the upper diagram., possible take--off
and return ports for the rockbed system are indicated.
	
r Takoint	 Stack`
	
Poin.t	 ^I
nomt,nr
,a Kiln
Gas Feed- Electro-Static
	
Old Kiln Feed Building
Back Point Precipitator
South Elevation	 West Elevation
Figure V1-9 Interface Drawing for Plant 2 Kiln Feed EGrtd
The typical kiln. exit gas .flour at:this plant is about 3300 lb/min
at 720 0x'. The kiln exit gases will have to traverse up to 300 ft
of ducting if the .layout shown. in Figure VI-4 is used. For a
pressure drop of less than 1 in., ducting of 67 in in diameter
would. be
 required.
If the draw salt system is to be used at Plant 2, it should be
fairly straightforward to enlarge the downcoming duct from the
preheater to permit. installation of -a hear exchanger (in a.posi--
Lion: between the two-take-off ports shown in Figure VI-9).
1:00
i
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Collector
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4.	 Plant 3
Figure VT-10 shows the take-off points for the gas ducts, using
the rockbed system. If the draw salt system is to be used, there
is ample space for the installation of a heat exchanger on the
downcoming duct from the preheater. A possible arrangement is
shown ir. Figure VI-11.
(a) Elevation. 35 ft South of. Kiln
From Freheater
TD Fan
TES (3)
	
TES (1)	 ---
From Cooler From Toilers
f<< ,^i
r < < i	 TO Boilers
To CC
Dust Collector
(b) Elevation Along Ki2 TGNAr WMIM A
Mr ox Qum
Preheater
Tower
Clinker Cooler
Dust	 Kiln
Collector	 Burner
Building ;;	 ^tA. j	 ID FanC ooler	 \
From TES To TES
Figure VI-10 Elevation Draining for Plant 3 with Pebble-Bed TES Units
If the rockbed system is to be used at Plant 3, then the sizing
of the gas ducts will be as follows:
Kiln exit gas.: up to 400 ft of ducts; gas flow = 6,700 lb/min
at 800°F; minimum duct diameter 78 in.. for a 1-in. pressure
drop.
Clinker tooter gas: up to 500 ft of ducts; gas.. flow.= 10,800 lb/
min of 350'P; minimum duct diameter 86 in. for a 1-in. pressure
drop.
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5.	 Plant 4
Plant 4 differs from the other plaaats in dial it already has a
waste heat utilization. System LL oparation. Titus, the siting of
the boilers and turbine is already Fixed, and only the interfacing
of the TES units need be determined: The present study. was -con-.
cerned only with the two newest kilos (Kilns 22 and 23) .
The detailed
-
interface is show'.. (for Ki.la 23) in Figure V1-12.
This is a plan of the existing hoi.lder and Riln exit, to which
ducts have been added leading to and from the TES unit. Gas take-
off is from the feeder- housings ho-r, - Ter, the kiln feed pipe comes
down.. vertically from the top of this housing, so the take--off duct
must be behind this pipe. The gases are returned to a point on
the side of the mul.ti.cyclone unit, so the gases pass through this
unit and then out vi.a the precipitator. The air inlet is shoran
for use during d-.scharge.
The diameter of the ducting should be at Least 72 in., based on a
i	 gas flow of 8,400 lb/min at 1500°x thrugh 100 ft of ducts. Total
estimated.duet:lengths are:..
l) Mn exit gas storage module: 300 ft;
2) Clinker cooler storage module: 300 ft;
3) , Ducting to link the two modules: 700 ft.
i
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D.	 INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMCNT ACCEPTANCE SURVEY
A survey in the form of a letter-quest-ionnaire. was prepared and
sent to 13 cement.compsnies that represent approximately b01 of
the U.S. productive capacity. This letter-questionnaire con-
sisted of material informing the companies of the type of study
being conducted by Marti-a Marietta Aerospace/Portland Cement
Association/Department of Energy, and of questions relating to
their acceptance of the waste heat recovery/thermal storage sys-
tems under consideration.
l) Most plants would be interested. in power generation from..
waste heat if it could be shown to be economically attractive.
Many plants have considered it in the past but found it un-
economical at that time.
2) Stabilization of clinker cooler waste air and kiln exit gas
temperatures would be an advantage in many cases. Reduction
of these gas temperatures might aid dust collection and fan
operation; which would be an attractive bonus.
y
i
3) Partial dust, SO , and NOx removal would be an advantage asX
long as there are no deleterious . effocts to. the..TES units.
4) in some cases, stored heat could be used for drying coal, or i
preheating residual oil; this could be especially helpful when
starting up a kiln after a short-term.shut down.
5) Some plants would be interested in using the waste heat for
space heating, in which case a TES unit could give added
flexibility.
Another _point that could be helpful . during start-up after a
short--term shutdown is as follows.	 Since the charge time for
the clinker cooler store. is appreciably shorter than that for 	 z
the kiln store, heat remaining in the former after discharge
could be used far heating combustion iir.	 This would have a
beneficial effect on the quality of the product initially ob-
tained after start-up and N,ould permit earlier actuation. of
F the electrostatic precipitator (since CO levels are reduced
at higher combust i on air temperatures), thus eliminating po--:
tential environmental problems..
3
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CONCLUSIONS
There is a vast potential for waste Beat recovery and on—site power
generation in the cement industry. 	 Only eight plants in the U.S.
1	 .. are currently producing their own electrical energy requirements.
The reason for the lack of incorporation of these systems in the
past has been the availability of cheap power from the utilities.
't.. Projected electrical energy costs and shortages in the fubare,
however, will force this industry to carefully examine on--sate
power generation.	 kockbed storage units can benefit the process
by:
.} Reducing particulate emissions;
2)	 Possibly reducing NOx and Sax emissions;
3)	 Damping temperature fluctuations to baghouses;
4)	 Allowing for combustion air preheat;
- 5)	 Most importantly providing power for grinding operations and
facility support during short Idln shutdowns. 	 Either the
rockbed or draw salt systems could be incorporated into the
i plant process with minimal impact on operations.
VII.	 PRELIMINARY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
----------------------------------------- ------------------------
^
A preliminary economic analysis was conducted for the conceptual
storage system designs presented in previous chapters.	 These
analyses Caere used to dete.rKne the n eonomi.c feasibility of the
selected systems in berms of stored energy costs versus current
and projected energy costs and the rate of return on investment.
Data from previous effort on . this :study nere used for extra-
polating costs over a wide Lange of variables. 	 Specifically,
costa were determined for thermal: energy storage installation at
each of the four model plants. 	 Energy savings in terms of elec-
trical paver were estimated for the entire industry.
Return on investment methodolog,; wrF uaveloped under this phase i
of the study.	 The methodology :igroltre d the use of calculated
electrical pottier savings realized by producing the electrical
energy on-site and the capital investment. 	 Capital costs ware
estimated from literature references and vendor quotes.	 Invest:--
meat for a waste heat recovery.system, turbogenerator, and ap-
propriate facilities {site"vork, bui.lOi.ngs, electrical, etc}
amount to $800 to $10000W. 	 With the present industry-wide
average of 2.51 to 2.So/kWh, return on investment can be as high
as 80 to 90% considering an 11% escalation rate of .electricity
over a 30--year system. life. 	 Investments of up to 20% of the
capital costs of on-site power generation systems in thermal
energy storage can realize even greater return on investments.
A system without storage thus has a payout period of about 1.25.
years.	 With storage the payout: period is even less. 	 A complete
return on i.nvestmenc analysis including cost of capital has been
completed and is included in this chanter.
Total rejected heat: from the cement industry using either the long
dry process or the suspension preheater amounts to 3.11 x 10 11 Btu
per year.	 If 60% of this energy could be used for power genera-
tion, an electrical production capacity of 4.07: x 104 14 W , industry-
wide, for these processes would result.
CAPITAL COST ESTIMATION
Capital costs were estimated for the two systems, rockbed and draw
salt.	 Costs include both direct and :indirect costs. 	 Methods de-
veloped by Guthrie (lief VII-1) have been adopted in determining
the .total costs of installed equipmen, la.cludiug both materi.al.s
and labor.
	
Guthr e's method of "module" costing includes certain
factors for each piece of equipment in ostiIltati_ng total cost o f 3
instal.lati.ou.	 Tb- qse factors are appron:mately broken down as:
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Direct Costs -
a) Equipment, F.O.B. Cost,
katerial.s (62% . of- factor 1. a) ,
c]_.^T^abor. [36% of factor 1 (a.+ b)];
2)..--Indireet Costs (34% of factor 1) -
AA
a) Freight, Insurance, Taxes (6% of factor 1),
b) Construction Overhead (18% of factor 1),
c) Engineering (10% of factor 1);
3)­Conttactor` s Fee (8% of factors 1 and 2) ;
4) ' Coniingency'(10% of factors 1, 2; and 3).
All costs presented in this section are based on a Marshall and
'. Stevens (M&,S) ,equipment. cost index. of . 500 which was the . chemical
industry ;wide average for the second quarter of 1977. Cost esti-
mates 4iave a Vette: than x-201 accuracy based' on the guidelines
presented by the American Association of Cost Engineers. (Ref VII-2).
Installed equipment costs, including both direct and .indirect costs,
were determined for the equipment previously sized for the rock
bed and draw salt storage/waste heat recovery/and power. generation
systems.. Tables VIZ-1 through VII-4 short the equipment schedules
	 !
and capital :costs required for each plant model and each storage
system., ;Complete breakdowns of power cycle equipment are also
shown. These costs were verified with vendor quotes, internal
cost estimates, and Gufhrie,'s method. (Ref VII-1) for a 10 Kfe
power plant. Costs for the power facilities at other model plants
were estimated-using an exponential scale factor of 0.75 recom-
mended by Guthrie. Estimated investments in rocicbed storage.
amount to'between 1:0.3 and 22.3% of the total system costs whale
the dram salt , storage system represents 30.2% to 36.9% of the total
drag salt. system costs depending on plant size.
t
Significant differences are evident in the costs of rock .storage
related equipment and the draw salt. The cost of limestone at a
plant is approximately $0.11/lb. Tank costs differ between the
two systems b. eca-ise only one tank is required for drat% salt and
two tanks are used for rocicbed storage. Waste heat recovery sys-
tems in the form of a waste heat boiler for the rocicbed system
and a three-heat exchanger unit for the draw salt do not vary
much in capital investment required. As expected the installed
costs of piping are much less than the cost of ducting. However_,
these costs represent a very small fract-Lou of total investment.
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Plant Matt
No. Reqd Equipment and Material 1	 2 3 4 Const
Storage
1 ST-1, Draw Salt Storage 8.35 4.20 9.14 17..90 AS
Vessel, ft 3
 x 104 .
1 Draw Salt, 1bm x 106 8.77 4.41 9.60 18.8 ---
1 Wiping Insulated:
	 Traced, ft 200 800 400 100 AS
1' P-1, Circulation Pump, gpm 425 225 475 100 AS
Power Conversion
1 E-1, Waste Heat Recovery 6.26 2.99 0.784 10.10 SS
Heat Exchanger, ft2 x 103
Superheater, ft2 x 103 1.49 0.743 1,20 3.67 AS
I E--3, Kettle--Type Boiler Shell 2.77 1.432 3.12 8.90 CS
and Tube, ft2 x 103
1 E-4, Preheater, ft2..x 105 2.19 0.5$7 1.45 5.40 CS
1 Set of Soot Blowers for E--1
I TC-1, Turbogenerator, MWe 4.0 0.9 2.4 10.1 --
1 C-1; Condenser, .Btu/hr x 10 8 --- -- -	 . -- 1.0 CS
1 CT-1, Cooling Tower, Btu/hr -- -- 0.95 CS
X 3.08
1 Deaerator -- - - - --
I P-2, Circulating Water -- -- - 9000 CS
Pump , gpm
1 P-3, Cooling Tower Makeup ---- --- -- 280 CS
Pump, gpm
1 P-4, Condenser Makeup -- -- -- 3 CS
Pump , gpm
l P-5, Condensate Pump, gpm -- -- 210 CS
1 P-6, Boiler Feed Pump, gpm - - _- -- 210 CS
*Nomenclature:
CS -- Carbon Steel
AS - Alloy Steel.
SS -- Stainless Steel
a
L
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Tab4e VTT 1 Equipment and Material Specifications for Draw Salt System
Tab? e VII-2
Draw Satt System CapitaZ Cost Estimates -- InstaUed Costs
(Direct and Indirect)
Plant l
	
Plant 2 Plant 3. Plant 4
Equipment & Materials
Storage.
Storage Tanks $	 344,600 $	 219,900 344,200 $	 479,000
Draw Salt 970,200 490,600 1,061,500 2,069,100
Salt Circulation Pump 24,800 16,100 27,900 44,600
Subtotal $ 2,592,700$1,329,600 $	 726,600 $1,433,600
Power Conversion
Heat Exchangers
Waste Heat Recovery $	 233,000 $	 111,200 $	 291,500 $	 375,700
SuperheatE. 44,600 22,300 36,000 110,100
Boiler 69,200 35,800 77,900 222,500
Preheater 43,800 11,700 29,000 107,900
Soot Blowers 53000 3,000 6,000 7,000
Power Generation Equipment
Turbogenerator 720,000 162,000, 432,000 1,818,000
Condenser 451,700 184,600 332,500 787,400
Pumps 4,900 2,000 3,600 -	 8,500
Cooling Tower and Pumps 157,800 64,500 116,100 2753000
$1,730,000 $	 597,100 $1,324,700 $ 3,712,100Subtotal
BUILDINGSISTRUCTURE5
Steam Generator Bldg
& Foundation $	 158,000 $	 75,000 $	 122,000 $	 250,000
Turbine Bldg . & Foundation 598;000 284,000 463,000 950,000
Cooling Tower Foundation 44,000 21,000 34,000 70,000
SITE WORK 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
PIPING INSULATION
Piping (pipes, valves, ...
tees, etc) Insulated
--Traced 6., 500 26,200 13,100 4,500
Storage Tank Insulation 82,.000. 52,100 873300 136;400
INSTRUIIENTATIONIELECTRICAL -714,000 492,000 628,000 900,000
$1,612,500. $	 960.,300 $1,357,400 $	 2,320,.900..Subtotal.
Contractors' Fee (87.) $	 373,800 $	 182,700 $	 329,300 $	 690,100
Contingency (10%) 504,600 246,700 444,500 931,600
Total OMS = 500,
2nd Quarter 1977) $5,550,500 $2,713,400 $4,889,500 $10,274,400
Total (M&S = 523,
4th Quarter 1977) $5,805,800. $2,838,200 $5.,114,400 $10,718,800
Plant
Mtl
No. Regd	 Equipment and Material
	
1	 2	 3	 4 Const
Storage
1.	 ST-1, Low Temperature TES E	 1.02 0.62 1.28 1.65 CS
Tank, ft 	 x 105
:'T-2, Hipp Tem2_aturF TES !	 I. ].^^ 0.- 69 1.42 1.84 CS
Tank,	 $r.	 x 1.0 I SS
1	 Gra..ite Rock (1.5--2.0 '±n. 2.26 1.38 2.81 3.67 ----
dia), Ibm x 107
1	 Ducts, Insulated, ft 12C,;i 1200 1700 1300 GS
7	 Dampers (di.a), ft 7 7 7 7
Power Conversion
1	 HIRB--1, Waste Heat Boiler, 5.38 1.26 3.43 12.52 CS
1bm steam/hr x 104
1	 '1G•-1., Turbogenerator, I've 4.c 0.9 2.4 10.1 --
1	 C-1, Condenser, Btu/hr x 10 8 -_ _- -- 1.0 CS
it
	 CT--I, Cooling Tourer, Btu/hr - -- -- 0.95
x 108
1	 Deaerator --- -_ -- --
1	 Circulating Weter Pumr:, gpm - -- 9000 CS
1	 Cooling Tower Makeup Pump, --- - - -- 280 CS
gpm
1	 Condenser Makeup Pump, gpm ---- -- -- 3 CS
1	 Condensate Pump, gpm 210 CS
1	 Boiler. Feed Pump, gpm 210 CS
*Nomenclature:
CS - Carbon Steel
	 -
SS - Stainless Steel
GS -- Galvanized Steel
j
..
Table 'III-»3 Equipment and Jllate2-1a4 z cc-,",:canons for Rockbed System
Plant 1 Plant 2 Plant 3 Plant 4
.Equipment & Materials
Storage
.Storage Tanks $	 310,700 $	 227,500 $	 353,700 $	 487,600
Limestone Rock 8,090 4,800 10,000 12,800
Dampers 70,000 70,000 70,000 70,000
$	 388,700 $	 302,300 $.	 433,700Subtotal. Y	 570,400
Power Conversion
Waste Heat Boiler $	 803,800 $	 262,600 $	 548,000 $1,610,000
Power Generation Equipment
Turbogenerator 720,000 162,000 432,000 1,818,000
Condenser 451,700 184,600 332,500 787,400
Pumps 4,900 2,000 3,600 8,500
Cooling Tower and Pumps 157,8.00 64,500 116,100 275,000
$2,138,200 $	 675,700 $1,432,200 $4,498,900Subtotal
BUILDINGS/STRUCTURES
Waste Heat Boiler
Bldg & Foundation $	 158,000 $	 75,000	 $	 122,000 $	 250,000
Turbine Bldg &
Foundation 5.98,000. 284,000	 463,000 95.0.,000
Cooling Tower Foundation 44,000, 21,000	 34,000 70,000`
SITE 14ORK 10,000 1G, 000 10,000 10,000
DUCTING/INSULATION
Ducts, Insulated 86,900 86,900 123,100 94,100
Storage Tank Firebrick
Insulation 76,100 54,700. 88,500 104,900
INSTRMIENTATION/ELECTRICAL 714,000 492,000 628,000 900,000
$1,687,000 $1,023,500 $1,418,600Subtotal $2,.379.,000
.Contractors` Fee (8%) $	 337,100 160,100 $	 262,800 $	 595,900
Contingency (10%) . 455,100 216,200 328,400 804,400
Total (M&S a 500,
2nd Quarter 1,977) $5,006,100 $3,377,800 $3,875,700 $8,848,600
.Total (M&S = 523,
4th : Quarter 3977) $5,236;400 $9,487,200 $4,054,000 $9,255,600
Table VXX-4
Rockbed System Capital . Cost Estimates - . 1nstaUed Casts(Direct and Xndirect)
Total capital costs of the waste heat recovery system and thermal
storage can be broken down into a per-unit basis for system com-
parisons.. Power generation capital costs (direct and indirect),
including 8% contractor fee and 10% contingency), for waste heat
boiler system and draw salt heat exchanger system are approximately
800 to 1300 $/kWe and 700 to.2000 $/kWe, respectively, without
storage. Assuming that 9.7% of the energy stored in a dram salt
storage vessel can be used for power production and 90% of stored
energy in a charge cycle in a rockbed can be used, capital costs
for storage on a per kWe--hr unit basis range are:
$/kWe-hr	 $/Idit-hr
Draw Salt	 12.22--43.43	 2.81--9.99
Rockbed
	 3.39-15.47	 0.78-r3.56
In the first column a thermal-to--electri.c.il
 conversion efficiency
of 25% was used as a conservative value war these system sizes.:
SYSTEM OPERATION COSTS AND POWER UTILITY COSTS
Once capital costs had been estimated, a discounted cash floc,*
analysis was used to determine average costs over the anticipated
system life. This method for profitability evaluation by dis-
counted cash flow takes into account the time value of money and
is based on the-amount of unreturnod investment at the end of.
each year over the estimated: system life. A trial-and-error
method is used to determine the rate of return on a project. This
rate of return is applied to the yearly cash flog so the original
capital investment is reduced to zero (Ref VII--3). The rate of
return calculated from this procedure is then the maximum in-
terest rate of funds borrowed to finance the project.
In our analysis . , the . discounted. flow analysis was used in a some
what 'oaclafard fashion to determine what is called "levelized bus-
bar energy" costs given an interest rate. Busbar energy costs
were determined for interest rates (called either capital cost rates
or internal rates of return) varying between 0 to 15%.after taxes.
A computer program by JPL /EPRI/ERDA (Ref VII-4) for required
revenue methodology in the evaluation of utility owned solar power
system was exercised in determining the cost of the power genes-
aced. These costs Caere also estimated over a.complete spectrum
of capital investment costs covering the estimated thermal energy
storage system costs previously documented for the four model plants.
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By definition, the levelized busbar.energy cost is the average
eleetricty cost that must be charged to recover all of the ex-
penses incurred over the project lifetime. These expenses in-
clude operating and maintenance charges, property and income
taxes. and interest and principal.payments on borroundcapital.
Shown in Figure VII-1 is the levelized energy cost, BBEC, in
relation to the growing energy production costs of a system life.
The BBEC then represents the uniform costs over the system life-
time (yeo to yco + N) that has the.same present value as the
growing distribution costs rBBEC o BBEC t) present value. For more
details on this method the reader is referred to Ref VII--4,
Legend:
BBEC Levelized Busbar
Energy Cost
Y	 First Year of
co Commercial
Operation
N	 = System Lifetime
t	 t	 = Time
$BECt
k1)	 Costs include internal rate of return varying from 0-15% after
tax;
2)	 30-year system lifetime;
3)	 Depreciation method - st;:aight line o;rex 30--year system life;
4)	 Income tax rate (allowing for deplatzon allowance) - 40%;
5)	 Other taxee wnd insurance premiums -- 0.0225`/, of capital invest-
Ment ;
6)	 Operating and nairt:enance cost/year -- 3J
a)	 Poser plant -- $0.0031Idie-hr generation,
b)	 Miage -- $0.201%e-hr storage capability;
.7)	 Escalation sates --
a':
a)	 General inflation - 6%/year;
b)	 Capital costs -- 6%/year,
c)	 Operating and mainte3nanco costs - 6%/year;
8)	 3-}Tear construction period to commercial operation.
J
Figures VII-2 through VII-5 show the leveli.zed busbar energy costs
for potter gene -avicn systems sized for Plants I through 4.	 After
tan interest rates of 0, 10, and 15% are shown. 	 For the 0.9 MWe
a lapital invewtmont of $1.6 , 10 6 and an after--tax cost of capital.
of 15% would result in an levelizei 72 mills/kWh cost of producing
on-site potter over a . 30-year life.	 On the other hand, the 10 MVe
power plant sized for model Platt 4 shouts a cast. of 42 mills/1zWh
for a $10 million investment of 1 51 after-tax cost of capital.
Agaiin, theM costs represent the average costs incurred over the
system Life . to :educe the cri-ginai investment to zero. 	 In a
sense these costs would represent the maximum costs incurred to
an investor to realize an after--r= return on investment of 15%
(25% before tax).
The cost of can-site pourer generation most also be compared to pur-
chased power from a utility on a levelized basis. 	 The costs for a
0.9 I-Me and 10 ?51 potter plant anus r not be compared with present--
day energy costs:	 Instead, l.eveli.zed or averaged costs of .purchased. ,
power must be compared with the coLqutwd l.eveli.zed costs of produc-
ing pove	 on-site. 	 Leveiized ut2l ty costs awe shown iv Table.VII-5, ;
.	 ^ s inflat ion  r.'	 r IascLu^in; ^ 6"; goner-.^_	 -ate G..t	 C'.' and l.l.% electriea^. potter
esdalat on Masoms	 ,y..,y j a 30-year Ws% Iffctile.	 These costs a-re
tabulated fo f varioni rissai. Z ilectScS energy costs.
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Table VII-5 flinty Levelimed Costs
Utility Levelized . Utility Levelized
Costs, mills/IZWh, Costs, mills/kMi,
Present Energy 6% Power 111 Power
Costs, mills/k.Wh Cost Escalation, Cost Escalation
10 17.55 51.9
20 35.10 103.8
30 52.65 155.7
40 70.20 207.6
50 87.75 259.5
Therefore, using our previous example of 0.9 Me plant on--site
energy cost of 72 mills/kWh, one sees that present utility charges
of greater than 40 mills/kWh escalating at 6%/year to a cement
plant would be required before an after--tax return on investment
of 15% could be realized. however, if electricity escalates at
ll%,Year over the next 30 years, present energy costs of between
10 to 20 mills/kWh would make on-site power generation attractive.
The industry--wide average of electricity costs in the cement
industry are currently 25 to 28 mills/kWh, indicating that on-site
power generation would provide even greater return than 15% after
tax in this case. Similar comparisons can be made for the 10 M.Te
plant and show that the return is even better for investors. One
can conclude that depending on the local rates of purchased power,
waste heat recovery systems for power production may be economically
Viable for suspension preheater systems as well as long dry proc-
esses. The rate of actual return can be expected to be higher for
the waste heat recovery system coupled with a long dry kiln. Ther-
mal energy storage advantages will become apparent in detailed
analysis of return on investment.
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A basic def ini tion of rata n. oxx 	 for energy conservation
expenditures is energy savings divided by the sum of original
capital investment and yearly working capital. Energy savings are
realized when purchased power costs from a utility are greater
than on-site produced power costs.. Small amounts of working'
capital are regaa-±red to pay monthly operating expenses, such as
salaries, wages, anc raw renter`± a l,s ; accounts payable; and taxes
payable. Other assumptions leading to return on investment
calculations are itemized beloig:
1) No sales of electricity back ro a utility;
2) Utility electricity cost esaal.ati.on rate - 6% to 117.;
3) General inflation rate -- 5% yeas s r
4) Investment tax credits -- 0%, 10%, 20%;
5) Working capital - 0.005 of capital investment;
6) Electricity demand charge - add :50% of base rate to base rate;
ii
7) Storage utilization rate 10%/year.
One of the benefits of thermal energy storage is the virtual
elimination of demand on time-of-day charges. These costs can be
substantial depending on a plant's location. An electrical Late
schedule for .large power use-.s in the . State of Colorado is shown
in figure VI1--6. If a cement plant has a power generating capa-
bility of 9 Mile and the kiln goes down while the plant still re-
quires 9 Me for a pexiod of V- m:!rs, the demand charge would be
approximately 1.4:2 .tisanes the base commodity charge. In other areas
of the country, especially the northeast, rates in excess of 1000%
of base rates for rime-of-day schedules exist. (Ref VII-5).
For the various model plants, return on investments Caere determined
for on site poorer plants only and power plants with thermal energy
stotoge. Equations were developed for rates of return in each
jELECTRIC RATES TerritoryUrban
Fringe
Rural.LARGE LIGHTING AND POWER SERVICE
SCHEDULE LLP RATE
AVAILABILITY
Available in the entire territory of the Company
APPLICABILITY
Applicable to Large Lighting and Power Service Supplied at
primary voltage. 	 Not applicable to standby, auxiliary, or resale
service.
MONTHLY RATE
Demand Charge:
First	 25 kilowatts or less of billing demand . 	 ' $ 98,00
Next	 75 kilowatts of billing demand, per kW 3.64
Next	 200 kilowatts of billing demand, per kW 3.46
All over 300 kilowatts of billing demand, per kW .3.28.
Commodity Charge.:
First	 20,000 kilowatt hours used, per M&	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 . .01910
Next	 100,000 kilowatt hours used, per kWh.	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 . .01596
Next	 160,000 kilowatt hours used, per kT .01488.
Next	 220,000 kilowatt hours used, per kWh	 . .01407
All over 500,000 kilowatt hours used, per k-Wh.	 .	 .	 .	 . . .01223
MONTHLY MINIMM
The Demand Charge but not less than	 . .	 . .
	 . .	 . 98.00
FUEL COST ADJUSTNIaNT
— This rate schedule is subject to the fuel cost_ adjustment
set forth on sheet number 280.
PAYMENT
Bills for electric service are due and payable within ten
days from date 'of bill.
DETERMINATION OF BILLING DEMAND
Billing . demand., determined. by deter measurement, will be the
average kilowatts used during the fifteen minute period of maximum
demand during the month, or as set forth in the Industrial Rules
and Regulations.	 However, the billing demand for the current
month will be not less than seventy--five. . percent of the highest
fif teen minute
(Continued on. Sheet 14o. 143A)
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Colo. P.U.C. No. 5 Electric
Ninth Revised Sheet No. 143
Cancels
Sub. Eighth Revised Sheet No. 143
[VII--2] Return on Investment
	
LF x Idle x 8760 [BBECUT -- BBU-CONJ
(Pother Plant + Storage) - Capital Investment + Working Capital
where
LF T load factor of peak generation capability (since in most
cases on-site: power can be used totally, this represents
the fraction of time the kiln is up to produce power),
Jb,
Idle = peak generation capability of on-site power station, IW,
8760 = hours/year,
BBECUT
 = levelized busbar energy costs purchased from a utility
over system lifetime (base rate only),
BBECOtl .= levelized busbar energy costs of on-site power station;
BBECD	 = levelized busbar energy costs of electricity under de-UT
or time-of--day charge rates,
SUF = Storage utilization factor (represents the fraction of
power produced from energy storage to eliminate demand or
. time-of-day charges)-
If tax credits are considered, the entire credit can probably be a
claimed during the first year of operation, thus reducing the a
original capital investment in the above equation by the amount
of the tax credit.	 That is, if a 10%
	 tax credit could be claimed, 3
then a $10 x 10 6
 investment would be reduced to $9 x 10 6 .	 Shown
in Figures VII-7 through VII-10 are the calculated return on in--
vestments based on the .equations and assumptions described above
for no .tax credits. 3
Using Plant 4 as an example, the economic advantage of rockbed
thermal energy storage units is readily apparent.
	 In these cal- E 1i culatxons a load factor (LF in Eq [VII-1]) of 0.9 was assumed
for this plant as well as for Plants 1, 2, and 3.
	 In Eq [VII-2],
the load factor, LF, represents: 	 1.0 minus the energy that is
demanded for
. the manufacturing operation diverted to storage. 	 If..
kiln gas is diverted to storage during plant shifts when the power
requirements for plant opration are less than the on-site pro-
duced porter, then the load factor in Eq [VIZ--2] is 1.0.	 Such sit-
uations . exist 'during third shift of a working day.	 Also, for
plants producing a small portion of.plant demand,,such a situation
would . be realized by purchasing power from a utility during these v
off-peak hours.	 Both of these example situations are
.
 depicted in
Figures VII-11 arid.VII-12..
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This load factor in Eq (VII-1] represents the fraction of time the
kiln is operating during the year based upon historical operating
data for cement plants. The levelized cost of utility power,
BBECUT ' was calculated using the levelized costs shown in Table
VII-5 for an 11% potter cost escalation: Levelized busbar energy
costs for on-site power generations BBEC CN , were obtained for the
capital investments required for each system from figure VII-5
for a. 15% cost of capital. A storage utilization factor, SUF,
of 0.10 was assumed. This factor represents the fraction of power
produced from thermal storage during the year. The levelized de-
mand charge, BBECDUT from a utility was assumed to be 1.5 times
levelized utility rate, BBECUT ' Capital investments of the waste
Beat recovery/power giant and waste heat recovery/power plant/
storage systems were estimated and obtained from Tables VII-2 and
VII-4:
The rate of return for the rockbed storage/power system is sub-
stantially greater than just a waste heat recovery /power '
 plant
system for Plant 4. Figure VII-10 shoos that for the current
industry-wide average of 2.8(,%/kWh an additional 17% return on	 j
investment can be realized with rockbed storage over the system
without storage, The ,i. zw salt system, however, provides no
additional rate of returt on investment over a system without
storage. These graphs also show that:
1) Return on investment increases with present energy costs (as
one would expect).
	 f
2) Greater returns are realized with plants with larger re-
jetted heat from the kiln (i.e., long:dry process kilns offer
the largest incentive for investment).
	 7
3) Thermal energy storage utilization eliminating demand charges
	 3
when the kiln is down is economically attractive up . to. a.capital s
cost limit (approximately 20% of capital investment assuming
a 10% storage utilization factor). -
li} Draw salt storage for this application shows. marginal to nega-..
tive return on thermal storage investment..
5} Rockbed storage offers greater return on investment due to
alimina:tiaan. of demand charges. ..	 3,.	 i
G) Return an investment ; depicted in ` thes e charts are returns after
cost of capital has been considered. That is, if a plant had a
minimum investment criteria` of . 15%: .
 after tax, then .the graphs .....
depicting 15% cost of capital could shorn a return on invest-
meat-of 0% for their present energy costs: and the investment
would meet the investment criteria.
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Other economic benefits of thermal energy storage could not be
addressed due to them: plant specific nature. The use of thermal
energy storage in conjunction with waste heal: recovery for power:
production could increase production capacity of a plant. With-
out energy storage, large amounts of porter during kiln shutdowns
or community brownouts may not be available to continue plant
operation. The potential benefit of using thermal storage gen-
erated hot air for combustion air preheat to shorten kiln startup
time can have a definite benefit on increased production capacity.
Thermal energy storage in leveling the power load and generation
during plant operation could have a definite benefit in increased
cement production. Specific operating data required for detailed
evaluation could not be obtained from a specific plant during
this Rtudy phase.
D.	 STATE OF THE CEMENT INDUSTRY AND POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVINGS
Presea.tly, the cement industry is in a dynamic state of develop-
ing-energy conservation methods. Wet kilns are being replaced by
dry process kilns with or without preheaters depending on raw
materials nad fuel burning properties. The preheater method re-
sults in annual savings in fuel requirements. However, the elec-
trical energy required in these new processes is greater than that
for their wet kiln predecessors on a kWh/ton of clinker basis.
The method proposed in this report to realize further savings is
in on-site power generation. It is highly possible that with the
present trend of electrical power cost escalation rates exceeding
fuel cost escalation rates, on-site power generation may be more
advantageous than converting a long dry kiln to a suspension
preheater kiln.
Current costs of converting a long dry kiln to a four--stage sus-
pension preheater is about $30/annual ton of clinker for produc--
tion.rates less than 700,000 tons per year . and. $28/ton for pro-..
duction rates greater than 1 million tons per year. Therefore,
the costs of converting a 70-ton/hr long dry kiln would be approx-
imately $18.4 million. The costs of installation of a waste heat
.boiler system with rockbed storage would be $9.8 million, One
system would be saving fuel costs and the other system would be
saving electricity costs or ultimately utility fuel costs. Waste
heat recovery methods would involve about half the capital re-
quired of investment over preheater conversion methods.. As a.
general trend, electricity costs will keep pace with and most
probably exceed escalation rates of fuel costs, malting waste heat
recovery/porker generation schemes very attractive.
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VIII. RECONMENDED DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The results of the tasks discussed previously have shown that
the most cost--effective use of waste heat in the cem:int industry
is to generate electricity, which can be used within the cement
plant.. Therefore, no distribution system is needed and none of
the problems attendant to distributing energy to users outside
the plant are encountered. Our study showed that only the dry
kiln processes have the quantity and quality of energy to be
attractive for power .generation, and the amount of energy that
can be saved is considerable. For example, if all of the long
dry -process kilns in the United States were converted to generate
electricity, 3.71 to 3.60 x 10 13 Btu would be used and up to
2.43 x 10 6 MfFli of electricity would be generated resulting in a
savings equivalent to 4.5 to 6.0 million barrels of oil per year.
If the 42 suspension preheater kilns were converted, an additional
0.95 to 1.27 x 10 13 Btu could be saved. Thus from an energy con-
servation standpoint, the generation of electricity using waste
heat is very attractive.
The system also offers an attractive rate of return on invest-
ment. As discussed in the previous chapter,. the rate is up to
80% for long dry kilns and about 35% for suspension preheat kilns,
depending on the present cost of electricity at the plant site.
In addition, the system has no adverse effect on the environment,
and does not impact the cement process.
The major drawbacks to power generation in the past have been:
(1) low return on investment compared to other alternatives;.(2).
the availability and cost of power duxizng 15 to 20 times pex year
that the kiln is shut down for emergency repairs; and (3) the fear
of loss of production due to failures j-;. the power generation sys-
tem.. The amount of. potential return ox, investment has increased.
considerably over the past few years due to the rapid increase in
cost of electricity. Therefore, studies that in the past have
shown power generation to have low economic value may now result
in the opposite conclusion.
The problem of obtaining power and the high cost of guaranteeing
the availability of that power for those periods of time when
the kiln must ?be shut down for emergency repairs can be overcome
by the use of thermal storage; In fact, thermal storage can in--
crease the rate of return on investment. .The problem of an un-
reliable steam generation system causing shutdown of the plant
can only be addressed;through,proper design and the possible use
of redundancy in certain components.
To promote the use of waste. heat power generation in the cement
industry, it is necessary to prove that
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1) The system provides an attractive return on investment;
2) All technology problems have been solved;
3) The system operates reliably and will not increase down time.
The program d-scussed in the following sections is designed to
accomplish these objectives. The program is separated into two
elements. The first consists of development testing of small-
scale storage systems, followed by testing, of the selected stor-
age system in parallel with an actual plant process. The system
size would be sufficient to demonstrate thermal performance (1/4
scale) and would be installed on a plant with an existing power
generation system.
A.	 PHASE 11 - DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
This phase consists of three major tasks: subscale testing to
prove feasibility of the rockbed storage concept; design and
analysis to select either the rockbed or draw salt storage sys-
tem and design. the full scale system; and demonstration testing
in which a system (1/4 capacity) will be tested at an operating
cement plant. The task sequence is shown in Figure VIII-1 and
the program is described in the following paragraphs.
1.	 Pilot Plant Testing
The objective of this task is to determine whether the rockbed
storage. systems will operate properly. when subjected to .fume
conditions typical of those found in a cement plant.
The testing will be performed using the 30 lb/hr pilot kiln that
is under construction at PCA. This kiln will be completed in
June of 1978 and will be available for use throughout the pro-
gram. A rockbed storage system will be designed and fabricated
to simulate the full-scale unit.
A schematic of the rockbed system is shown in Figure VIII-2.
Kiln gases are drawn -through the rockbed storage unit using in-
duction fans for charging. Discharge of the storage system will
be simulated by drawing ambient air through: the. bed,. The flow.
will be controlled by use of the dampers shown on the schematic.
The direction of flow through the storage bed will be reversed
from charge to discharge to take advantage of the particle re-
moval effect. The instrumentation indicated on the schematic
will allow measurement of temperatures, pressures, and flowrate
throughout the system. the Lockbed storage unit will_ be fitted
wi.th.a temperature rake to allow measurement of the thermocline
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movement as a. function of time.	 Chemical.. analysis and particulate
counts of the gases entering and leaving the storage unit will also
be performed.
TFe storage system size	 _	 cnt->rin ued by scaling from the system
designed for model Plant 1, the long dry kiln.	 Since the major
objectives of this Lest are concerned with plugging of the bed due
to . particle deposition, heat transfer rates, and quantity of en-
ergy stored, apparent velocity was chosen as the scaling para-
meter.	 That is:
•	 cvW .^	 P
A	 A
'- p
. where:
w = gas flowrates lb/hr,
i A = cross sectional area of storage container, ft2
p: = subscript .denoting pilot plant..
The container used will be cylindrical v - th a length-to- diameter
ratio of.. oneu	 llicse zssumpt_cx s result 'n .a container of 3-ft
diameter by . 3-f	 F.^r..g contain .*_:g	 out , . ton of granite, lame-
s tones , or clinker,
C	 . 	
"..
n
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The tests performed will consist of cycling the bed a sufficient
number of times (approximately 40) to allow determination of the
performance over a 30--year life. A cycle is defined as charging
the bed using kiln exit gases until the temperature of the gas
leaving the storage bed is 2/3 that of the inlet gas temperature
(approximately 1000°F), then discharging the bed using ambient
air until the temperature of the gas leaving the bed drops below
400°F. Forty cycles will be run to determine the effective life
of the bed. Pressure loss across the bed will be measured and
plotted versus.cycle number and extrapolated to determine how
long it takes for the pressure losses to become excessive. After
completion of 40 cycles, or when the pressure losses become ex-
cessive, the storage system will be disassembled and the lime--
stone . will'be'examined for evidence of degradation due to tem-
perature cycling or chemical reactions. The effect on cycle life
will then be estimated from these test results. Samples of the
t.antainer will be taken and analyzed on a macro and micro basis
for evidence of corrosion or-stress problems to-determine the
impact of these parameters on cycle life.
In addition, material tests on granite, clinker, or limestones,
both calcitic and dolomitic will be run. In this test, four
samples with varying amounts of dolomite, and possibly also
quartz will he subjected to temperature cycles between 400 and
1500°F, under conditions simulating kiln gas composition. This
test will determine whether the expansion of the quartz when it
makes the transition from a to s is large enough to break up the
stone, and also to ascertain whether the dolomite is calcined.
Upon conclusion of the test, a report documenting the equipment
used, method of performance, and test results will be prepared
and submitted for approval.
2.	 Design. and Analvsis
The purpose of this task is to define the system 'requirements,
conduct . trade studies and-optimize the design'concept for each
type of storage system., and select one of these systems.
The requirements for the thermal storage system will be derived
using a cement plant with au existing waste heat.porter generation
capability. This plant will be used for the system demonstration
testing to avoid the cost of installing the poser generation.
equipment. The requirements to be defined will include kiln gas
conditions (temperature, pressure,: f.lowrate, cl emical composition,
particle quantity, etc) , storage unit performance (total heat
stored, discharge rate, heat loss), system design life, mainte-
nance, reliability, safety, workmapship, etc. These requirements.
taill then be documented in a thermal storage system: design cri: -^
Using this criteria document, a baseline design will be prepared,
^t	
and design tradeoffs and optimization studies will be conducted on
ti	 each system. In choosing between alternative designs, low life--
cycle cost will be the major criterion. Other factors considered
will be reliability, performance, availability, and maintainabil-
ity. On completion of the optimizatio.. studies, a detailed cost
estimat=e and economic analysis of each system will be performed.
Supplier quotations will be obtained for each component and item
-.of raw material. Estimates of the site preparation, assembly,
and installation cost will be obtained from an architectural and
y.?.
	
	
engineering, farm. Operation and maintenance costs will be esti-
mated. These estimates will then be used to calculate the rate
of return on investment for each system. From the results of
these analyses, the system to be used in the remainder of the
4	 program will be selected.
3.	 System Demonstration 'testing;
The objective of this.tas.k.is to obtain . operating and .performance
data on a reduced--scale storage system installed at an operating
cement plant, designed so that it will not impact the cement manu-
facturing process.
The system shown in Figure VIII--3 will include clinker cooler
gas storage module, a kiln gas storage module, interconnecting
ducting,.and all induced draft fan. The storage capacity is 1/4.
the size of a full-scale system. However, the interfaces with
the kiln, interconnecting ducting, and dampers will be full scale.
The shaded areas of the figure indicate the equipment that must
be added to convert to full scale. A single storage tank on the
clinker cooler and kiln will be used. These tanks will be 1/4
the length of the required units. Thus, the slipstream units
can be left in place and easily converted to a full--scale sys-
tem.
Although the storage capacity is 1 /4 of the full scale„ the flow-
rate will be full flow in order to maintain the gas velocity
through the bed equal to that required for the full--scale unit.
The unit will be able to provide 100% of the power for 6.hr.
The testing will consist of normal and high flow cyclic testing.
Four cycles at normal charging flow aces (5.%. of kiln gas flow)
will be run to verify operating procedures, thermal stress, charge
and discharge rates, pressure Losses, and thermal cycling effects.
The span time for these tests will be about four days each. To
maximize the number of cycles, the charging . flowrate will. be
 .in-
creased to 40% of the kiln gas flora thus reducing the-charge time
by a factor of 8 to about 10 hr. The discharge time is about 12
hr at normal flowrates resulting in a total cycle time of approx-
imately one day. Thirty cycles would be run -to demonstrate
the equivalent of 1% years of actual plant operation. From the
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standpoint of ` dete^:mining the effect of par ticles on the perfor--
mance of the bed, the testing provides some design margin be
	 ^
cause the velocity of the charging gas is 8 times that during
normal, operation and will carry the particles further into the
bed. Since the discharge flow velocity is the same as normal.,
the particle removal may not.be as effective as aatici.pated in
a full-scale system.
In addition to determining the effect of particles on storage
system performance (i.e,, . pressure losses, charge and discharge
rates) , thermal cycling effects will be determined, These ef-
fects will also be magnified by the charge Late. Performance
wi.11 be compared against the original. cycles by running two : more
tests at design.flowrates
-	
j
During the 4--month ;test program, the probability of a kiln slut--
down is very high. To deiuons .trate Elie capability and the inter--. .
face compatibility. of- the .system, it will discharge through the
waste heat boiler to generate potter, Depending on the state of
charge of the storage system, it will be capable of generating
100/ of the normal power for up to 6 hr. A minimum of two of
these cycles will; '6e planned' when the kiln is shutdoim for
emergency repairs
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B. REPORTING
Monthly reports summarizing technical and financial status will
be submitted. A final report dauumenting the work performed
and the results of tho program will be prepared.
To assist in commercialization of the system, a short program
summary will be distributed to all cement companies. xn addition,
articles will be suLmittud to the industry publications during
and at the completion of the prograw.
C. SCHEDULE
The program schedule is shuiTa in Figure VIII-4. The pilot kiln
testing is completed in the .first G months of the program to
demonstrate technical feasibility of the rockbed storage system.
Trade studies, design Optimization, and system selection are com-
pleted within the same time span. Design of the full--scale sys-
tem and the 1/4 capacity system for the demonstration test will
span 5 months. Procurement lead time is estimated at 4 to 5
months and construction time of 5 months is based on Martin Mari-
etta's experience on the program with Georgia Pourer and Light
Company. This program involved design, fabrication, and test of
a combined oil,-molten salt thea.mal storage system of 2 I-A t capac-
ity. Testing, of the system at the cement plant wi.L1 take 4
months. Testing is followed by a 2-mont4- period for preparation
of the final report draft.
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IX.	 CONCLUSION
This study has shown that the use of thermal energy storage in
conjunction with waste heat power generation in the cement in-
dustry can save up to 6.7 million barrels of oil per year and
provide an attractive rate of return cn investment. Specific
conclusions reached in each portion of the study are discussed in
the following paragraphs.
Sources of ;;rite Herr - The dry process kilns were determined to
be the only practical sources of waste heat as opposed to the
wet process kilns whose lost energy is at too lots a temperature
to be of major use within the plant. Of the types of dry process
kilns, the long dry kilns have the highest quality and quantity
of recoverable energy, followed by the single-stage suspension
preheater, and the four-stage suspension preheater. Of the. .
sources of waste heat in each plant, the kiln exit gas was by
far the best source. It contains SO% of the waste heat and is
the highest temperature source in the plant. The clinker cooler:
exhaust gas was also found to be a practical source of heat used
in conjunction with the kiln exit gas system. The heat in each
of these sources is concentrated and easily recoverable.
Uses for the Maste Heat - The use of the kiln exit gas and .clinker
cooler gas to generate electricity for use in the cement plant
was found to be the most cost effective of the method considered.
Storage System SeZection -- A rockbed-type storage system was
found to be the most economical type of storage. This system
could use granite, cement clinker or limestone as the storage
medium. A system using molten, salt as the storage medium was
the next best.. and is recommended for large plants if technical
problems develop with a rockbed system.
System Size and Performance - System size and performance was
determined: for both. types of storage systems using the four typi-
cal plant models_ The size of the equipment was within that
normally fabricated for other uses and the performance can easily
meet the requirements of the plant operation. No problems were
encountered in physically locating and installing .the .
 system in
any of the. plants. The system could be installed with only a few
days or weeks of halted production.
Economic A.7=Zys.is Generation: of electricity using waste heat is
economically attractive for long dry.and single-stage preheater
kilns. Assuming an ll% escalation rate in the cost of electricity,
155' aft-rar I-M%r nrticl- of non i 1 al and n 95 "4 1 /1rTJh of a7 on4ti-i nti i Yr
storage is used, the RUI increases to 50% for Plant 1.
	
The rock-
bed storage/power system RUI is 30f for Plant 3. 	 The analysis of
Plant Y. (0.] Me) shows that for Small power generation rates,
- thermal storage is not desirable if the required power during kiln
j shut down can be purchased on short notice.
Alternative fossil-fired power. generation systems were evaluated
for comparison with energy storage systems to be used for power
generation Yahen the kiln is shut down for repairs. 	 It has been
^. shown (Section IV.P) that the capital investment in the selected
storage systems of rocltbed or draw salt are less than .the
 fuel.
"- required for the alternative methods of auxiliary boilers, gas tur-
bines, or diesel engines.	 In addition, the fossil--fired alteraa-
tive methods do not have the rapid response times required for con-
tinuous cement . plant : operation.	 Conversely thermal energy storage
devices demonstrate rapid response which is crucial when the kiln
is strut down for unscheduled repairs.
Some technical questions exist relative to the feasibility of the
rockbed and draw salt storage systems.	 The draw salt storage con-
cept is being developed under another contract related to solar
electricity power generation... It is recommended that a program.
such as that described in Chapter VIII be undertaken to answer
those technical questions pertaining to the rockbed system and
then to demonstrate commercial operation with a 4 scale system in
a cenent 'plant .
5
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APPENDIX A ROCIOED SXSTMI MODEL
t A computer model was developed to aid in the evaluation and perfor-
mance assessment of rockbed thermal energy storage units coupled
^.; with the cement manufacturing; process and the end use application-
power generation. -The model predicts material and energy flowrates
,. through the storage units and power generation loop based upon the
conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy.	 This model also.
analyzes the performance of various heat exchanger components in
.^ the system.	 Time--dependent output enables the user to evaluate
system performance over anticipated charge and discharge cycles. i
Two rockbed performance options were considered in the formulation
of this model..
	
One method, developed. by Dunkle (Ref . A--l.), uses
nondimensional variables in predicting bed outlet temperatures for
a given inlet gas temperature. 	 This formulation relies heavily on
empirical correlations derived from performance data from actual.
rockbeds.	 However,.the model mandates that the bed be isothermal
to begin calculations, limiting its utility over charge and dis-
charge analysis.	 The other option is a more rigorous one-dimen-
sional nodal network that is developed and computer coded. 	 This
option predicts and stores temperatures at axial--locations in the
bed as gases are passed through the rock.	 Inlet temperatures to
the rockbed can be varied at any time during the performance cycle.
. This program is written in FORTRAN TV and was formulated for.exe-.
cution on CDC computers. 	 A listing of this program is included at
the end of this report section.
A simplified flow diagram of the rockbed system model is shown in
Figure A-1.
	 The program begins by reading input data and initializ-
ing variables.	 Using the inputs, an analysis of the clinker cooler
excess air thermal energy storage module is first performed,
	 Any
number of beds per module may be specified.
	 Knowing; the number of
beds per module, gas flowrates through the beds are calculated:
Using inputs for bed dimensions and the number of temperature nodes,
an axial, thermal_ network is constructed.
Currently, the Dunkle formulation is not integrated into this model g
so the finite difference method is the only option.
	 However, the
Dunkle formulation has been coded into a separate model and a pro-
gram lasting is included at..th.e end of this appendix...
The finite difference method of rockbed performance ° prediction was
derived from differential equations in which temperature is a func-
tion of both axial:distance:and. time.:: Using nodal network .tech--..
piques, a finite difference technique was developed to predict nodal
139...
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temperatures dependent on time and distance. Up to a maximum of 300
equidistant nodes can be used to determine rockbed temperatures.
Both gas and rock temperatures. are predicted at each node. The
clinker cooler performance is completed when the charge/discharge
time limit (input) is reached.
Upon completion of the low temperature storage analysis, the kiln
exit gas thermal energy storage module performance is conducted.
The finite difference solution is performed in a similar manner
as described previously for the low temperature bed. The exit gases
(d-.tring charge) are passed partially through the storage system and
partially through the waste heat boiler, or are passed in their
entirety (during discharge) to the waste heat boiler. A detailed
heat exchanger analysis is performed for the waste heat boiler
using the inlet . . gas temperature and'flowrate and the. input steam
saturation conditions and flowrates. Using inputs of Beat exchanger
configuration and heat transfer coefficients, inlet and exit stream
temperatures are predicted for the three heat exchanger modules of
the waste heat boiler. The power generation, is then calculated using
the superheated steam conditions, feedwater temperature, steam flow-
rates, and user input thermal-to-electric conversion efficiencies.
Upon completion of the calculations in the program, the.nodal net-.
work in the beds are inverted to analyze the next cycle when the gas
flow through the bed is reversed.
This model has been generalized both for inputs and structure. Rock-
beds of various compositions and geometry can be assessed. The model
is not confined to a system analysis with the cement manufacturing
process or for power applications Thus, a general analysis of
rockbed performance may be conducted with this model.
Initialize Read. input Calculate
input data data gas flowrateStart	
and default	 0 (see input thru bed for
values' data list)_ low temperature
module
Dunkle ga
1 solution 2	 Write Option ra,
subroutine output = 3.0 be
to
-True
mo
P
0
Option
Dunkle CalCalculate
3
1
' 0
solution superheater bof
subroutine performance pex
True
Finite HeatHeat exchanger
.. difference performance perfc .
model subroutine subrc
subroutine (ENTU) (ENTi
_
33
s
a
if
Determine Determine
bed geometry number of Finite dif-
foz low time. steps Option	 True ference.
temperature and temperature X1.0 model.
Module nodes for F.D. subroutine
7:'alse
l
7 culate Determine Calculate DetermineS flow
to thru bed geometry waste hear
number of
time steps and
-	 d for high for high boiler heat temperature 3
Lmperature temperature exchanger node for F.D.
dule module surface area solution
!l
Prepare
finite
culate` Calculate Calculate difference
.ler economical: power Write nodes for . next 0
Tormance performance generated output charge or
discharge,
cycle
)rmanee
Heat
exchanger
performance
exchanger..
i
r.-
)uti.ne subroutine
I} (DNTU)
Figure A--I	 ►
Rockbed Model ,Simplified FZow Diagram
. of Main Program
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E.	 MIELIST TPP - THERDIOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF GASES AND LIQUIDS
The purpose of this group of data is to define the kiln exit gas and clinker cooler air
thermophys `ical properties. Properties input include density, viscosity; thermal con-
e
	
	 ductivity, and heat capacity as funetionsof temperatures and pressures. The program
uses two dimensional interpolation techniques to predict properties at specified con-
ditions of temperature and pressure.
001MENT CARDS
VARIABLE
FORMAT	 CODE	 DESCRIPTION
(18A4)
	 AMAT(1).,	 Case Identification
I = 2,72	 (4 cards)
pg;GIi^IA^ PAGE I5
$TPP	 0V POOR QUALITY
M. N0. DEFAULT OPTIONAL #
VARIABLE Or- INPUT'S VALUE VALUES DESCRIPTION UNITS
NTRI 1 1 1-10 Number of temperatures for -
kiln gas density tables
NPR1 1 1 1-5 Number of pressures for
-
kiln gas density tables
TTRI(I) 10 1500 - Kiln gas density temperature of
tables
TTP1(I) 5 14.696 - Kiln gas density pressure PSIA
.
tables
RHOGl(T,.l) I = 10 0.0217 Kiln gas density lb/ft3
y
!.
j =	 5
a
.	 NTV1 1 1 .1-10 Number of temperatures for -
kiln gas viscosity tables
1qPV1 1 1 1-5 Number of pressures for -
kiln gas viscosity tables
TTV1 10 1500 - Kiln gas viscosity temperature of
tables
TPV1 5 14.6.96 - Kiln gas.. viscosity pressure PS IA
fables
a
VISCG	 dI(,	 ) I = 10 0.0223 - Kiln gas viscosity.
-1b/ft sac
J y	 5
MCI 1.: 1 1-10 Number of•temperatures for -
kiln gas thermal conductivity
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IM  N0. DEFAULT OPTIONAL
VARIABLE OF INPUTS VALUE VALUES DESCRIPTION UNITS
j
NPC1 1 1, 1•-5 Number of pressures for -
kiln gas thermal con-
ductivity tables J.
TTGI(l) . is 1500 - Kiln gas thermal con- °F
ductivity temperature
:. k tables
TPC1(I) 5 14.696 Kiln gas thermal con- PSIA,
ductivity pressure
tables
CONDGI(I,J) I = 10 0.03 - Kiln gas thermal con- Btu
,T =	 5 ductivity Hr—Ft. °F
NTCPI 1 1 1-10 Number of temperatures
for kiln gas heat eapa-
city tables
NPCP1 1 I 1-5 Number of pressures for -
k kiln gas heat capacity
tables
' TLul(l) 10 1500 - Kiln gas heat capacity °F
temperature tables
TPCPI(I): 5 14.69E Kiln gas heat capacity PSIA
pressure tables
CPG1(I,J) I = 10 0.2$ - Kiln gas heat capacity Btu
J =
	 5 Lb-
NTR2 1 1 1-10 Number of temperatures -
for air density tables j.
NPR2 1 1 1-5 Number of pressures for -
air density tables
TTR2(I) 10 1.500 - Air density temperature aI
tables
TPR2(I) 5 14.696 - Air density .pressure PSIA i
tables.
RHOG2 (I,J) I = 10 0.080$ Air density Lb/Ft3
J =	 5
N	 2	 .. 1 l l-I0. Number. of temperature
for air viscosity tables
NPV2 1 1 1-5 Number of pressures -
:`'" for air viscosity . tables
TTV2 10 77.0 - Air viscosity temperature
	 °F
tables
TPV2 5 14.696 - Air viscosity pressure PS1'A
	
4
t tiles.a
VISCG2(1,J) . I	 10 0.018 Air viscosity Lb/it,Sac
L
NSC2 1. L 1-10 Number.of temperatures
for air thermal con-
ductivity tables:
14.3.
aMAX. NO. DEFAULT OPTI W L
VARIABLE OF TO VALUE VAliIES DESCRIPTION UNITS
NPC2 1 1 ,-5 Number of pressures for air -
thermal conductivity tables
M2 ^1) 10 77 0 - Air thermal conductivity OF
temperature tables
TPG2(1) 5 14.696 - Air thermal conductivity PSTA
pressure tables
CONDG2(1,3) 1 = 10 0.015 - Lir thermal conductivity Btu
S =	 5 Hr•r't u
NTCP2 l 1 1-1e Number of temperatures for -
air heat capacity
NPCP2 1 1 1-5 Number of pressures for air -
heat capacity
TTCP2 (I) 10 77.0 - ALL	 .eat capacity OF
tempera;-ure tables
TPCP2(7) 5 14.696 - Air heat capacity pressure PSIA
tables
CPG2(1,3) 1 = 10 0.24 - Air heat capacity Btu
j =
	 5 LbPop
$END
NAMELIST STORE - THEItML ENERGY STORAGE"DATA
This grouo of data is used to define the characteristics of the rockbed thermal
"	 storage units and the interface requirements with the energy source and applications.
initial. bed temperatures, sizes,	 duct lengths.storage vessel 	 and .Data input includes♦
Specific bed properties such as rock particle size, void fraction, and specific heat
.	 are also input.
$STORE
MAXI NO. DEFAULT
	
OPTION&];
VARTABLE OF INPUTS VALUE	 VALUES DESCRIPTION UNITS
ASVVOL(I) 2 0.	 - Storage vessel. volume (I = ft 
1, clinker cooler bed,.]
2, kiln gas bed)
ASVDIT(I) 2 0.	 - Storage vessel internal ft
diameter
ASVDTO(I) 2 0. Storage vessel outside ft
diameter
ASVL.(I) :? 0.	 _ Storage vessel height or ft
length
ASVIT(I) 2 0. Storage vessel insulation in
thicicne.ss.
ATRTNR(I) 2 0.	 - Storage tank thermal. Btu
conductivity	 Hr•I^ ^
ANSV(I) 2 0. Number of storage vessels
per monthd
AEPS(I) 2 Rockbed void fraction _	 ..
ARHOB(I) 2 - Rockbed particle . density lb/ft3
DPART(I) 2 - Rockbed particle in tt
d4 meter . .
NNODE(I) 2 - Number of thermal network
nodes in. rockbed (Max. = i
i .. 100)
TNODE(I,.I,K) I = 10O - Initial temperatures at OF
J = 4 rockbed nodes
K c 2.
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MAX. NO. DEFAULT	 OPTIONAL
VARIABLE OF INPUTS VALUE	 VALUES DESCRIPTION	 UNITS
M:
TSOMAX 2 - Maximum expected rockbed of
temperature
TSOMIN 2 -	 - Minimum expected rockbed
of
temperature
OPTION 1 -	 - Rockbed performance -
calculation option:
0. Thermal nodal network
used - finite difference
technique
1. Dunkle analytical form-
ulation used (not opera-
tional).
2. (Not functional) -
3. eOne storage modul  will be
analyzed only
t:.. Two storage modules will
be analyzed connected in
series
ATHETA(I) 2 -	 - Maximum time limit for Iirs
rockbed storage solution
(charge/discharge internal)
pD'TS(I) 2 _	 - Length of ducting to storage
i
ft
module
9
ADLFS(I) 2 -	 - Length of ducting from stor- ft	 j
age module s
AEQULT(I) 2 - Equivalent length of ducting ft
for bends, fittings, etc. to
storage module
AEQULF(I) 2 -	 - Equivalent length of ducting ft
4. for mends, fittings, etc.
from storage module
APTDII(I) 2 -	 - Duct inside diameter to ft
storage module
API:DIO(I) 2 - Duct. outside diameter from ft	 .	 .
storage module
ATHINS(I) 2 - Duct insulation thickness in
146
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EIMM. No.	 DEFAULT	 011TIONAL
VARIABLE OF 11%PIUTS	 VALUE	 VALUES DESCRIPTION UNITS
DISTAB l	 - Distance of duct between ft
clinker cooler bed and
kiln gas bed
ABINS 1	 - Insulation thickness on in
4' duct between clinker
cooler bed and Iti.I.n gas
bed
WGAS(1) 2	 -	 - Gas flowrate through lb/hr
storage bed module
TCCAIR l	 -	 - Clinker cooler air °F
temperature
TAM I.	 -	 - Ambient air temperature °F
14VELO L	 -	 - Wind velocity ft/sec
HOAIR l	 -	 - Aar-aonta iner wall film Btu
' coefficient Hr-7•t2.6.F
,
i	 -
l
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NAr3BLIST 14ASTEB - WASTE UMT BOTLBR PRRI-'OTt MNCE
This group of data describes the 'waste heat boilttt heat exchanger configuration.
Overall heat transfer coefficients and heat exchanger configuration options are
input.	 The specific configurationv are:
1. .Counter current
_y
2. Parallel flaw
3. Grossflow . -- hot unmixed
4, Crossflow - cold unmixed
S. Grossflow - both unmixed (not functional):
6. l shell pass - 2 (4, G, 8, etc.) tube passes, Parallel- -
`' counterflow - shell side mixed, tube unmixed
7. Multishel.l pass	 multitube pass overall counterflow
8. One shell pass, one tube pass -baffled crossflow
%WASTNB
m6a. NO . DEFAULT	 02TIONAL
VARZAT3hE OF INPUTS VALVE	 VAhiTES DESCRIPTION	 UNITS.
.3
NCONF(I) 3 -	 1-8 Beat exchanger configura-
tion option
(See above list)
First input is for super-
heater, second-boiler,
third=prehea.ter
TUBL(I) 3 -	 - Beat exchanger tube length ft	
4
TUBDO (I) 3 - Tube outside diameter . in
TUBDI(I) 3 - Tube .inside diameter in
NTUB (I) 3 _	 -. .number of tubes per.
heat exchange section
NTBGP (X) 3 -	 - Number of tubes in center1Plane of exchanger
1
EXTS-U(I) 3 -	 -
,.
Extended surface area per ft2
tube
3
NROW(1) 3 'Number of tube rows
NPASS (l) 3 _ Number: of tube passes
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DESCRIPTION	 UNITS
Tube pitch	 in.
Tube surface roughness 	 in
Number of shell passes
Overall heat transfer 	 Btu
coefficient	 iir^°P
Number of baffles in
heat exchanger
Tube side mass recirculation -
ratio
Friction correction factor
for tubeside
Friction correction factor 	 -
for shellside
Correction factor for non- 	 -
isothermal flow	 3i
ti
K 
I
MAX. NO,	 DEFAULT	 OPTIML
VARIABLE OF INPUTS	 VALUE	 VALUES
PITCH(I) 3
EPSH(I) 3	 -
r
NSHLP(T) 3	 -	 -
^....^ U0 (I) 3	 -	 -
^Y
NBAF (I) 3	 -	 -
RRATIO(1) 3	 -	 -
_
BI(x) 3
BO (I) 3	 -
P111 M 3	 -	 -
M
9
a
The data input for this group is for calculating the generated power from the
steam generation equipment. 	 Steam/water flowrates are input as well as tables of
power generation efficiencies for various turbine throttle conditions.
STEAM
MAX. N0.	 DEFAULT	 OPTIONAL
VARIABLE or Ir pun	 VALUE	 VALUE, S DESCRIPTION UNITS
NTCE 7	 - Number of temperatures for -
dycla efficiency tables
NPCE 1	 -	 - Number of pressures for -
cycle efficiency tables
TTCE(I) 10	 - Temperatures for cycle -
efficiency tables
TPCE(I) .5	 -	 - Pressures for cycle PSTA
efficiency tables
CErr(I,3) I = 10	 -	 - Cycle efficiencies -
j = 5 (thermal to electric)
WSTEOi 1	 -	 - Steam/water flowrate alb/hr
through waste heat boiler
PSTEAM Steam pressure at
v
PSIA
turbine throttle
THAT 1	 - Saturat-ion temperature of °r
steam
SHOT -. Estimated superheater steam or
outlet temperature
IMIT l	 - reedwater inlet temperature to	 or
waste heat boiler
VEND
i
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NAMELIST CNTL - PROGRAM CONTROL
The purpose of these inputs are to control the printout of data and the time
of computation.
ANTL
MAX. NO. DEFAULT OPTIONAL
VARIABLE	 OF INPUTS VALUE VALUES DESCRIPTION
	 UNITS
DELI l - Time step interval for	 sec
finite difference rock-
bed solution
PF 1 -False- -True. Printout of temperatures 	 -
-False. for each node in finite
difference solution
IPR l - Printout interval for
	 -
regular output (10
recommended)
5E ND
ROCKBED STORAGE SYSTEM MODEL PROGRAM LISTING
PROURACA NIA [ 14(INPUT . OUTPUT,TAPE7, TAPES- IN("UT,TAPE6 =OUTPUT)
C
C HEAT STORAGE MODEL FO R ROCK BED/WASTE ijEAT BOILER SYSTEM
C DEFAULT VALUES ARE POR GRANITE STORAGE UNITS
C
C SYSTEM CONSISTS OF TWO MODULES OF ROCK BEDS 	 15	 {
c A. LOW TEMPERATURE ROCK BED ()S00 DEG F)
B..HIGH. TEMPERATURE ROCK BED
	
(9500 DEG F)	 4;^C
C AND WASTE HEAT BOILER SYSTEM CONSISTING OF 	 (^,
C
.4 C
A.	 SUPERHEATER
S	 BOILER^0^^'
C C. PREHEATER (OR ECONOMIZER)
C.. ENERGY AND MECHANICAL ENERGY LOSSES . ARE DETERMINED FOR^.Q.^
C THE TRANSPORT SYSTEM AND STORAGE SYSTEM
C
C PROGRAMMERS: D G BESHORE (MMC,DEPT/0482)
C J 0 BUNTING (MMC,DEPT /0482)-DUNKLE RTN	 fC
c FLUID NO.	 1. - KILN GAS
C FLUID 140.	 2 -- AIR
C	 : FLUID 'NO. 3 - WATER.
	 )
-	 C FLUID NO.	 4 -- STEAM 
C
LOGICAL KUP,	 PF
DIMENSION AMAT(72), . JK(20 ) 1	TOCC ( 10000)
COMMON /STR/ ASVVOL ( 2),	 ASVDII ( 2),	 ASVDIO(2),	 ASVL ( 2),	 ASVIT(2),
1 ANSV ( 2),	 AEPS ( 2),	 ADLTS ( 2),	 ADLF S (2),	 AEQULT(2)
2 ,AEQULF ( 2),	 APTDII(2),	 APTDIO ( 2) . ,	 APFDI.I(2);	 AP.FDIO(2)	 i
3 ;ATHINS(2),	 ATKiNS(2),	 ATKTNK(2),
	
WGAS(2),	 WAIR(2);
4	 GBED, KBAR,	 RE,,
4 TSOMAX(2),	 TSOMIN(2),	 DPART(2),	 ARM05(2)	 ATHETA(2)
5 ,NNODE(2),	 TNODE(160,4,2),
	
CPB(2)
COMMON /PROP
.
/. RHOG1(10,5),.ViSCG1(10,5), 	 CONDGI(10,5},.	 CPGi(10,S).,,..
2 TTCI(10),	 TPC1(5),	 TTCP1(10),	 TPCP1(5),	 {
3 RHOG2(10,S),	 VISCG2(10,5),	 CONDG2(10,S),	 CPG2(10,5)r
	
S
4 TTR2(10),
	
TPR2(5),	 TTV2(10),	 TPV2(5),
5 TTC2(1.0),
	
TPC2(5),	 TTCP2(10),	 TPCP2(5),.
.6 NTR1,	 NPR1,	 NTVI;	 NPVi,
7 NTC1,	 NPC1;	 NTCPi,	 NPCP1,
8 NTR2,	 NPR2,:	 NTV2,	 NPV2,
9 NTC2,	 NPC2,	 NTCP2,	 NPCP2
COMMON /}TEAT/ TU .BL(3.),	 TUBDO(3),	 TUBDI(3),	 NPASS ( 3),	 NCONF(3),1 NSHLP ( 3),-PITCH{3),
	
FFT(3-),	 FFS(3),	 CONT:( 3).,,..
2 Uq (3),	 NTUBI ( 3),	 NTBCP ( 3),	 EKTSU(3),
3 NROW ( 3),	 EPS.K(3),.
	
SI t 3 ),..	 Bap),	 PHI(3),
4 RRATIO ( 3),	 NBAF(3)	 I
COMMON /STMC/.CEFF(10,5),	 TTCE(IO),	 TPCE( S ),	 NICE,	 NPCE
DATA dK/20 » i ./,	 PI /3.14159/,. GC/32,i74/, 	 PSTP/14.696/
NAMELIST /TPP/ RHOGi,VISCGi,CONDGI,CPGI;
i TTRI,TPRI,NTRI,NPRI,TIVI,TPVI,NTV1,.NPV1,	 ..
2 TTCi,TPCi;NT.Ci, NPCI ,TT.CPI,.TPCPI,14TCPI.,NPCP1.,
3 RHOG2,VISCG2,C0NOG2,CPG2.
4 TTR2,TPR2,NTR2,NPR2,T'TV2,TPV2,NTV2,NPV2,
5' TTC2 , TPC2, NTC2,NPC2,TTCP2,TPCP2.NTCP2,NPCP2
NAMELIST /STGRE/ ASVVOL,ASVDII,ASVDIO,ASVL,ASVIT,ANSV,AEPS,ARHOS,i AD.LTS;.ADLFS;'AEQULTT
	
AEQULF,.ATHETA} .
2 APTDII,APTDIO,APFDII,APFDIO,ATHINS,DISTAS,ABINS,
3 NNODE,	 TNODE,	 OPTION.. DPART,.
4 WGAS,	 WAIR	 ,	 TAMB,` WVELO; HOAIR, CPS,
51 . ATKINS,	 ATKTNK , TSOMAX,
	
TSOMIN, TCCAIR
NAMELIST /WASTES/ TUBL, TUBDO , TUBDI,^tPASS,NSHLP,PITCH,:FFT,FFS,.EP.SH_t
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I	 CUNT,Utz,NTVBi ,NTBCP.TkG,WKG,NROW,tXTSUt
2	 RRATIO, NSAF, NCONF, BI, SO, PHI
NAMELIST !STEAK/ CEFF,TTCE,TPCE,NTCE,NPCE,WSTEAM,PSTEAh1,SHOT,
1	 FWIT,TSSAT
NAMELISI /0NTL/ DELT,PF, IPR,
C
C	 INII IALIZE IAPUT DATA AND DEFAULT VALUES FOR STORAGE MODEL
C
ITAPE=5
IPR=10	
I
NTRI=NPRl=NTVl=NPVI=NTCl=NPC1 =NTCPi=NPCPi=I
NTR2=NPR2=NTV2=NPV2=NTC2=NPC2=NTCP2=NPCP2=1
TTR1(1)=TTC1(1)=TTV1(1)=TTCPi(1)=1500.
..	
TPR1(i)=TPC1(1)=TPV1(i)=TPCP1(1)=14.696
RHOGi(1,1)=0.0217
V ISCG1 0 0)=.0223 3
CONDGI(1,1)= 0.08
CPGI(1.I)=0..28
TTR2(1)=TTC2(1)=TTC2(1)=TTCP2(1)=77.0
TPR2( 1.) =TPC2(1)=TPC2(1)=TPCP2(1)=14.696
RHOG2(1,l) =.0.0808
VISCG2(1,1)= 0.018
CONDG2(1,1)= 0.015
CPG2(1,1)=0.24
HOAIR = —1.0
ASVVOL(1)=ASVDII(1)=ASVDIO.(i)=ASVL(l)=0.0 	 '
ASVVOL(2)=ASVDII(2)=ASVDIO(2)=ASVL(2)-0.0
	 i
KUP=. TRUE.	 y}
,PF =.FALSE!
C	 READ INPUT DATA
	
d^
C
1 READ(5,15) AMAT
IF(EOF( 5)) 10,2
2 WRITE(608) AMAT
READ (ITAPE,iPP)
READ(5,STORE')	 7
READ[5,11ASTEB}
READ (5,STEAM)
READ(5,,CNTL)
WRITE(6,TPP) . )
WRITE(G, STORE)
WRITE(S.WASTEB)
WRITE(6, STEAh1)
WRITE(G,CNTL)
C
C	 CHARGING CYCLE. CALCULATIDNS FOR KILN GAS STORE'
C
C
C	 CLINKLR COOLER BED CALCULATIONS
C
WGASA = WriAS(1)/ANSV(1)
IF(ASVVOL(l).LE.0.0) 	 ASVVOL(1)= PI*ASVDII(1)x*2.*ASVL(1)/4.0
IF(ASVDII(1).LE.0.0) ASVDII(I)= SQRT(4.0*ASVVDL(1)/(PF*ASVL(1)})
IF(ASVL(1).LE.0.0) ASVL(1)= 4.0*ASVVOL(1)/(PI*ASVDII(1)*M2.)
NTSTP = INT(ATHETA(1)/DELI)
WRITE(6,1000.).
	
a
TIME = 0.0
	
s,
QTDT = 0.0 h
DELX = ASVL(1)/FLOAT(NNODE(I)--I) 	 t
TROUT = TNDDE(NNODE(1),3,1)
IZPR = 0
IZ s i . .
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V.
Pf	
,.
IGT = INT ( ATHETA ( 1)/DELI)	 IPR
DO 300 I=1. , NTSTP
3	 I	 IF(OPTION . NE .1) GO TO 200
r
	
	 C
C
C	 DUNE<LF r.DLUTION
C
C
GO To 400L ".o''200 CONTINUE
TBAVG - (TBDUT+TCCAIR)/2.0
CONCC= 	GINTRP ( TBAVG,TTC2 ( 1),NTC2,PSTP,TPC2 ( 1),NPC2,CDNDG2 ( 1,i),:
VISCC = GINTRP ( TBAVG,TTV2 (1),NTV2,PSTP , TPV2 ( 1),NPV2,VISCG2(1,1),
Aye i	 10,JR(3),JK(4),0)
CPCC	 = GINTRP ( TBAVG,TTCP2 ( i),NTCP2,PSTP , TPCP2 ( 1),NPCP2,CPG2(i,1),
^^ i	 1a,JK[5)^ JK(fi) rQ)
CALL FINITE(TBOUT , QS,DELP,TCCAIR , PF,I,CPCC,VISCC , CONCC,WGASA,
1	 DELX,DELT,I
TQCC ( I) = TBOUT
QTOT = QTOT + QS
QTQTN= .QTOT*ANSV(i)
400 TIME = TIME + DELT
IF(IZ.GE .IGT)	 GO TO 330
IF(IZ. LT. IZPR) GO TO 350
IZPR = IZPR + IPR	 4
360 WRITE ( 6,102 .0 ) . TIME, TCCAIR,TROUT , QS,QTQT , QTOTN, DELP,WGASA , WGAS(1)
350 CONTINUE
IZ = IZ + 1
300 CONTINUE
IF(OPTION . EQ.3.0)	 GO TO	 1
C
C KILN GAS STORE
	
CHARGE CALCULATIONS
C
WGASS = WiuAS ( 2) /AN.SV (2)
IF(ASVV0L ( 2).LE.0.0)	 ASVVDL ( 2)=PI*ASVDII ( 2)**2.0*ASVL ( 1)/4:0
IF(ASV)LII(2) . LE.0.0)	 ASVDII ( 2)=SQRT(A.0*ASVVOL(2)/(PI*ASVL(2)))
IF(ASVL ( 2):LE.0 . 0)	 ASVL ( 2)=4..O*ASVVDL( .2)/(PL*ASVDII ( 2)**2.0)
IF(f)PTI0N . NF..4.0)	 NTSTP = INT(ATHETA ( 2)/DELT)
IF(OPTION.EQ.4.0)
	
VIKG=t4GAS(.1)
TIME = 0.0
QTOT . = 0.0
TROUT.= TNODE(NNOD.E.(2),3,2)
DELX = ASVL(2) /FLOAT (NNODE(2)-1}
AHTXi	 = NTUB1 ( i)*TUBL ( 1)*(PI*TUBDO(1)/12.+EXTSU(i)}
AHTX2 = hITUB1, ( 2)*TLIBL ( 2)*(PI*TUBDO ( 2)/12.+EXTSU(2))
AHTX3 = N(Udl (3)*TUBL(3)*(PI*TUBDO(3)/12.+EXTSU(3))
IZ
IZPR
	
= .0
j IGT = INT(ATHETA(2)/DELT) - IPR
WRITE ( 5,1030)
C
DO 800.1=1,N:TST?:.
IF(OPTION : EQ.:4.0) ,TKG-TOCC{i.}
IF(OPTION . NE .1) GO To 700
-	 C
C DUNKLE SOLUTION
. e
GO TO Boa
700 .CONTINUE
C -
1.54	
'
ii
i
la
W
•
voC NUMI=RICAL	 SOLUTION	 A
C
TBAVG =	 L18DUT+TKG)/2.0
+. CONKG	 = GINTRP(TBAVG,TTC1(1),NTCI,PSTP,TPCI(1),NPCI,CONDGI(i,i),
1	 10,J1<(7).JK(8),0)
VISKG
	
-	
GINTRP(TBAVG,TTV1(1),NTVI,PSTP,TPVi(1),NPVI,VISCGI(1,1),
1	 10,JK(9),JK(10),0}
CPKG =	 GINTRP(TBAVG,TTCP1(1),NTCP(,PSTP,TPCP1(1),NPCPITCPGI(1,1),
(	 10,J1t(111,JK(12),G)
CALL FINITE( TBOUT,QSB,DPB,TKG,PF,2,CPKG,VISI(G,CONKG,WGASB,DELX,
1	 DELT,1)
800 QTQT = QT qT + QSB
QTOTN = QTOT*ANSV(2)
I.. C
C DETERMINE POWER GENERATION DURING CHARGE
C
CPSHS	 = CPS((TSSAT+SHOT)/2.0)
TAVGKG = TKG + WGAS(2)w(TSOUT-TKG)y'WKG
CPKG1	 =	 GINTRP(TAVGI(G,TTCP1(1),NTCP1	 PSTP,TPCP1(I	 N PCPl,
1	 CPG1(1,II,10,JK(11),dK(12),0)
CALL ENILI(SHOT	 ,TKG0I,QSHA,EFSH,XNTUSti,RSfl,TSSAT,TAVGKG,CPSHS,
1	 CPKGI,1VSfEAM,WKG,UD(1),AHTXI,NPASS(1),NSHLP(l),NBAF(1),NCONF(1)
2	 ,3)
C
C BOILER	 CALCULATIONS
C
CPKG2	 =	 GINTRP(TKGOI,TTCP1(1),NTCPI,PSTP<,`'CP1(i),NPCPi,
i	 CPG1(1,11,10,JK{i1},,JK(12},0]
CALL ENTU(TIST,TKGO2,QBA,EFB,XNTUS,RB,TSSAT,TI(GO1,9999.,CPKG2,
1	 1VSTEAM-RRATIO(2),WKG,UD( 2),AHTX2 ,NPASS(2),NSHLP(2),NBAF(2),
2	 NCONF(2.),1)
C
C PREHEATER CALCULATIONSC
. CALL. CPSW((TSOMIN(2)+TIST)/2.O,CPWO)
CPKG3	 = GINTRP{TKGq2,TTCP1(1.),NTCPI,PSTP;1'PCP1(1),.NPCP1,
1	 CPG111,1),10,JK(11),JK(12],0)
CALL EN1U(TFW,TKGO3,QPH ,EFPH,XNTUPH,RPH,TIST,TKGO2,CPW B,CPKG3,
1	 WST LAM- RRATIO(3),WKG,U q (3),AHTX3,NPASS(3),NSHLP(3),NBAF(3)r
2	 NCONF(3),1)
TIME = 11ME + DELT
QST = QSHA + QBA + QPM
C
C
C CALCULATE POWER GENERATED
C
CF =.G.1NTRP(SHDT,TT.CE(1),NTCE,PSTEAM,TPCE(1),NPCE,CEFF(i.1).
1	 10,JK(13),JK(14),0)
PGEN = QST+CF/3413.
C
IF(IZ.GI.I.GT)	 GO TO B80
IF(IZ.ET.IZPR)	 GO TO 850
IZPR =	 IZPR + IPR
TNODE(1,1.11 = TNODE(d,2,1)
TNODE{ I,3.1) = TNDDF.(,,4,1)
,I = J - 1
110 CONTIN1.1F
DO 105 1 -2. 1. IMIT
TNODEJI,2,1) = TNODE(1,1,1)
TNODE(I,4,1) = TNODE(I,3.1)
105 CONTINUE
LIMIT = NNODE(2)
Dq 100 1=2,LIMIT
TNODE(I,1,2) = TNODE(K,2,2)
TNODE(I,3,2)	 TNODE(K,4,2)
I
100 CONTIN UE
00 120 I=2,LIMIT	 j Q
TNDDE(1,2,2) = TNODE(I,1,2)
TNODE(I,4,2) = TNODE(I,3,2) 	
^.i 0120 CONTINUEGO TO . 1	 OCfy
10 STOP
C	 0'
C	 FORMAT STATEMENTS
C
1.5 FORMAT(1BA4)
IS FORMAT (1HI,ISX,18A4,3(/,19X,1SA4))
1000 FORMAT(IH1,10X,"CLINKER COOLER AIR STORAGE PERFORMANCE",///,
1 5X,"TItiE".4X,"TCCAIR",BX,"TBOUT",10X,"ABED",SX,"QSED'TOT",7X,
	
2	 "QBEDSTOi",BX,"DELP",9X,"GF LOW" rSX,-'GFLGWTOT",/,3X,"(HOURS)",
	
3	 7X , "IDEG F) 11 ,7X,"(DEG F)",BX,"(BTUP ,9X,"(BTU)",SX,"(BTU)",
	
4	 9X,"(PSIA)".17X,"(LB/HR)",7X,"(LB/HR)") .
1020 FORMAT(9(E14.4))
1030 FORMAT (IHI,I OX, "KILN GAS ENERGY STORAGE PERFORMANCE",///,
	
1	 4X," TIrA[",10X,$$TKG",9X,"TBOUT",BX,nQBED",SX,"QBEDTOT",SXi
	
2	 "QBEDSTOT",6X,"DELP",9X,"GFLOW",7X,"TAVGKG",7X,"TOKGSH",SX,
	
.3	 /,3X,"(HOURS)",6X,"(DEG..F)",6X,"(DEG F)",7X,"(BTU)",8X,19(sTU)l,
	4 	 8X,"(BTUI",7X,"(PSIA)",7X,"(LB/HR)",6X,"(DEG F)",6X,"(©EG F)",
	
5	 //,SX,"TDKGS",7X,"TOKGPH",7X,"WKGTDB",BX,"TOSSH",BXt"TOSB",gX,
	
6	 " TOI'JPH" , BX," TIWPH°,7X,"QTRANS",6X,"PLOWER ",8X,"CEFF",
	7 	 /,SX,"(DEG F)--,6X,"(DEG F)",6X,"(LB/HR)",6X,"(DEG F)",6X,
	
S	 "(DEG F.}",6X,"(DEG F)",GX,"(DEG F)",5X,"(BTU/HR)",5X,
	
9	 "(KVJATTS)`s,5X,"(E/THER)")
1040 FORfiIAT((10(E13.4),/,2X,10(E13.4)))
END
SUBROUTINE FINITE(TOUT, QS, DELP, TIN, PF, NT, CP,VIS,COND,WG,DELX,DELT,
	
1	 NCD)
C	 FINITE DIFFERENCE ROUTINE. (DELTA--X,DELTA-TIME) TO DETERMINE
C	 ROCK BED OUTLET GAS TEMPERATURE AND BED TEMPERATURE PROFILE
C
C	 PROGRAMMER: D G BESH qRE (MMC DEPT/0482 )
C
LOGICAL PF
COMMON /STR/ ASVVOL(2), ASVDII(2), ASVDID(2), ASV .L(2),	 ASVIT(2),
	
1	 ANSV(2.),
	
AEPS(2),	 AOLTS(2), ADLFS(2), AEQULT(2)
	
2	 ,AEQULF(2), APTDII(2), APTDIO(2), APFDII(2), APFDIO(2)
	
3	 OATHINS(2), ATKINS(2), ATKTNK(2), WGAS(2),	 WAIR(2),
	
4	 GEED, KBAR, .RE.,
	4 	 TSOMAX(2), TSOMIN(2), DPART(2), ARHOB(2), ATHETA(2)
	
5	 ,NNODE(2), TNODE0 0.0,4,2), CPB(2)
COMMON /PROP / RHOG1(10,5-), VISCGI(10,5), CONDGI(10,5), CPG1(10,5),
	
1	 TTR1(10),	 TPR1(5),	 TTV1(10),	 TPVi(5),
	
2	 TT.C1(10)1.	 T,PC1(5)1	 TTCPI(10.),. 	 TPCP1(5),
	
54	 n.til. VISrr.?(1n.ti1: rONDGV(10..51_ rPG9.110:51_
5	 TTC2(10),	 TPC2(5),	 TTCP2(10),	 TPCP2(5),
6	 to Ri,	 NFR1,	 NTV1,	 NRVi,
7	 NTC1,	 NPC1,
	
NTCPi,	 NPCP1,
B	 NTR2,	 NPR2,	 NTV2,	 NPV2,
9	 NT!-.2,	 NPC21	 NTCP2,	 NPCP2
DIMENSi i '114	 JK(12)
DATA JK/12*1/, PI/3.i4159i, GC/32.174/, PSTP/ 14.696/
C
C
c
c	 CALCULATE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES BASED ON AVERAGE CONDITIONS
C
AC = PI*ASVDII(NT)".'.0/4.0
GO = WG/AC
C	 0.34446 = 1./(F*60*i2*6.72E-04
RE = 5.7411E-03*GO*DPART(NT)/((1.0-AEPS(NT))*VIS)
C	 2.4192 = 3600*6.72E-04
PR = 2.41924CP*VIS/C0ND
IF(RE.LE.50.) HB = 0.9*RE**(-0.51) *PR**(--2./3.)*CPB(NT)*GO
IF(RE.GT .50.) H9 = 0.61*RE**(-0.41}*PR**(-2./3.)*CP3(NT)*GO
KBARi = WG*CP
KBAR2 = 72..*HB*(1,0-AEPS(NT))*AC*DELX/DPART(NT)
GBED	 AC*DELX*(1.0-AEPS(NT))*ARHOS(NT)*CPB(NT)
IF(JK(NT).NE.1) GO TO 100
JK(NT)	 0
C
C
C
LIMIT=NNODE(NT)
DO 200 I=1,LIMIT
TNODE(I,2,NT) = TNODE(I,1,NT)
TNODE(I,4,NI) = THODE(I,3,NT)
200 CONTINUE ff- oo^
'100 CONTINUE	
019!
LIMIT= NNODE: (NT )
DO 300 I=1,LIMIT
TNQDE(I,1,NT) =.TNODE(I,2,NT)
TNODE(L,3,NT) = TNODE(I,4,NT)
300 CONTINUE
TNODE(1,3,14T) = TIN
NNM1 = NNODE(NT) - 1
DO 400 I=1,NNM1
TNODE(I+1,2,NT)=TNODE(I+1,1,NT)+DELT*KBARi*KBAR2*(TNODE(I,3,NT)--
E	 TNODE(I+1,1,NT))/(GBED*(KBARi+KBAR2))
TNODE(IFi,4,NT)=(KBAR1*.TNOI]E(I.,3.,NT)+KBAR2*TNODE(I+i,2,NT))/
i	 (KBARI +KL3AAR2)
400 CONTINUE
TOUT = TNODE(LIMIT,4,NT)
Lrh1IT=NNODE( NT)
TNODE(i,4,NT.)	 TIN.
QS = 1VG +'CP ;'iTN00E( i,A,NT)--TNODE(LIMIT,4,NT))xDELT
IF(PF) WRITE( 6,1000)
IF(PF) WRITE( 6,1010) (TNODE(I,4,NT),I=i,LIMIT)
RHOF=GINTRP((TNODE(1,4,NT)+TNODE(LIMIT,4,NT))/2.0,TTR:(1),NTR2,
1
	
	 PSTP,TPR2(1),NPR2.RHOG2(i,i),10,JK(3),JK(.4),O)
IF'(NT.EQo2.AND.NCD.EQ.1)
1RHOF=.GINTRP((TNODE(1,4,NT)+TIN'CF(LIMIT,4,NT))/2.0,TTR1(1),NTR1,
2	 PSTP,TPRI(i),NPRI,RHOG1(i,i),10,diC(5),JK(5),0)
DELP = GO**2.*ASVL(NT)*(1.0-AEPS(NT))*(25./RE+1.75)/(GC*
V	 RHOF*DPART(NT)*ASPS(NT)**3..0*1.5552E+08).
RETURN
1000 FORMAT(IOX,"TEMPERATURES AT NODES")
2'57
1010 Foh ... RT(10E12.5)
END
^..4-
	 d^ A
0
. *DECK,DENST
FUNCTION	 DENST(TEMP,PRESj
C.
C DETERMINES THE SPECIFIC DENSITY OF STEAM
C BASED ON FORMULA OF KEYES, SMITH, 	 AND GERRY
-
TT =(TEMP 1	 459.)/1.8
PP	 PRES/14.696
TAU =	 1.0/TT
B0 =	 1.69 -2641.62*TAU*10.*+(80870.*TAU+**2) .
GIT = 82.546*TAU - 1.6246E+05kTAU**2.
G2T = 0.21828 - 1.2697E+05*TAU**2.
G3T = 3.63SE-G4 - 6.76BE+64*TAU**24,
BETA = BO + BO*BO*^GiT*TAU*PP + 90**4*G2T*TAU**3*PP**3 _ BD**13*
1	 G3T*TAU*!12*PP**12
VOL = 4.55504*TT/PP + BETA
DENS  = 62.335/VOL
RETURN
END
*DECK,VISC.T .
FUNCTION VISCST(TEMP,PRES)
c
:	 C
C DETERMINES THE VISCOSITY OF STEA.M(CENTIPOISE)
C BASED. ON . FORMULA OF KEENAN.AND KAYESC .
TT =	 (TEMP + 4.59.)/1.8
PP - 0.07031*PRES
TAU -	 1.0/TT
VISCO	 =.1.501E-05* .TT**0.5/(1,0	 + 446.13*TAU.)
VISC - VISC4 +1-OE-04.*(TAU. *(G.36-2.31E-03*10* '*(1340.*TALI ))*PP t
1	 3.89E-02k10**(-5.476E-03*TT)*PP*PP) i
E
158
,ti
VISC5T-- VISC/100.
RETURN
END
*DECK,DEW
FUNCTION DEW(TEMP)
C
C
C	 DETERMINES THE DENSITY OF WATER 	 y
C	 BASED ON FORMULA BY SMITH AND KEYES
C
TT =(TEMP - 32)/1.8
TC = 374.11
tiG	 3.1975
TD = TC — TT
VS = (VC-0.3151548*TD**(i./3.)—i.203374E-03*TD+7,4590$E-13*TD**4)
1	 /(.1.0+0,1342489*TD* w (1./3.)-3.946263E--03*TD) 	 I,'
DEW = 62.335/VS
RETURN
ENO
*DECK,ENPHW
SUBROUTINE PNPHW(T,:P,. XH)
IF(T,GT.650.0) GO TO 10
IF(T.LT. 32,G) Gq TO 11
IF(T.GT.375.0) GO TO 13
C CURVE FIT FOR ENTHALPY OF SATURATED WATER BETWEEN 32DEQF AND 400 DEGF
AO = —3.22199E+01
'A1	 1 .00nt38Ei 00
A2 = --1.09370E-04
A3 = 3.22658E-07
XH = AO+A1<f*M1+A2*T**2+A3*T*+3
RETURN
13 CONTINUE
C CURVE FIT fOR ENTHALPY OF SATURATED MATER BETWEEN 350DEGF AND 650DEGF
BO = 5.80426E+02	 a
BI =—7.33017E+00
82 = 4.70552E-02
B3	 1..415136E-04
B4 = 2.39075E-07
B5	 2,16585E—t0
B6 = 8.21180E-14
XH = BO{BI*T+B2*T**2+B3*T**3+84*T*,;4+B5*T**5+B6*T**6
RETURN
10 WRITE(G.,1)	 !.
1 FORMAT(32H WATER TEMPERATURE EXCEEDr "50 F)
GO TO 12
1i WRITE(6,2)
2 ,FORMA T(33H . WATER TEMPERATURE. LESS THAN 32 F)
12 CONTINUE
END
*DECKiENPHS
SUBROUTINE ENPHS(TEMP,P, HTOTAL)
T = (TEM.r --.32.0)/1 ,8
TAU= 1 /(27305 4, T)
P1= P/14.696
BO = 1.89-25341.62* TAU* 10 0,- (aOS70.0 	 TAU**2)
G1 =82. SAG- TAU	 i.6246E5*TAU*µ2
G2 = 0.218213—i.26.97E5*TAU**2.
G3 = 3.635V- -4 —. 6.76BE64*TAU** 29
SY1=8O**2 *G1 * TAU
SY3=B0*6*4 G2 * TAU*tk3
SY12=B0* :k 13*GS* TAU**12
-	
1i
GIP =	 112.546	 -2* 1 .624E5* TAU
G2P =	 -1.2697E5 *	 2.0*	 TAU
G3P = -6.76H E64 *24.0* TAU**23
SY1P =2.0-4Ml*BOP*G1*TAU+804*2'«GIP*TAU+BO**2*G1
SY3P =4.0•Bt1**3*BOP*G2*TAU**3+B0**4*G2P*TAU**3+B0**4*G2*3.0*TAU**2
SY12P=t3.*Rt1*+12*BOP*G3*TAU*+12+60**13*G3P*TAU**12+80**13*G3*12.*
ITAt,**l 1.0
F = BO +TAU-	 BOP
F1= SY1	 + TAU* SYIP
	 44
F3= SY3 + TAU* SY3P
*...x, F12=SY12 + TAU* SY12P
. XH =F*P1	 +	 r 1/2.0	 *P1**2.+F3/'4.*P1**-% 	 +F12/13.	 *Pi**13
'
T1	 -1/TAU
YH =	 1.4720-(TI-273.16)+7.5566E-4/2.*(71**2--273.16**2)+47.836*
1ALOG(T1;273.16)	 + 2502.36
HTOTAL = XH 4 .0435578+ YH * .42993	 0RETURN	 4^
END
*DECK,FRIC
FUNCTION FRIC(RE,EPS,DIA)
A	 =(2.457*ALOG(1./((7./RE)**0.9+0.27*EPS/DIA)))**16.
3 =	 (37530./RE)*x16
FRIC
	 =((S.O!RE)**12.+(A+B)**(-1.5))**0.08333
RETURN
END
*DECK,UDVER
FUNCTION UOVER(DI,DD,DOINS,H1,HO,TKP,TKI,FFI,FFO)
C
C CALCULATE EACH RESISTANCE BASED 	 ON OUTSIDE DIAMETER
C
000 = DOINS
IF(OOINS.LE.DO )	 000	 = DO
RDI	 =	 DOD/I1)I*HI)
RDO =	 000* ALOG( DO/DI)/(24.*TKP)
IF(DOz'•+S.Gf.DD)	 RDOI	 =.DOO*ALOG(DOINS/DO)/(24.*TKI)
C
C CALCULATE OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
C
DOVER=1.0,'(RDI+FFI*DOD/01+RDO+1.0/HO+FFO)
IF(DOINS.GT.DO )	 UOVER=	 1.0/(RDI.1FFI*DOD/DI+RDO+RDOI+1.0/HO+FFO)
RETURN
END
*DECK,HTXDPT
SUBROUTINC HTXDPT(DPT,RE,EPS,DI,WDOTT,NTPASS,RHOT,SI,PHII,NTUBE,
1	 XLTUBF_VISC)
DATA GC/32.174/,	 PI/3.14159/
C
C CALCULATE TOTAL FLOW AREA,
	 MASS FLUX,
	
AND PRESSURE DROP .
C
AREA = PI*DI*DI/57G.*NTUBE
GFLOW = WDOTT/AREA
RE =	 GFL0W* DI/VISC+0.03445
FF	 =	 FRlClnE,EPS,DI/12.)
OPT =	 FF*C LOW**2*XLTUBE*BI*NTPASS/(540000.*GC*RHOT*DI*PHII)
RETURN
END
*DECK,HTXDPS
SUBROUTINE HTXDPS(DPS,RE,DD,WDOTS,NTPASS,RHOS,BO,NTUSCP,XLTUBE,
1	 VISC,PITCH,NROW)
C
C SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE PRESSURE DROP ON SHELL SIDE OF
C HEAT EXCHANGERS
C
DATA GC	 174/;	 Pis 3.14S:+ q; '1F
BA	 c	 xl '' : BCP T(Aa 5
FAiiFA
	
N ► ^sBCP*	 PITCH-DO)*6AFLf12,F
GFLOW	 i%:*CTS/FAREA
^+
RE = GFLOW*.i'0/VISC*0.034.45 	 W.
(^
Fr	 =	 01:1 3	 F	 0.it + IPliCt^^t+q-i.01*
	
(-i.Di1}*RE*	 (-0.55}
OPS = W!PAS'3*FF*NROW+GFLOW**2/(GC*RHOS*6.4BE06) 	 10*
RETURN
ENb
*DECK t CPS
IUNCTIaN CPS(TEMP)
TW =(TE1iP+ 455.7)/1.6
CPS= 0.4031	 + 0.12767*TWi1.E-3 + 0.01572*TW*TW*1.E-6
RETURN
END
*DECK.,ENTU
SUBROUTINE ENTU(T3,T4,Q,E,XNTU,R,T1,T2,CPC,CPH,WC,WH,UC A0,NTP.
1	 NSP.NllAFF,0PTION.NTOP)
INTEGER OPTION
C
C SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE HEAT EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS OF
C VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS - DETERMINE:S THE EXIT TEMPERATURE
C OF HEAT EXCHANGER KNOWING OTHER 3 TEMPERATURES OF STREAMS
C
C OPTIONS:
C S - COUNTERCURRENT OR COUNTERFLOW
C 2 - PARALLEL FLOW
C 3 - CROSS FLOW -^ HOT UNMIXED
C 4 -- CROSS FLOW - COLD UNMIXED
C S - CROSS FLOW - .BOTH .UNMIXED (NOT AVAILABLE)
C 6 _ 1--2(,4,G,8,ETC)	 PARALLEL-COUNTER FLOW "- SHELL NIX
C 7 -^ MULTIPASS -- OVERALL COUNTERFLOW
C 8	 ONE SHELL' PASS, ONE TUBE PASS, :BAFFLED CROSSFLOW
C EQUATIONS OBTAINED FROM [COMPACT HEA T EXCHANGERS{,	 KAYS ANO
C LONDON,	 ISSB
C PROGRAMMER:	 b.G, SESHORE(MMC,0/0482)
KPASS = 1
CH - WH+.CPH
CC = WC"CPG
CMAX = AMAX I(CH,CC) {
CHIN = AhlINI (CH,CC)
R = CM IN/CMA X
XNTU = UO*AO/CMIN
GO TO
	
OPTION
C
C COUNTERFLOW	 HEAT	 EXCHANGER
-C
10 ._	 (1.v	 -	 EXP(-XNTU*••(1..D-P)))/(1.0-R*,EXP(-XNTU*( 1,0-R))1
	.
GO TO-800
C
C PARALLEL FLOW HEAT EXCHANGERC
20 E '=	 (S .0-EXP (-XNTUi (S 
.O+R)))/(S .G+R)
GO TO 8Do
C
C CROSSFLOW - HOT STREAM UNMIXEa
C -
30 IF((CMAX-CC).LE.O.0001)
	
G13 TO
	
35
31 E'=	 1.0-PKP.( (EXP(-XNT.U*=R)-1,0)/R) . .
GO TO 800.
35 E	 (1.0-EXP((E=XP(-XNTU)-l.0)*A))/i2
GO TO 800
,
C
C	 CROSSFLOW - CULD STREAM UNMIXED
C
40 IF((CMAX-CH).LE.0.0001) GO TO 35
GO TO 31
C
C	 CROSSFLOW - BOTH UNMIXED
C
50 WRITE(6,100)
100 FORMAT("O OPTION 5 NOT AVAILABLE")
CALL EXIT
C
C	 1.- 2(,4,6,8,ETC) PARALLEL COUNTERFLOW HEAT EXCHANGER
C
60 GAMMA = XNTU*SQRT(1.O+R**2)
E = 2.0/(1.0+R+SQRT(1.0+R**2)*( 1.O+EXP(-GAMMA))/(1.0-EXP(-GAh1MA)))
GO TO 800
C
C
C	 MULTIPASS - OVERALL COUNTERFLOW HEAT EXCHANGER
C
800 IF(OPTION.EQ.7.AND.KPASS.EQ.2) GO TO 200
IF(OPTION.EQ.8.AND.KPASS.EQ.2) GO TO 200
IF(13P Y IDN.EQ..9.AND.KPASS,EQ.2) GO TO 200
GO TO 500
C
C	 MULTISHELL PASS - EVEN NUMBERED TUBE PASS }TEAT EXCHANGER
C
70 'XNTU = XNTU/NSP
NTO = NSP
KPASS = 2
GO TO 60
C
C	 ONE SHELL PASS - ONE TUBE PASS BAFFLED HEAT EXCHANGER
C
80 IF(KPASS.EQ.2) GO TO 200
XNTU = XNTU/NBAFF
NTO = NBAFF
KPASS = 2
GO TO 40
C
C	 DETERMINE EFFECTIVENESS OF MULTIPASS HEAT EXCHANGERS
C
90 RETURN
200 EFF = E
IF(R.GT.0.98) E	 EFF*NTO/(1.0+(NTO-1.0)*EFF)
IF(R.LE.0.98)	 EPP.=((i.o-EFF*R)/.(1.0^-EFF))**NTO
IF(R.LE.0.98) E = (EPP-1.0)/(EPP--R)
C
C	 CALCULATE EXIT TEMPERATURE OF FLUID STREAM
C
500 CONTINUE
GO TO .(510,520,530)	 NTOP
510 T3 =(CC*T1 - E*CMIN*T2)/(CC - E*CMIN)
Q	 CCA:(T1	 T3)
T4 = T2 - Q/C};
GO TO 600
520 T4	 (E*CHIN*T1
	 CH*T2)/(E*CMIIN - C H)
Q = CH*(TA - T2)
^P.
r r ^^
I' Q = MI N+ (T2-Ti)*ET4=T2+E+ Chilli* (TI - T2)/CH ^.
800 RETURN
END
*DECK , CPS4>i
SUBROUTINE CPSW(T,CP) g
,IF(.T.GT.060.0) 	 GO TO
	 1.0 }r.(1^
IF(T'.LT.32.0)
	
GO	 TO	 1 1
r „ 'IF(T.GT.375.0)	 GO TO	 13
'AO = -32.2in 9
Al	 =	 1.0098U
'A2 = -1,09370E-04
A3 = 3.22650 E-07.
I CP = Al +A2 + 2.0*T + A3*3.0*T**2
RETURN
13 CONTINUO
80 =-6.41287 E+01t
Iii	 =	 1.27331
B2 = -8,394,18E-04
" 133 =	 1 .00122E-06
B4 = 0.0
85 = 0.0 3
86 =	 0.0.
CP = B1+82*2.O*T+B3*3.0	 T*»-2+B4+4.0*T**3
1	 +B5+5.04,T*.1,4+B6*S.O+T**S
PETURN
10 WRITE(G,i)
i FORMAT(32H WATER TEMPERATURE EXCEEDS 650 .F )
GO TO 12
11 WRITE(G.2) y
2 FORMAT(3311 WATER TEMPERATURE LESS THAN 32 F ) }
12 CONTINUE
END ,!
*DECK,LOCFAC
SUBROUTINE	 LOCFAC(JK,	 X,TX,NX,	 JX ; FX) 007840
C IF dK EQ.	 It CHECKS ORDER OF TX ARRAY (NX ITEMS) FOR	 007850_ r
C CONSISTANTLY INCREASING OR DECREASING VALUES. 007860
C FINDS LOCATION OF FIRST (OR ONLY) ARRAY ITEM FOR SCALING	 007870
C LOCATION OF X FROM TX('JX) 007880
C CALCULATES SCALING FACTOR FX x (X-TX(JX1) / (TX(JX+1)-TX(dX))	 007890
DIMENSION	 TX(1) 007900 „a
JX = 1 007910
FX = 0. 007920
IF(NX. LE,.1 1 	 GO TO 200 007930 11
S	 =	 1. 007940.
IF(TX(i).GT.TX(NX)):
	
S	 =	 -1. 007950
XR2 =	 ABS(T.X(NX)-- TX(1 ))*0.5 007980
IF(JI(, NE. i)	 GO	 TO	 90 . 007970
J.K. = 0 .007980
IF(S.GT.O.)	 GO TO 30 00 990
DO 20	 1=2,NX. 006000
IF(TX(i).GT.TX(I--1))
	
GO	 TO	 50 00801.0
20 CONTINUE 008020
GO. TO
	 90. 008030
:. 30 DO 40 1=2;NX 008040.
IF(TX(I) . .LT.TX(I-I))
	 GO TO	 50 008050.
40 CONTINUE 008060
GO TO 90 GOB070
s0 WRIT1(B,GO)	 - 0060so. 
60 FORMAT . (iHi	 41X 27HE R R '0 R
	
I N
	 T 'A B	 L E) 0080.9.0
70 WRITE0,80)	 X,(TX(I),I=1,NX) 008100
B0 FOR1 AT(IH0 41X 27HREFER_ TO SUBROUTINE	 LOCFAC //	 00811 0
1	 5X 3HX = 1 PEI 5..4 / AX 4HTX	 GE15.4 /	 (9X SE15.4)	 )	 o0B120
y
16.3.
,i
;
C ***+s+ + +	 NO SYSTEM SUBROUTINE	 ERRTRA*"**^
C CALL ERRTRA
(,' Mr k ,^ y .s * ,k4 ^;ritr+ 3 #, :kK **+kit	 ,k #q*rt***
CALL	 T: x 1 T 00814l^
STOP 008t50
90 NX1	 =	 2 008160
IF(NX.LE.20)	 GO TO	 110 008170
DO	 100	 I-10,NX,10 008180
JX =	 I 008190
IF((TX(I)--X)*S)	 100,200,110 006200
100 NX1
	 =	 I	 +	 1 008210
110 00	 120	 I=NXI,NX 008220.
JX = I 008230
IF(( T X(1) —X) k 5)	 120,200,130 OOE240
.#„ 120 CONTINUE 00;3250
130 IF(JX.GT.I)	 JX =	 JX-1 008260
— FX	 =	 (X — TXtJX))	 /	 (TX(JX+I)--TX(dX)) 009270
IF(X.LT.A+.IINI(TX(1),TX(NX)) — XR2)	 GO TO	 150 008280
IF(X.GT. 4tAAX1(TX(1),TX(NX))+XR2)	 GO 70	 i50 008290
GO 10 200 008300
150 WRITE(6,160) 006310
160 FORMATi1Ht 22X 64HE R R 0 R
	 -	 EXTRAPOLATION OF TABLE IS BEYOND 8008320
1EASONABLE LIMITS ) 008330
GO TO 70 008340
200 RETURN 008350
.. END 008360
*DECK,GINTRP
FUNCTION GINTRP(Xi,Ti,N1,X2,T2,N2,YT,N,JKI,JK2,L) 008380
.	
c 08390
C 008400
C GENERAL INTERPOLATION ROUTINE --- INTERPOLATES ONE AND 008410
C TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS AND BYPASSES PREVIOUSLY SCALED
a
008420
C INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 008.430	 J
C 008440
C PROGRAMMER: D G BESHORE OO84SO
C 008460
' DIMENSION	 T1(1),T2(1),YT(1) 0013470
C L	 IS	 BYPASS	 INDICATOR 008480
IF(L.EQ• 1 )	 GO TO	 10 008490,
CALL
	
LOCFAC(JKi,X1,TI
	
N1,I1,F1) 00859D
CALL LOCFAC(JK2,X2,T2,N2,I2,F'2) O0B5io	 )
F3	 =	 1. —F2 OOF3520
I11	 =	 (I2-1)*N +	 11 008530
121	 =	 III	 +	 1 008540
112	 =	 Iti	 + N 008550
I22	 =	 112	 + 1 006560
D1	 =	 1. 009570
D2	 =	 1. 008580
IF(Ii.GT.N	 .DR.	 I2.GT.1000)	 GO TO 30 008590
10 IF(F1..LT.i.E--50) 	 F1	 =	 0. 0013600.
IF(F1.E0.0.)	 GO TO 20 0086x0
D1	 =	 YT(I21) —YT(III) 008620
I F (F2 . Eq . O)	 GO TO 20 008630
.D2	 =	 YT(I22)--YT(I12) .008640:
20 GINTRP =	 YT(I1t)	 +	 Fi*D1 OOB650.
IF(F2. LT. 1..E-50)	 F2=0. 008660
-IF(F2.NE.O.)	 GINTRP =	 F3*GINTRP + F2*(YT(I12)+-F13D2) 908670
RETURN OO85GO
30 WRITE(5,40)	 I1,N,I2,X1,X2 0086.90
40 FORMAT (IOX, O1	 ERROR	 DETECTED	 IN	 GINTRP..... I1	 =° , I3,'^:(T " A! . s R r I3, -	 008700
1	 3X, ^, 	 12	 =i1 ,I5,3X,"	 X1	 =.",E12.6,3X,"	 X2	 =",E12.6) 008710
C CALL ERRTRA
C REMOVE CALL . TO SYSTEM SUBROUTINE ERRTRA
CALL	 EXIT 008730
STOP 008740
END 0OB750
y
104
i
i
DUNKLE ROCKDED STORAGE MODEL PROGRAM LISTING
PRtt.Rgh! MAIN (INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPES= INPUT , TAPE6=OUTPUT)REAL L.N.M ,LAM,MU
DIMENSION T-PY{16),.TY(111,TAU(16,111
DATA c1){1/1,',JK2/1/,KTZY /16 /,KTY/11/
DATA TZYj.01,.1,.2,.,3,.4,,5
DATA TY,-15„20.,30.,40.,50.,60. , 70. ,B0.,90.,tOD„1Q040./DATA 7M!.
-	 d12,.D1r,.pgn,.da8„dsa,.o8i .69, . ©c^, ,8r1 , .BB,
	
* • 1 5„24, .31 r ,3$„5, .59,
1 .00067,.006,.012, 	 10..20„ 27, .33, .5, .62, .74, . 83, . 87, .91 ,
.(^18,.0241 . 95,.00G4,.DDS$
.. 01 16..61 74..0232 +
 , f):I*3 T . 07, . 1 , . +^ r 
.285 „5, .6B,1 .63 * . 8$ .. q ,a , . 99,
1 . 00062,,.0456,.pit2,.01fi8,.0224,.028
,.068,.09,.175,.2@,,5 ;.7,. ,4 	 11	
.90,.97,1.,.0006,.0054,.0108,.0162,.021(i,.027,.066,.d8,.15,.275,
1 .00058,.0052,.0104,.0156,.0208,.026,.064,.075,.13,.27,.5,.73,
1 
.0056,.D05,.01,.015..02,.D”^5,.4$2,.07,.71,•.265,.5,.p5,•.B7,.95,1 i.4,1.D,
1 . 00531.0048 ,. 0096;.0144,.0192 „ 024
,.06,.065,.09 255 5,•76r.675,1 .965,1.,1,,.00051,.004fi,,0092^.0138, .0184,.03,.055,.06,
1 .00049, .0044 1
 .0088, .0132, ..0176, .022, .054, .055, .075, .245, .5, .8,
C	 READ IN Till, BED PARAMETERS
RCAD(5,500) L,D,Ch1,E,DP,RHOA,N,NX
500 PORMAT(7E10.3,I3)
	
C	 READ IN GAS CONDITIONS
READ(5 , 505)hi. P, TIN, T141, THETA505
 FORMA T (5E 10. 3)
	 '
WRITE(6,510)
51.0 FORMAT (10X, I HL, 13X, 1HD, 1 2X,2HCM, 13X, IHE, 12+(,,2HDP, 12X,4HRHDA,
	 ,BX1	 1HN, //) 	 a
WRITE(5,515)L,D,CM,E,OP,RHOA,N
515 FORMAT(5X,7(Ei0.3,4X)
WRITE(6,520)
	 )
520 FORhiA
if40C,1HM,13X,1HP,13X,3HTiN,i3X,'2HTh1,13X,5HTHETA,
	
y
WRITE(6,525) M , P , T IN,TM,THETA
	 //}
525 FORMAT(5X,5(E10.3,4X))
	
C	 COMPUTE GAS VISCOSITY
hiU=(5,H!?2E-5^((5./g,)*(TIN+46D.))^+1.5)/{110•Ba-(S:/9
,)t(TYN+460.})
	
C	 COMPUTE DIMtN6{ONLE55 BED LENGTH AND REYNOLDS NURIBERRE = (M+bP+,1.)/(h1U'^3.142*N*D**2.)
LAM = RE**0.3/2.4
Y = L/.(DP*LAM)	 i
	
C	 COMPUTE APPARENT DENSITY OF BED, GAS SPECIFIC HEATHDh1 ._ ' (i . ^ E) *RHOA
	
,ANDp MASS:FLUX
CP = (1030.1-0.19762*(5./9.)*(TINt460.)+ 3.947E-4*((5./9.)«(TiN!	 +460.)1++2,1/3991..6-
	 'G =	 {h1^4. ); [ 3. 142*1J*B^a2, )
RHOG =(2.70
	 P)/(TIN + 460.)
WRITE(6.,529)
529 FORMAT(10X AHTQUT
,13X,3H TAU, 13X,5HTl' ETA ,13X,4HDELP,//}
	
C	 COMPUTE PRESSURE DROP
BETA _ (RE+*0.65)*((B.75*RE + 729.)w+0.5)
	 sDELP	 ( ( 1.658E
-6 
* Y)/RHOG) *4(BETA* tAIU/DP) **2.)DO	 10.
 I=l,N:'(
	
^	 ZY = .(TWETA*CP*G *60.)/(Rf-IC1M #ChlA'L)
USING. ZY AND Y PERFORM LINEAR INTERPERLATiON FOR TAUSTAU = TM _ S AU*, Y(1)rKizY,Y:,TY(1} KTY TAU ( 1 ,1),ii,J 1,ilK2,TOUT = TM	 TAU^'( T(TM - TIN)
	 '	 ^	 'F
WRITE( 6,530) TOUT, STAU.,.TH ETA, DELA.530 1:p Rh1AY (5X,4 (610.3,4X) )
	
•o	 ;
165
10 THETA	 = THETA + 5.
WRITE(6,5351
535 FORMAT[10%,IHL,13X,4HTOUT,//)
UL = 0.1*L
C COMPUTE TEMPERATURE LEVELS ALONG LENGTH OF BED 3
DO	 20	 [=1,10
Y	 =	 L, I O r- * tAM)
ZY`_	 (THETA	 * CP * 60.	 1,	 G)/(RHOM * CM * 	 L)
STAU =	 GINTRP(ZY,TZY(1),KTZY,Y,TY(1),KTY,TAU(1,1	 11.,JK1,JK2,O)
TOUT =	 TM11 - STAU *	 (TM	 . TIN)
WRITE(6,540)L,TOUT
540 FORMAT(5X,2tci0.3,4X))
20 L.	 =	 L	 - DL
STOP
v. END
*DECK,LOCFAC
SUBROUTINE	 LOCFAC(JK,	 X,TX,NX,
	
JX,FX) 007840
C IF J1t . EQ.	 1,	 CHECKS. ORDER OF TX ARRAY (NX ITEMS) 	 FOR 007850
C CONSISTANTLY INCREASING OR DECREASING VALUES. 007860
C FINDS LOCATION OF FIRST (OR ONLY) ARRAY ITEM FOR SCAL114G 007870
C LOCATION OF X FROM TX(JX) 007880
C CALCULATES SCALING FACTOR FX	 (X-TX(JX)) / (TX(JX+l	 -TX (JX)) 007890
DIMENSION. TX(1) 007900
JX = . 1 007910
Fx = a. Op7920
IF(NX. LE. I
	
GO TO 200 007930
S	 1,	 - 007940	 i
IF(TX(1).GT.TX(NX))	 S	 =	 -1. 007950	 j
XR2 = A6S(TX(NX)-TX(1))*.0.5 007960
IF(JK.NE.1)	 GO TO 90 00'7970
JK = 0 007980
IF(S.GT.O.)	 GO TO 30 007990
DO 20 I=2,NX 009000
IF .[ TX( T):GT.TX(I-1):)	 GO	 TO	 50 00.8010	 1
20 CONTINUE 606020.
GO 7O 90	 << 008030
30 bO 40 I=2.NX 008OA0
IF(TX(I).LT.TX(I-1))	 GO TO	 50 008050
40 CONTINUE 008050
GO TO 90 008070
50 WRITE(E,60) 008080
60 FORMAT (IHI 41X 27HE R R 0 R 	 I N	 T A B L E) 0OB090
70 WRITE(6,80)	 %,(TX(I),T=i,NX) OOBi00
80 FORMAT(Wo 41X 97HREFER TO SUBROUTINE	 LDCFAC	 // 000110
1 5X 3HX = 1PE15.4 / 4X 4HTX =-6E15.4 / 	 (SX 6215.4)	 ) 008120
CALL	 ERRrRA 008130
.: CALL	 EXIT 0081.40
STOP 008150.
90 NXi = 2 009160
TF(NX.LE.aO)	 GO TO 110 008170
DO 100 11 0,NX, i O 008180
JX =	 1 0081.90
IF((TX(I)-X) *5) 	 100,200,110 .. 008200
100 NX1	 =	 I	 +.1 008210	
~
110 DO.120-I=NXI,NX DOR220
JX = I 008230
IF((TX(I)-X)*S).i.20, 200,1. 3 {3. 00,.240
.120 CONTINUE 008250
130 IF(JX. GT . 11.	 JX =	 JX-1 008260	 ..
(=X =	 (X-TX(JX))_/.(TY(JX+i)•-TX(JX)J 008270
IF(X.LT.AMINi(TX(1),TX(NX))-XR2)	 GO TO	 150 008280
IF(X.GT.AMAXi(TX(i),TX(NX))+XR2y	 ,GO TO	 150 008290
GO TO 200 008300
i
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_
150 WRITE(6,160) 008310
160 FORMAT(iHi 22X 64HE R R 0 R 	 -	 EXTRAPOLATION OF TABLE IS BEYOND R008320
1EASONABLE LIMITS ) 008330
GO TO 70 008340
200	 RETURN 008350
ENO 008360
008370
FUNCTION GINTRP (X1,T1,Nl ,X2,T2,N2,YT,N,JK1,JK2,L) 008380
C 008390
C 008400
C GENERAL INTERPOLATION ROUTINE ----- INTERPOLATES ONE. AND 008410
C TWO U161ENSIONAL ARRAYS AND BYPASSES PREVIOUSLY SCALED 008420
C INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 008430
C 006440
C PROGRAMMER: 0 G BESHORE 00640
C 008460
DIMENSION	 Tl(t),T2(1),YT(1) 008470
C L	 IS	 BYPASS	 INDICATOR 008,180
IF(L.EQ.1)	 GO TO	 10 008490
CALL	 LOCFAL(JK1,X1,T1,N1,I1,F1) 048500
CALL LOCFAC(JK2,X2,T2,N2, I2,F2)
F3	 =	 1.-F2
008510
008520
Ill
	
=( I2-1) *N
	
*
	 11 008530
121
	
=	 111	 + 1	 ^"	 (], 008540
112	 a	 Ill	 * N 008550
I22	 =	 112 4 1 008560
D1	 =	 1. 008570
02 =	 1. 008580
IF(I1.GT.N
	
.OR.	 I2.GT.i000)	 GO TO 3.0 008590
10	 IF(F1.LT.l.E-50)	 Fl	 =	 0. 008600
IF(F1. EQ. 0.)	 GO TO 20 008610
Dl	 =	 YT(I21j-YT(I1l) 008620
IF(F2.EQ.0)	 GO TO 20 008630
D2	 =	 YT(122)-YT(112) 008G40
20 GINTRP	 = YT(Ill) +	 F1*Di 008650
IF(F2.LT.t.E-50)	 F2=0. 008660
IF(F2.NE.0.)	 GINTRP = F3*GINTRP +	 F2*(YT(Ii2)+Fi*D2) 006670
RETURN 008680
30	 WRITE ( 6.40)	 Ii.N,I2,X1 , X2 008690
40	 FORMAT(IOX,"	 ERROR DETECTED IN
	
GINTRP.....I1	 -",I3,3X,"	 N =",I:3, 008700
1	 3X, t'	 12	 =",15,3X,"	 X1	 =1',Ei2.6,3X,"	 X2	 s",E12.6) 008710
CALL	 ERRTRA 008720
CALL
	
EXIT 008-130
STOP 008740.
END 006750
SUBROUTINE ERRTRA
C -.-	 -
C DEFUNCT SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
C
900	 FORMAT ('0 -	DEFUNCT SUBROUTINE ERRTRA")
WRITE(6,900)
RETURN
}
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APPENDIK B
DRAW SALT STORAGE SYSTEM MODEL
APPENDIX B DRAW SALT SYSTEM MODEL
This computer model was formulated to evaluate the performance of
draw salt storage units coupled with the cement manufacturing proc-
ess and steam generation equipment. The model calculates the heat
loss in the piping system as well as the storage vessel based on
conservation of energy formulations. Detailed heat exchanger anal-
ysis is performed for the vast heat recovery exchanger, and the
three--unit steam gen
.
eratox--superheater, boiler, preheater----based
on equations developed in Ref B--1. Pressure drops are calculated
for the draw salt loop and the steam/water flow through the steam
generator from correlations presented in Ref B--2.
This program provides specific information on temperature degra-
dation of the salt in storage during charge and discharge cycles.
Although the solution of equations in this model does step in
time, the steady--state output is useful in projecting total heat.
losses during charge and discharge cycles. This program is written
in FORTRAN IV and was formulated specifically for execution. on CDC
computers. A listing of this program is included at the end of
this appendix.
A simplified flow diagram of the computer model is shown in Figure.
B-1. The program starts. by initializing values of variables and
reacting input. The waste heat recovery exchanger performance is
determined by using a detailed heat exchanger analysis subroutine,
based on the equations developed in Ref B-2. Both heat loss and
pressure drops are calculated on the insulated pipe between the
salt storage vessel and the vast heat recovery heat exchanger.
Pressure drops through the waste heat recovery exchanger..both on
the draw salt tube side and the kiln gas side are then computed.
After the vessel size and shape have been determined, the heat
loss from a fully charged and discharged tank are calculated.
The program then.calculates the performance of equipment associated
with the salt loop between the storage vessel and the steam gener-
ator. Heat losses and pressure drops are determined in the salt
transport lines. A detailed heat exchanger analysis is then per-
formed on the three unit steam generator. Inlet and exit stream
temperatures are calculated based.on user specified heat exchanger
configuration and size. Pressure drops on the salt and steam sides
are also determined for each exchanger in the steam generator module.
As a filial calculation, the power generated is calculated using the
steam conditions produced from the superheaters the feedwater con-
ditions entering the preheater, the steam flow rate, and user input
	 y
Initialize	 head input
Start	 input data	 dataand def atilt	 4	 (see input
values	 data list)
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i•	 INPUT
Input to the model is in the form of namelist input. The input is
organized into various sections for user ease-of-use. Some input
values have defaults coded into the program (see program. input).
Ld
N9
f
NAM- LIST TPP - THERMOPIiYSICAL PROPERTIES OF GASES AND LIQUIDS
The purpose of this group of data is to define the kiln exit gas and dra w- salt
7
thermophysical properties. Properties input include
.
density, viscosity, thermal can-
^
ductivity, and heat capacity as functionsof temperatures and pressures.	 The grogram
uses two dimensional interpolation techniques to predict properties at specified'can-
di.tions of temperature and pressure.
CODfI CNT CARDS
VARIAELE
FORMAT CODE DESCRIPTION
(18A4) AMAT(l), Case Identification
1 = 1,72 . (4 cards)
VTPP
.	 MAX. ISO. DEFAULT	 ^- OPTIOIML
VARIABLE	 OF INPUTS VALUE	 VALUES DESCRIPTION UNITS
NTRI 1 1	 1-10 Number of temperatures . for " -
kiln gas density tables
NPRI 1 1	 1-5 Number of pressures for -
kiln gas density tables
TTRl(I) 10 1500	 - nKil. gas density temperature ° F
tables
TTP1(1) 5 14.696	 - Ki1n gas density pressure PSIA
tables
RHOGI(I,d') T = 10 0.0217	 - Kiln gas density lb/ft3j =
	 5
NTVI 1 1	 1-10 Number of temperatures for
kiln gas viscosity tables
NPVl l 1	 1-5 Number of pressures for -
kiln gas viscosity tables
.	 TTVI 10 1500	 - Kiln gas viscosity temperature °F .
tables
_TPT1 24.696	 - Ki:ln gas viscosity pressure PSTA
tables
VISGG(I,J) I`-' 10 ` 0,0223	 - Kilri gas viscosity	 1b'/ft sec
3 =	 5.
NTCI 1 1	 1 -10 Number of temperatures for
-
kiln gas thermal conductivity
173
DESCRIPTION
	
UNITS
Number of pressures for
kiln gas thermal con-
ductivity tables .
Kiln gas thermal con- of
ductivity temperature
tables
Kiln gas thermal con- PSIA
ductivi.ty pressure
tables
Kiln gas thermal con- Btu
ducti vity Hr.T+t.S^
Number of temperatures
for kiln gas heat capa-
city tables
Number of pressures for -
kiln gas heat capacity
tables
Kiln gas heat capacity of
temperature tables
Kiln gas heat capacity PSIA
pressure tables
Kiln gas heat capacity Btu
-°1'L- b
Number of temperatures
for draw salt density
tables
Number of pressures for -
draw salt density tables
Dracr salt density tempera- of
ture tables
1M. N0. DEFAULT OPTIONAL,
VARLABLE OF INPUTS VALUE VALU'E'S
NPC 1 l 1 1-5
TTC1(I) 10 1500 -
-	 TPCI(I) 5 14.696 -
CONDGI(1,J) 1	 10 0.03 -
J	 5
NTCP1 ] 1 1-10
NPCP1 1 1 1-5
TTCP1(1) 10 1500 -
TPCP1(1) 5 14.696 -
CPG1(I,J) 1	 10 0.28 -
J =	 5
NTR2 l 6 1-10
NFR2 1 1 1--5
TTR2(1) 10 500. -
600.
700.
800.
- -MAn -	 -
MAX. NO. DEFAULT OPTIONAL
VARTABLE OF INPUTS VALUES VALUES DESCRIPTION UNITS.
RHOL2(I,J) I = 10 120.5 - Draw salt density pressure PSIA
,1 =	 5 tables
118.0
'd
115.5
i
7.13.6 3
111.1
108.6
NTV2 1 6 1-10 Number of temperature -
for draw salt- viscosity
tables
NPV2 1 1 1-5 Number of pressures for -	 v
draw salt viscosity
tables
TTV2 10 500. - Draw salt viscosity or
Temperature tables
600.
700.
E
800.
900.
1000.
TPV2 5 15.0 - Draw salt viscosity PSIA
pressure tables
VISCG2(I,j) 1 = 10 4.0 - Draw salt viscosity Centipoise
3 =	 5
2,8
2.05 3
1.65
5
1.45
1..00'
NTC2 1 1 1-10 Number: of temperatures -
for draw salt thermal
conductivity tables
175
a
ITAX . NO. DEFAULT OB nONAL
VARIABLE OF INPUTS VALUE VALUES
NPC2 1 1 1-5
.--	 TTC2 (I) 10 800. -
TPC2(1) 5 15.0 -
COMM (1, 3) 1 = 10 0.33 -
S =	 5
NTCP2 1 1 1-10
NPGP2 1 1 1-5
TTCP2(1) 10 800. -
TPCP2(1) 5 15.0 -
CPL2 (1,H)
.1	 10 0.37
3 =	 5
DESCRIPTION	 UNITS
Number of pressures for draw
	 -
salt thermal conductivity
tables
Draw salt thermal conductiv-
	 °V
ity temperature tables
Draw salt thermal conductiv- PST-1
ity pressure tables
Draw salt thermal conductiv-
	
Btu
ity	 Hr-Ft-OF
Number of temperatures for.	 -
draw salt heat capacity
Number of pressures for heat
	 j
capacity
Draw salt heat capacity	 ° r,
temperature tables
Draw salt heat capacity	 PSIA
pressure tables
Drag salt heap, capacity
	
Btu
Lb. F
	 $
$END
a
NAMELIST STORE - TI-IERML ENERGY STORAGE DATA
This data group is used to define the characteristics of the draw salt thermal
storage units and the interface requirements with the energy source and steam
generation equipment.	 Data input includes storage vessel size, pipe lengths, and
-
heat exchanger size and configuration.
$STORE
wc. NO. DEFAULT	 OPTIO;vAL
VARIABLE OF INPUTS VALUE	 MUES DESCRIPTION UNITS
SVVOL 1 0.	 - Storage vessel volume ft 
SVDIAJ 1 0.	 - Storage vessel internal ft
diameter:
SVDTAO 1 0.	 - Storage vessel outside ft
. diameter
SVL 1 0.	 - Storage vessel height or ft
length
SVIT 1 0.	 - Storage vessel insulation in
thickness
TKTANK 1 0.	 - Storage tank thermal can- Btu
ductivity Hr-Ft.
TKINS ] -	 - Insulation thermal con- Btu
ductivity Hr-Ft-OF
DLTS 1 -	 - Distance of pipeline from ft
gas-salt (waste heat
recovery) heat exchanger to
storage
DLTS 1 -	 - Distance of pipeline.from ft
storage to gas-salt heat
exchanger
DLTB 1 -	 - Distance of pipeline from ft
storage ro . steam generator.
DLFB 1 - Distance of pipeline from ft.
steam generator to storage
EQUL13 l -	 - Equivalent length of fit- ft
tings, valves, bends, etc.
from storage to steam
gene ra t o L'
1.77
^IV
	PIAX . NO.	 DEFAULT	 OPTIONAL
VARIABLE	 of INPUTS	 VALUE	 VALUES DESCRIPTION	 UNITS
EQUFB 1 -	 Equivalent length of ft
fittings, etc. from
steam generator to
storage
EQULS . 1 -	 -	 Equivalent length of ft
fittings, etc..from
gas-salt heat exchanger
._, to storage
EQU^'S ].
-	 -	
Equivalent length of ft
fittings etc., from
storage. togas-salt heat
exchanger
PTSDII 1 -	 Pipe to storage internal in
diameter
PTSDIO I -	 _	 Pipe to storage outside ill
diameter
'	 PFSDII 1 -	 -	 Pipe from storage internal in
diameter
PFSDIO 1 -	 -	 Pipe from storage outside in
diameter
THIPCL 1 -	 -	 Insulation thickness on in
cold pipeline
THIPUL 1 -	 -	 Insulation thickness on in	 .
hot pipeline
EPSLT 1 -	 -	 Pipe surface roughness on ft
cold p.ipellne
EPSHT 1 -	 -	 Pipe surface roughness on ft
not pipeline
TSTORH 1 -	 -	 Hot salt storage tempera- °£ y
tune estimate
TS.TORL, l Cold. sa lt storage tetapera - °I`
ture estimate
WLTK 1 -	 -	 Mass flowrate of salt to lb/hr
the gas-salt heat exchan-
ger
WLT5 1 -	 -	 Mass flowrate of salt lb /hr
diverted to storage
-	 AMCLB l -	 -	 Initial mass of cold salt lb
in storage tank
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NAX. NO,	 DEFAULT
	 OPTIONAL
VARIABLE OF INPUTS	 VALUE	 VALUES
ANRLS
CHTIM
DITME 1	 -	 -
TUIELG 1	 -	 -
TAME
TgVEL0
HOAIR
t 	
4
!
x79
DESCRIPTION UNITS
Initial mass of hot salt in lb
storage tank
Charge cycle time hrs
Discharge cycle time hrs	 i
Time lag between charge and hrs
discharge cycles
Ambient air temperature °F	 i
Wind velocity
A
ft /sec	 i
Convective !teat transfer Btu
coefficient of airtank Hr•Ft •	 3
Surface i
a
a
,a
S
s
.w	 ,
NAtIELIST HTX HEAT EXCHANGER PERFOU NCE
This group of data describes the waste heat recovery heat exchanger and steam generator
configuration.	 Overall heat transfer coefficient and heat exchanger configuration options
are input. The specific configurations are:
-A . 1. Counter current
.
2. Parallel flow
a 3. Crossflow - hot unmixed
4. Crossflow -- cold unmixed
5. Crossflow - both unmixed
y
(not functional)
6. 1 shall pass - 2 (4, 6, 8, etc.) tube passes, Parallel
counterflow - shell side mixed, tube unmixed
7. rlultishell pass - multitube pass overall counterflow y
8. One shell pass, one tube pass	 baffled croseflow
a
5HTX
a
MAX, NO. DEFAULT	 OPTIONAL
VARIABLE OF 'INPUTS VALUE	 VALUES DESCRIPTION
	 UNITS
NCONF(I) 4 -	 1--8 Heat exchanger configure-
	 -
tion option
(See above list)
First input is for gas-salt
heat exchanger, second - super-
heater, third - boiler, fourth--
preheater
TUBL(I) lE -	 - Heat exchanger tube length
	
ft
TUBDO(I) 4 -	 - Tube outside diameter
	
in
TUBDI(I) 4 -	 - Tube inside diameter	 in
NTUB1(1) 4 -	 - Number of tubes per
	 -
heat exchange section..
NTBCP(I) 4 - Number of tubes in center
plane of exchanger
EXTSu(I) 4 -	 - Extended surface area per 	 fb
tube	 1
NROW(I) 4 . -	 - Number of tube. rows	 -
14PASS(1) 4 - Number of tube passes
	 -
180
1Wa. NO.
	
DEFAULT	 OPTIONAL
VARIABLE OF INPUTS	 VALUE	 VALTJES
PITCH (T) 4	 -	 -
EPSH(I) 4	 -	 -
NSHGP(I) 4	 -
N13^+^I (I) 4	 -
RMT20(I) 4	 -	 -
BI(I) 4	 -	 -
BO(I) 4	 -	 -
PHI(I) 4
DESCRIPTION	 UNITS	 a
r
Tube pitch
	 in
d
Tube surface roughness	 in
Number of shell passed	 3
Overall heat transfer
	
Btu
coefficient	 Hr'3.'t4—Q
Number of baffles in
heat exchanger
Tube side mass recirculation
ratio
Friction correction factor
for tubeside
Friction correction factor	 - 	 y
for shells£de
Correction factor for non-
isothermal flow
IDRAM? SALT STORAGE SYSTEM MODEL PROGRAM LISTING
*DECK,MAIN
PROGRVO MAIN( INPUT ,f' : 'rPUI,IAr l l7, TAP E.S	 INPUT.TAPE6=OUTPUT )C
C HEAT STORAGE MODEL FOR	 LIQUID SENSIBLE TES AND BOILER SYSTEM 	 ^W
C Dr;FAULT.VALUES ARE .FOR DRAW SALT	 STORAGE	 j
C SYSTCht CONSIS T S OF FOUR HEAT EXCHANGERS	 ---
C 1.	 GAS-HEAT	 TRANSFER LIQUID
C 2.	 STEAM-HT LIQUID SUPERHEATER
C 3.	 STEAM/WATER-HT LIQUID BOILER
C 4.	 MATER-HT LIQUID PREHEATER
C ENERGY LOSSES(THERMAL AND MECHANICAL) ARE ALSO CALCULATED
C FOR ENERGY TRANSPORT SYSTEM
C
C
PROGRAMMER: D G BESHORE (MMC,DEPT-0482) 	 { g	 i
WRITTEN:	 DECEMBER 1977
C
C
FLUID No. 1	 - GAS
FLUID NO.2 - LIQUID STORAGE MEDIA 	 OQ
C FLUID NO.3 - WATER
C FLUID NO.4 _ STEAM	 ,
C.
C
C
LOGICAL KUP,FSTOR
' DIMENSION AMAT(72),	 JK(20)
COMMON /HEAT/	 TUBL(4),	 TUBDO(4),
	
TUBDI(4),	 NPA55(,4),	 NCONF(4),.
1 NSHLP(4),
	
PITCH(4),
	
FFT(4),	 FFS(4),
" 2 CONT(4),	 UD(4),	 NTUB1(4)1	 NTBCP(4),
3 NROW(4),	 EPSH(4),	 BI(4),	 BO(4),	 PHI(!),
4 EXTSU(4),	 NBAF(4)
COMMON /PROP/	 RHOG1(S,3),	 VISCGI(5,3),	 CONDGI(5.3),	 CPG1(5,3),
I RHOL2(7,3).	 VISCL2(7,3),
	
CONDL2(5,3),	 CPL2(5,3),
2 VI5CL3(5,3),	 CONDL3(5,?),	 VISCG4(5,3),
3 CDNDG4(5,3)	 ,	 n
4 TTR1(5),	 TPRI(3),	 TTV1(5),	 TPVI(3),
5 TTC1(5),	 TPC1(3),	 TTCP1(5),	 TPCPI(3) t	 i
6 TTR2(7).	 TPR2(3), ,	TTV2(7).	 TPV2(3),
7 TTC2(5),	 TPC2(3),	 TTCP2(5) 1	TPCP2(3),
.8 TTV3(5),	 TPV3(3),	 TTC3(5),	 TPC3(3),
9 TTV4(5),	 TPd4(3),	 TTC4(5),	 TPC4(3),
X NTR1,	 NPr7.1,	 NTV1,	 NPV1,
K NTCl,
	
NPC1,	 NTCPI,	 NPCP.1,
X NTR2,	 NPR2,	 NIV2,	 NPV2,
X 14TC2,..	 NPC2,	 NTCP2,.	 NPCP2.,
X NTV3,	 NPV3,	 NTC3,	 NPC3,
Y, NTV4,	 NPV4,	 NTC4,	 NPC4
COMMON /STMC/	 CEFF(7,5),	 TTCE(7).
	
TPCL(5).	 'NTCE,	 NPCE
NAMELI5T /T O P/	 RHOGI,VISCGI,i-DNDGI,CPGI,
1 RHOL2, VI SCL2 , G ONDL2, CPL2 ,
2 VISCL3,CDNDL3,VISCG4;CONDG41
3 TTRl,TPRI,TTVI,TPVI,TlCl 	 TPCI,TTCP1.TPCP1,
4 TTR2,TPR2,TTV2,'TPV2,TTG2,TPC2;TTCP2,TPCP.2,
5 TTV3,TPV3,TTC3,TPC3,TTV4,TPV4,TTCA,TPC4,
6 NTRI.,NPRI,NTVI,NPV1.',NTCI,NPCI,NTCPI,NPCP1,
7 NTR2.NPri2.NTV2,NPV2,NTC2,NPC2,NTCP2,NPCP2,
e , NTV3,NPV3,NTC3.NPC3,NTV4,NPV4,NTC4,NPCA
NAMELIST /STORE/	 OLTS,DLFS,DLTB,DLFB,E.QULB,EQULS;EQUFS,EQUFB,
1 THIPHI,GVVOL,SVDIAI,SVDIAO,SVL,SVIT,
2 PTSDII,PFSDTI,PTSDIQ,PFSDID;THIPCL.,
3. TSTORH,TSTORL_;EPSH.T,EPSLT,HOAIR,
4 WLTK,WLTS,CHTINE,DI TIME, TIMELG,
5 AMCLS,AhiHLS,TANB.WVELO,TKINS,TKTANK
i
NAMELIST /HTX/	 TUBL,TUBDO, TUBDI,NPASS,NSHLP,P ITCH, F FT, FFS,EPSH,
IS
It	 ..
i
* :•, fir.
^I
i
i	 COr1T,U0,NTUB9,NTBCP,TKG,WKG,DCARCA,NROW,
2	 NCONF,EXTSU,NBAF,81,80,.-i1I
NAMIELIST iSTEAM/ CEFF,WSTEAM,PSTEAM3,SHDT,FWIT
9	 ,TTCE, TPCE,	 NTCE, NPCE, TSSAT.
DATA UK /20-1/, PI/3.14159/, GC/32.174/, PSTP/14.696/
C
C	 INITIALIZE INPUT DATA AND DEFAULT VALUES FOR DRAW SALT,
C
-ITAPE=5
NTR9=NPRI=NTCI=NPCI=NTCPI=NPCPIPNTV1=NPV1=1
NPR2=NPV2=NTC2=NPC2=NTCP2=NPCP2:^i
TTR1(1)=TTC1(1)=TTVi(1)=TTCP9(9)=1500.
TPR1(i)=TPC1(i)=TPV1(1)=TPCPI(i)=14.696
RH0G1(1,1)=0.0217
	 §
VISCGI (1 , 1 )= •2w ^c3" ,'. O^Z
CONDGI0,11= 0.03
CPG1(1,1) = 0:28
NTR2=NTV2=6
TPR2(1)-TPR2(1)=TPC2(1)=TPCP2(1)=15.Q
TTC2(1)=TTCF1 2(1)= 800.
CONDL2(1,1)-0.33z...^rT
PL2(.1, I)=0.37 
TTR2(1}=TTV2(1)=500.
	
OP Pool(
TTR2(2)-TTV2(2)=600.
TTR2(3)=TTV2(3)=700.
TTR2(4)=TTV2(4)=800.
TTR2(5)-TTV2(5)=900,
TTR2(6)=TTV2(6)=9000.
RHOL2(1,1) : 120.5
RHOL2(2.1) = 1	 ^3.1)^y`.L7	 k
RHOL2( 3,1) = 115.5
RHOL2(4,i) = 113.6	 )
RHOL2(5,1) _ ii1.i
RHOL2(6,1) = 108.6	 {
VISCL2(1,1)'= 4.0	 1
VISCL2(2,1) = 2.8
VISCL2(3,i) = 2,05
VISCL2(4,1) _ 1.65	 tiIVISCL2{5,1}	 1.45
VISCL2(6 1 1.)	 1.00	 .
KUP =.TRUE.
4
FSTOR = .TRUE.
SVVOL "= SVDIAI	 SVL = 0..0
HOAIR = -i.0
WLTK = 0.0
WLTS = 0.0	 -
WLTB = 0.0
c
READ INPUT DATA
C
1 RE;AD(5, 15) AMAT
IF(EOF(5)) 10,2
2 .
	WRITE(G,1.8) AMAT
r	
IS
ado
C	 I F(.NOT.I(UP) GO TO 100	 ^, r
C	 CALCULATE THE ENERGY TRANSFEREO FROM KILN GAS
C
IF(WLTK.LE . O.O.AND . SVVDL , GT.0.0) WLTK
	
SVVOL*RHOS /CHTIME
TAVGiS =(TSTORH+TSTOR0 /2.
CPSS - ilt414P{TAVGIS , TTGP2 ( 1),NTCP2,FSTP , TPCP2 ( 1),NPCP2 , CPL2(1,i).,
1 ,	 5,JKi t I .,JK(2),0)
RHOS = GINTRP ( TSTORH,TTR2 ( I),NTR2,PSTP,TPR2 ( i),NPR2,RHOL2(i,i),
i	 7,JK(3).JK(4),0.)
QTS=WLIIC*CPSS*(TSTORH—TSTORL)
AHTAI = NTUBi(t)*PI*TUBDD(1)*TUBL(1)/12,
1	 +EYTSU(1)*NTUH1(1).*TUBL(1)
C
C	 CALCULATE KILN EXIT GAS TEMPERATURE
C
CPI(G = GINTRP ( TKG,TTCPI ( I),NTCPi,PSTP,TPCPi(1),NPCPI,CPGI(i,1),
1	 5,Ji((11),ilK(i2),0)
TOKGE = TKG — QTS/(WKG*CPKG)
CPKG = GI14TRP( ( TKG+TOKGE) /2.,TTCPt(i),NTCPI,PSTP , TPCP1 ( i),NPCPI,
1	 CPGi(1,11,5,JK(11),JK(12),0)
CALL EN-U ( TSTDRA,TOKG,QKGS,EFKGS, XNTUKG,RKG , TSTORL,TKG,CPSS,CPKG,
I	 ..WKG,WLTI%,UO (I),AHTXI., NPASS ( 1),NSHLP(1),NSAF.(1),
2	 NCONF(11,3)
TSTORH=TSTDRA
L'
C	 CALCULATE MECHANICAL AND THERMAL ENERGY LOSS IN TRANSPORT
C	 TO STORAGE
C
VISS = GINTRP ( TSTORH,TTV2 ( I),NTV2,PSTP , TPV2 ( i),NPR2,VISCL2(i,1)*
V	 7,JK ( 5),J K(6),0)
REIS = 19.541 *WLTK /( PI*PTSDII*VISS)
FFACS = FRIC ( REiS,EPS1iT , PTSOII/12.)
TLENTH = DLIS + EQULS
DELP=.00421:67*FFACSkIILTK**-2*TLENTH/(PI-PI*PTSDII**5*GC*RHOS)
C
DOIN = PTSDIO+THIPHL*2.0
CPSP = GINTIIP ( TSTORH,TTCP2(1),NTCP2,PSTP , TPCP2 ( i),NPCP2,CPL2(t,i),
1	 S,JIC(1),JK(2),0)
CONDS = GIt1TRP(TSTORH,TTC2(1),NTC2,PSTP,TPC2(i),NPC2,CONDL2(i,l),
i	 5,J1((9).+1K{10),0)
PRNTLS = CPS P*VISS*2.4192/CONDS
IF(RE1S • LE.10000) HIS =22.32 * CONDS / PTSDII* ( RE15 * PRNTLS*PTSDII/
1	 DLTS)^t(1./3.)
IF(R1=1S.GT.10000.) HIS = 0.276*CONDS / PTSDII*RE1S **0.8*PRNTLS**
1	 (1./3.)
UOP = UOVER ( PTSDIO , PTSDII,DOIN , HIS,HOAIR , CONT(t),TKINS,FFT(1),
1	 0.)
QLLOSH = UOP*PI *DEAN*( TSTORH—TAME)
QLDSHT = QLLDSH*DLTS
C
C	 CALCULATE LOSSES FROM COLD TRANSFER LINE
C
RHOSL = GINTRP ( TSTORL,TTR2(1),NTR2,P5T 'P,TPR2 ( 1).NPR2,RHOL2(1,1),
1	 7,JK(3) ,JK(4) ,0)
VISSL = GINTRP ( TSTORL,TTV2(1),NTV2,PSTP , TPV2 ( i),NPV2,VISCL2(1,i),
V	 7,J1((5), JK(G), 0)
RE1SL = 19.841*WLTK /( PI*PTSDII *VISSL)
FFACSL = FRIC ( REISL , EPSLT , PFSDI1 /i2..) .
TLENTL = OLFS + EQUFS
DELPL =. 0042667*FFACSL*WLTK * --2*TLENTL/( PI*PI*PFSDII**5{GC*RHOSL)
DOINL = PFSDIO + THIPCL*2.0
CPSPL = GINTRP(TSTORL,TTCP2 ( i),NTCP2,PSTP,TPCP2 ( 1),NPCP2 , CPL2(1,1)
184
a
^tl PAC
1	 ,5,Jk(11,
	
JK{2),	 0)
CONDSL	 =	 6)'4TRP(TSTOPL,TIC2(1),NTC2,PSTP.TPC2(I),NPC2,COt4DL2(i,1),
1	 5,04'(9),	 dK(10),0)
PRTLSL = 2.4192*CPSPL*VISSL/CONDSL
IF(RE15L.LE.10000.) HISL =22.32+CONDSL/PFSDII*(RE15L*PRTLSL*PFSDII
1
	 /DL r;)I— 1./3.)
IF(REiSL.GT.10000.) HISL=0.276*CONDSL/PFSDII*REISL**0.8*PRTLSL.**
1	 (1./3.)
UOPL =	 UOVER(PFSDIO,PFSDII,DDINL,HISL,HOAIR,CONT(1),TKINS,FFT(1),
1	 0 . ).:, ^, QLLOSL = UOPL*PI*DOINL*(TSTC*I.—TAh18)
QLOSLT = QLLOSL*DLFS
C
C WRITE OUTPUT FOR HEAT EXCHANGER NO.1 AND ENERGY TRANSPORT TO
C STORAGE VESSEL
C
C CALCULATE PRESSURE DROP IN HEAT EXCHANGER NO.1
RHOSAV
	
= GTNTRP(TAVGIS,TTR2(1),NTR2,PSTP,TPR2(1),NPR2,RHOL2(111)1
1	 7, i1K(3)..1K(4).0)
VISCAV
	
= GI14TRP(TAVGiS,TTV2(1),NTV2,PSTP,TPV2(1),NPV2,VISCL2(1,1),
1	 7,JK(5),,lK(6),0)
CALL HTXDPI(DPiT,REiT,EPSH(1),TUBDI(1),WLTK,NPASS(1),RHOSAV,BI(1),
1	 PHI(1),NTUBI(1),TUSL(1),VISCAV)
TAVGIG = (1K G + TOKG)/2.0
RHOGAV
	
= GI14TRP(TAVCIG,TTR1(1),NTRI,PSTP,TPR1(1),NPRI,RHOG1(I,1),
I	 S,JKC11),.JK(12), q )
VISCG	 = G(NTRP(TAVGIG,TTVi(1),NTVI,PSTP,TPRi(1),NPR1,VISCGi(1,i),
1	 5,JK(13),JK(14),0)
CALL HTXDPS(DPIS,REISS,TUBDO(i),WKG,NPASS(i),RHOGAV,BO(I),NTBCP(i)
I	 ,TLIBL(1),VISCG,PITCH(l),NROW(l))
WRITE(G.1320)
WRITE(G,1000)
WRITE(5,1120) WLTK,TSTORL,TSTGRA,WKG,TKG,TDKG
WRITE(6,1130)
	
UO( I), AHTXI,NPASS(i),NSHLP(7),NBAF(I),NCONF(1),
I	 QTS,QKGS,EFKGS,XNTUKG,RKG
WRITE(6,10'0)
WRITE(6,1030)
WRITE(6,1040)
	 WLTK,TSTORH,REIS,DLFS,EQULS,PTSDIO,PTSDXI,THIPHL,
I	 UOP,QLLD$H,QLOSHT,DELP
WRITE(6,1080)
WRITE(6,1040) WLTK,TSTORL,REISL,DLFS,EQUFS,PFSDIO,PFSDII,THIPCL,
i	 UOPL,QLLOSL,QLOSLT,DELPL
C
C DETERMINE
	 STEAM GENERATION HEAT EXCHANGERS PERFORMANCE DURING
	
s
C CHARGE, DISCHARGE, AND/OR TIME LAG
C E.
C CALCULATE
	 STORAGE PERFORMANCE AND HEAT LOSS WHEN FULLY OR
C PARTIALLY CHARGED
C
100 IF(SVVOL.LE.0.0)	 SVVOL =
	
PI*SVDIAI**2.*SVL/4.0
IF(SVDIAI.LF.0,0)	 SVDIAI	 =	 SORT(4.0*SVVOL/(PI*SVL))
IF(SVL.LE.0.0)	 SVL = 4.0*SVVQL/(PI*SVDIAI**2.)
VTCLIN
	 = WLTS/(RHOS
	 *PI*SVDIAI**2./4.0)
HTHFI = 4.0*AMCLS/(PI*SVDIAI**2*RHOS)
TIMECH = HTHFI/VTCLIN
C
C CALCULATE HEAT LOSS FROM STORAGE WHEN FULLY CHARGED AND
C DISCHARGED
C
DOT = 24SVIT + SVDIAO
5VAREA=PI*DOT*DDT/4.0+PI*DDT*SVL
UOT=I.Of(1.0/HOAIR+(SV01AO—SVDIAI)./(2.*TK7ANK)+SVIT/j12.*TKINS))
QTANKH
	
UOT*5VAREA*(TSTORA--TAMB)
185
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K^
QTAt,iKL
	
Un 1*SVAREA • ; 7 5TnRL — TAMS)	 1^1^	 ^ /^ ••TRATEH	 t; t ANKH/ , SV % 01 • R1tOS , CPSP)	 OgS g o
TRATEL
	
IV:-1aKL/(SVVt)L+RtaLtS;.•LPSPL) 	 Q.
C	 }^
C	 PRINT 01'TPUT FOR STORAGE PERFORMANCE
C
WRITE(6,1050)
WRITE(6,1060) SVVOL,SVDIAI,SVDIAO,SVL,VTCLIN,HTHFI,TIMECH,S"REA,
i	 UOT,QTANKH,QTANKL,TRATEH,T.RATEL
C
C	 DETERMINE HEAT EXCHANGER NO-2 (SUPERHEATER) PERFORMANCE_
C
IF(WLT8.LE.0.0) WLTB=SVVOL*RHOS/DITIME
IF(KLIP. AND. t : ST qR) VISTOB . 	WLTK -- WLTS
IF(,NOT.KUP) WSTOS = WLTB
IF(.NOT.FSTOR.AND.KUP) WSTOS = WLTK
IF(.NOT.FSTOR.AND..NOT.KUP) 	 GO TO 1
C
C	 CALCULATR ENERGY AND MECHANICAL ENERGY LOSSES TO/FROM BOILER
C
RHOS = GINTRP(TSTORH,TTR2(1),NTR2,PSTP,TPR2(1),NPR2,RHOL2(1,1),
i	 7,JK(3).JK(4),O)
VISS = GINTRP(TSTORH,TTV2(1),NTV2,PSTP,TPV2(i),NPR2,VISCL2(1,1),
7,J.K(5),JK(6),0)
REIS = 19.8 .11*WSTOB/ (PI*PTSDII*VISS)
FFACS = FR1C(REIS,EPSHT,PTSDII/12.)
TLENTH = DL1 S +'EQULB
DELP=0.40421367*FFACS *WSTDB**2*TLENTH/(PI*PI #PTSDII** S t GC*RHOS)
DOIN = PTSDLO +:THIPHL*2
CPSP = GINTRP(TSTORH,TTCP2(i),NTCP2,PSTP,TPCP2(1),NPCP2,CPL2(1,1),
1	 5,JK(1),JK(2),0)
CONDS	 GINTRP(TSTORH,TTC2(i),OITC2,PSTP,TPC2(t),NPC2,CONOL2(1,1),
1	 S,JK(9},JK(10),D)
PRNTLS = CPSP*VISS+2.4192/CONDS
IF(REIS.LE.10000.) HIS = 22.32*CONDS/PTSDII*(REIS*PRNTLS*PTSDII/
IF(REiS.GT.10000.) HIS = 0.276*CONDS%PTSDII*REiS* *0.13 *PRNTLS**
UOP = UOVER(PTSDIO,PTSDII,DOIN,HIS,HDAIR,CONT(1),TKINS,FFT(t),
QLLOSH = UDP*PI*DOIN*(TSTORA—TAMS)
QLDSH = QLLOSH*DLTS
C
C	 CALCU^-ATE LOSSES IN COLD TRANSFER LINE FROM BOILER
C
RHOSL = GINTRP(TSTORL,TT02(i),NTR2,PSTP,TPR2(1),NPR2,RHOL2(i,1),
1	 .7,JK(3),JK(4),0)
VISSL=•GINTRP(TSTORL,TTV2(i),NTV2,PSTP,TPV2(i),NPV2,VISCL2(i,1),
1 	 7,JK(5),,1K(6)10)
REISL = 1.9.841*WSTOB/(PI*PFSDII*VISSL)
FFACSL
	
F.RiC(REISL,EPSLT,PFSDII/12.) .
TLENTL = DLFB + EQL'FB
DELPL=0.0042867*FFACSL*WSTOB**2*TLENTL/(PI*PI*PFSDII**S*GC*RHOSL)
DOINL = PFSDIO + THIPCL*2
CPS. L = GINTRP(TSTORL,TTCP2.(i),NTCP2; PST P,TPCP2(.1},N.PCP2,CPL2(1,1).
CONDSL = GINTRP(TSTORL,TTC2(i),NTC2,PSTP,TPC2(i),NPC2,CDNDL2(l,1),
i'	 5,JK(9),JK(10),0)
PRTLSL	 2.4192*CPSL*VISSL/CONDSL
IF(REISL.LE.10000.) HISL =.22.32*CDNDS.L/PFSDII*(REiS,L*.PRTLSL*
1	 PFSDII/DLFB) **(i../3.) .,.
IF(REISL.GT.10004.) HI5L=0.276*CONpSt/PFSDII*RE15L**4.B*PRTL5L**
1	 (i. f3.)
i
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•	 UO1ai = L'DJIR ( PFSDID,PT ' SDII,DOINL , HISL,IIDAIR , CONTfI) , TK INS, FrT(1),
1	 0. 1
QLLOSL = UODL*PI *DOINL* ( TSTORL-TAMS).
QtOSL	 I)t ,OSL%DLF8
C
C	 PRINT 0, l tPUT FOR LOSSES IN ENERGY TRANSPORT TO/FROM BOILER
C
WRITE( .6,107.0)
WRITE ( 6,1030)
WRITE ( 6,1040) WSTDB,TSTORH , REIS,DLTS,EQULB , PTSDIO , PTSDII,THIPHL,
1	 UDP,QLLOSH,QLOSHT,DELP
Fes,.
	
WRITE(6,1080)
WRITE( 6,1.040 ) WSTDB , TSTORL, REiSL , QLFSI'EQUFEI , PFSDIO,PFSDII,THIPCL,
1	 UOPL.,0LL0SL,9LOSLT,DEL.PL
C
C	 DETERMINE WHICH HEAT EXCHANGER TO BEGIN CALCULATIONS 	 jx* p^
IF(FWIT.GT.0.0) GO TO 200
CALL ENPIiSTTSSAT , PSTEAM,HSSAT)
CALL ENP11S( SHOT, PSTEAM, HSSHT)
DELH = HSSHT — HSSAT
QSHT = DELH* WSTEAM
C
C	 CALCULATE ACTUAL HEAT TRANSFER AND TOUT—SALT, TIN-STEAM OF SH
C
AHTX2 = NTUB1 ( 2)*PI*TUBDO ( 2)*TUBL(2)/12
+EXTSU(2)*NTUB1(2)*TUBL(2)
CPSHS=CPS((TSSAT+SHOT)/2.)
TSOEST = TSTORH — QSHT/(WSTDB*CPSP)
CPSSH=GINTItP( ( TSTORH+TSO EST) /2.,TTCP2 1 1}, NTCP2,PSTP , TPCP2(1
1	 NPCP2,CPL2(4,1),5,JK(1),JK(2),0)
CALL ENTU ( SHOT,TSAO , QSHA,EFSH , XNTUSH , RSH,TSSAT,TSTORH,
1 . .. CPS HS,CPSSH , WSTEAM, WS TOS,UO ( 2),AHTX2,NPASS ( 2),NSHLP ( 2.),NBAF.(.2),
2	 NCONF(2),3)
WRITE ( 6,111.0)
WRITE ( 6,1120) WSTDB , TSTORH,TSAI! , WSTEAM,TSSAT,SHOT
WRITE. ( 6,1130) UO(2),AHTX2 , NPASS ( 2),NSHLP(2),NBAF ( 2),NCONF(2),
1	 QSHT,QSKA , EFSH , XNTUSH;pSH
C
IF(TSAO . LE.TSSAT)	 WRITE ( 6,1100) TSAO,TSSAT
IF(TSAO . LE.,TSSAT)	 GO TO t
C	 CALCULATE BOILER HEAT TRANSFER AND STREAM TEMPERATURES
C.
CALL ENPHW ( TSSAT , PSTEAM,HWSAT).
DELHB	 HSSAT HWSAT
QB = DELH84KSTEAM
AHTX3= t4lUB1( 3) *PI *TUBDO(3)*TUBL(3)/12.
CPST = CPS(TSSAT)
CP5I3 = GIt47RP ( TSAO,TTCP2 ( 1),NTCP2,P5 .TP.,TPCP2 ( 1),NPCP2,CpL2(i,1),
i	 5,JK ( 1),JK(2),0)
CALL ENTU ( fSTBI, . TSABO,QBA , EFB,XNTUB , RB,TSSAT,TSAO,
1	 9999. , CPSB,WSTEAM,WSTDB,IJO ( 3),AHTX3,NPASS (3),NSHLP ( 3),NBAF(3),
2	 NCO'AF(3),1)
WRITE(.6,1150)
WRITE ( S.1120) WSTDB , TSAO,TSABO,WSTEAM,TSTBI , TSSAT
WRITE ( 6.11.30) UO ( 3).AHTX3.NPASS (31.NSHLP(3) . NBAF ( 3).NCONF(3).
F
AHiIX4= NTUB1(4)*PI*7USDO(4)*TUBL(4)/12.
1	 +EXt5U(1)*NTUB1(4)-TUBL(4)
CALL CPSW(ThTORL,CPWB)
CPSPH = GTNTRP((TSASO+TSTORL)/2.,TTCP2(1),NTCP2,PSTP,TPCP2(1),
I	 NPCP2,CPL2(1,1),S,JK(1),JK(2),0}
CALL	 ENTU(TWPHI,TSAPHD,QPHA,EFPH,.XNTUPki,RPH,T-SSAT,
I	 . TSA^'n,	 (IVJB,CPSPH.WSTEAPI,WSTGB,UO(4),AHTX4,NPASS(4),•NSHLP(4),
2	 N9AFta),r4COWF(4);1)
WRITE(S'llB0)
WRITE(6,1120) WSTOB, TSABO,TSAPHO,WSTiEAh1,TWPHI,TSSAT
WRITE(6,1130)	 UO(4),AHTY4,NPASS(4),NSHLP(4),NBAF(4),NCONF(4),
.1	 QPH,QPHA,EFPH,XNTUPH,RPH
C
--	 200 CONTINUE
c
C DETERMINE- PRESSURE DROP ACROSS HEAT EXCHANGERS 2 THRU 4
C
TSAAVG = (TSTORH +.TS.AO)/2.
RKOSSH	 = GIt4TRP(TSAAVG,TTR2(1),NTR2,PSTP,T P.R2(1),NP.R2, RHDL2(1,1),	 .
1	 7,JKL3),oK(4),0)
VISSH = GINTRP(TSAAVG,TTV2(1),NTV2,PSTP,TPV2(1),NPV2,V'ISCL2(i,1),
i	 7,JK(5),,JK(6),0)
CALL HTXDPSlDP2S,RE2S,TUSDD(2),WSTOB,NPASS(2),RHOSSH, BO(2),
I	 NTBCP(2),TUBL(2),VISSH.,PITCH(2),NROW(.2))
TSAAVG = (SHOT+TSSAT)/2.
RHOSTH = DENST(TSTAVG,PSTEAM)
VISSTH = VISCST(TSTAVG,PSTEAM)
.GALL HTXDPT(DP2T,RE2T,EPSH(2),TUBDI(2),WSTEAM,NPASS(2),RHOSTH,
1 6I(2),PHI(2),	 NTUB1(2),TU8L(2),VIS.STH)
C
TSAAVG = (TSAO+TSABO)/2'.
RHOSSH = GINTRP(TSAAVG,TTR2(1),NTR2,PSTP,TPR2(1),NPR2,RHOL2(i,i),
1	 7,JK(3)	 JK(4),0)
VISSH = GINTRP(TSAAVG,TTV2(1),NTV2,PSTP,TPV2(1),NPV2,:VISCL2(1,1).,
i .H1XDpT(DP3T.RE3T,CALL	 EPSH(3),TUBDI(3),WSTOB,NPASS(3),RHOSSH
i	 BI( 3),PHI(3),	 NTUBi(3),TUBL(3),VISSH)
RHOSTH = DENST(TSSAT,PSTEAM)
VISSTH = VTSCST(TSS.ATrPSTEAM
CALL, HTXDPSlDP3S,RE3S,TUBDO(3),:WSTEAPd,NPASS(3),RHOSSH.,BD(3),
1	 4TBCP(3),TUBL(3),VISSH,PITCH(3),NRDW(3)) C
TSAAVG = (TSABO+TSAPHO)/2.
RHOSSH = GI14TRP(TSAAVG,TTR2(l.),NTR2,PSTP,TPR2(i),t4PR2,RHOL2(l,l),
t	 7,JK(3).,1K(4),0)
VISSH = GINTRP(TSAAVG,TTV2(i),NTV2,.PSTP,TPV2(1),NPV2,VI5CL2(i,1),
1	 - 7,JK(5),JK(6),0)
CALL HTXDPS(OP4S,RE4S,TUBDO(4),WSTOB,I4PASS(4),RHOSSH,BO(4)r
1,	 NTBCP(4), TUBL(4),VISSH,,PITCH(4),NROW(4))
CALL HTXOPT(DP4T,REAT,EPSH(4)`,.TUBDI(A.).,WSTEAMiNPASS(4),55..0,
1	 BI(4),PH((4),	 NTUB1(4),TUBL(4),	 i.0)	 iC
C
C. WRITE HEAT EXCHANGER PRESSURE DROP
C
WRITE(6,1090)
WRITE(6,1000)
. WRITE(6,1210)
WRI.TE(6,1220)	 DPiS,RE1S,WKG, TUBDO(1),NPASS(1),NTBCP(1),TUBL(l),
1	 PITCH(1),.MW ( l )	 BO( i)	 ..
WRITE(6,1230)
WRITE(6,1240) . DPiT,REiT,WLTK,TUBDI(1),rPSH(i),NPASS(1),TUBL(1),
188	 r
i
..._,.--.-.__.._.^
	 ._...._.
	
..._	 .....E
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MU01" ^3i
WRIrE(6,1110)
WRITE(6,1210)
WRITE(G.122 0 )	 Op25,RE25.WSTOB,TUSDO(2),NPASS(2),NTBCP(2),TUBL(2),
1	 PITCH(2),NROW(2),BD(2)
WRITE(6,1230)
WR1TE(6.1,11)	 DP2T,RE2T,WSTEAM,TUBDI(2),EPSH(2),NPASS(2),TUBL(2),
1	 BI(21,Ptil(2)
WRITE(6,1150)
WRIT&( 6,1210)
WRITE(6,1220) DP3S,RE3S,WSTEAM,TURD q (3),NPASS(3),NTBCP(3),TUBL(3),
1	 PITCH(3),NROW(3),BO(3)
WRITE(6 0230)
WRITE(6,1240)	 DP3T,RE3T;WSTDB,TUBDI(3),EPSH(3),NPASS(3),TUBL(3),
1	 BI(3),PHI(3)
WRITE(6,1180)
WRITE(6,1210)
WR.ITE.(6.,1220) . OP45.,RE4S,WSTOB,TUBDO(A),NPASS(4) ,.NTBCP(.4.),TUBL(4),
1	 PITCH(4),NRqW(4),8O(4)
WRITE(6,1230)
WRITE(6,1240) DP4T,RE4T,WSTEAM,TUBDI(4),EPSH(4),NPASS(4),TUBL(4),
1	 BI(4),PHI(A)
C
C WRITE OUT SYSTEM ENERGY BALANCE SUMMARY
C
DPST =	 DP2T + DP3S + DP4T
DPTT = DP1T + DP2S + DP3T + DP4S
QTOTTS = QLOSHT + QLOSLT + QLOSH + QLOSL
WRITE(6,1300) DPST^DPTT.DPIS,QTOTTS,QTANKH,QTANKL
C )
C
C CALCULATE POWER GENERATED
C
STEFF = Glt4tRP(SHOT,TTCE(1),NTCE,PSTEAM,TPCE(l),NPCE,CEFF(l,l),
1	 7,JK(11),JK(12),0}
CALL ENPHW(TWPHI,PSTEAM,HPHIN)
CALL ENPHS(SHOT,PSTEAM,HSSHT)
PGEN =	 STEFF*(HSSHT-HPHIN)*WSTEAM/3.413.
WRITE(6,131 :0)	 PGEN,STEFF,SHOT,.,PSTEAM,WSTEAM,HSSHT,HPHIN,TWPHI . 1
GO TO 1
10	 STOP
C
C FORMAT STATEMENTS
C
15	 FORMAT(ISA4) )
18	 FORMAT(1H1,1BX,18A4,3(/,19X,1BA4))
1000 FORMAT(///,10X,"KILN GAS-TRANSFER FLUID HEAT EXCHANGER PERFORMANCE
1	 u)
1020 FORMAT.(1H1,il)X, 14 ENERGY TRANSPORT BETWEEN KILN. GAS HEAT EXCHANGER A
1IND STORAGE VESSEL - ENERGY LOSSES")
1030	 FORMAT(//,1S)(,"HIGH TEMPERATURE TRANSFER 	 LINE'!)
1040 FORMAT(//,20X,--SALT FLOWRATE (LBM/HR)",29X,1PE15.4,
1	 //,20X,"SALT TEMPERATURE	 (DEG	 F)r',27X,E15.4,
2	 //,20X,"SALT REYNOLDS NO.",34X,E15.4,
3	 //,20X „ LINE LENGTH.(FT.)",35X,E15.4,.
4	 //,20X,"EQUIVALENT LENGTH - FITTINGS/BENDS (FT)",12X,E15.4,
5	 //,20X,"PIPE OUTSIDE DIAMETER (IN)'1,25X,E15.4,
6	 //,20X,"PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (IN)",26X,E15.4,
7	 /1120X,"INSULATION THICKNESS (IN)'r,26X,E15.4,
8	 //.120X,"O.VERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (B.TU./HRt-FT2*DEGF)
9"	 ,EIS.4,	
f,.
A	 .//,20X,"HEAT LOSS.PER FT (BTU/HR*FT)'!, 29X,EtS.4,
B	 //,20X, "TOTAL
 
LINE HEAT LOSS (BTU/HR)4,22X,E1S.4,
C	 //120X,"TOTAL PRESSURE DROP (LBF/INZ)",22X,El5.4)
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1080 FORMAT11/,15X, 11 LOW TEMPERATURE TRANSFER LINE")
1050 FORMAT( l ilt I OX, "STORAGE VESSEL PERFOPT.IANCE")
1060:FORMAT(./,l 5X,"STORAGE VESSEL.VOLUME (FT3)",38X,1PE15.4,
i	 //,1rX,"STORAGE VESSEL INSIDE DIAMETER (FT)";3CX,E15.4,
2	 /;',15X."STORAGE VESSEL OUTSIDE DIAPETER (FT)",29X,E15.4,
3	 1'/,1°•X,"SIODAGE VESSEL HEIGHT (FT 1",39X.E15.4,
4	 //,15t,"THERMOCLINE VELOCITY DURING CHARGE (FT/HR)",23X,
5	 E15,4,
6	 //,15X,11THERMOCLINE.INITIAL HEIGHT (FT)`j..34X,E15.4,
7	 //,15X,"TIME TO FULLY CHARGE (HR)",40X,E15:4.
8	 //,15X, "STORAGE VESSEL SURFACE AREA (FTZ)"132X,E15.4,
9	 //,15X,"OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (BTU/HR*FTZ*DEGF)
A"	 ,1-1X,El5.4,
8	 //,1:1X,"HEAT LOSS FROM FULLY CHARGED TANK (BTU/HR) 11 ,23X,. .
C	 EI5.4,
D	 //,15X,"HEAT LOSS FROM FULLY DISCHARGED TANK (BTU/HR)--,20X,
E	 E15.4,
F	 //,15X, "TEMPERATURE DEGRADATION IN FULLY CHARGED TANK (DEG
GF/HR)11:t9X..E15.A,
H//,15X,"TEMPERATURE DEGRADATION IN FULLY DISCHARGED TANK (D
	
c
IEG F/HR)",6A,E15.4)
1070 FORMAT( IH1, C,X,"ENERGY TRANSPORT BETWEEN STORAGE VESSEL AND BOILER
SYSTEM — Et1ERGY LOSSES")
	
1
1090 FORMAT( 1H1,IOX,"HEAT EXCHANGER PRESSURE DROP CALCULATIONS".)
1100 FORMAT (11//," HEAT EXCHANGER PINCH POINT EXCEEDED.^-CHECK HEAT EXCHA
iNGER DESIGN"/" OUTLET 'TEMPERATURE OF SALT (DEGF1",1PE15.4,5X,
2 "INLET STEAM TEMPERATURE OEGF) ",E15.4)
1110 FORMAT( 1H1,10X,"HEAT EXCHANGER NO.2 (SUPERHEATER) PERFORMANCE")
1120 FORMAT(/./,15X,."FLOWRATES AND. TEMPERATURES",
i	 ;/,2.1X,"SALT FLOWRATE (LBM/HR)",10X,.1PE15..4,
2	 //,20'X,"INLET SALT TEMPERATURE (DEG , F)",2X,E15.4,	 i
3	 //,20X,"OUTLET SALT TEMPERATURE (DEG F)",1X,E15.4,
4	 //,20X,"STEAM FLOWRATE (LBM/HR)",9X,E15.4,
5	 //,20X,"INLET STEAM TEMPERATURE (DEG F)",1X,E15.4., 	 1
6	 //,20X,"OUTLET STEAM TEMPERATURE (DEG F)",E15.4)
1130 FORMAT(///,15X,"HEAT EXCHANGER PERFORMANCE AND CONFIGURATION",
1	 /1120X,"OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (BTU/HR*FT2*DEGF)
2";1PE15.4,
3.	 //,20X,."HEAT TRANSFER SURFACE AREA (FT2)",19X,E15.4,
4	 //,.20X,"NUMBER OF TUBE PASSES" ,40X,OPIS,
5	 //,20X,"NUMBER OF SHELL PASSES",39X, 15,
6	 //,20X,"NUMBER OF BAFFLES",.44X,15,
7	 .//,20X, "CONFIGURATION OPTION NUMBER" 34X,15,
B	 //120X,"DESIRED HEAT TRANSFER RATE (BTU/HR)",16X,1PE15.4, 	 a
9	 //.,20X,"ACTUAL HEAT TRANSFER, RATE (BTU/0R)".,17X,E15.4,.
A	 //,20X,"HEAT EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENES.S",23X,E15.A,
B	 //,20X,"NUMBER OF TRANSFER UNITS (NTU)11,21X,E15.4,
C	 //,20X,"RATIO OF CAPACITY,FLOIVRATES (CMIN/CMAX)",12X,
D	 IPEIS.41
1150 FORMAT(1H1,1OX;"HEAT EXCHANGER NO.;3 (BOILER) PERFORMANCE")
1160 FORMAT(1111,1OX, "HEAT EXCHANGER NO.4 (PREHEATER) PERFORMANCE")
1210 FORMAT(//, 15X, "SHELL SIDE PERFORMANCE")
1230 FORMAT(//,15X,"TUBE SIDE PERFORMANCE")
1220 FORMAT (//.20X."PRESSURE DROP (LBF/INZ)".3X.1PE15.4.
ORIGIN-AI PAGE 1S
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1240 FORMAT (//, 211X,"PRESSURE DROP {LBF / INZ111,4X,1PE1'S.4,
1	 :'.}X,"Pr 111},f • '	 %w,1a3ER ".12K,C1!i.4
2	 /,',2.!X, " FLUlU FLOW RATE, { LBM, , HA P)",;1X,E15.4,
3	 //.20X,' "TU5E INSIDE DIAMETER ( 1N)11,.2X,E15.4,..
4	 //,20X,"TUBE SURFACE ROUGHNESS qIN)",E15.4,
5	 ?°X,'TUBF rA^2SES",2tix,OP15,
6	 i1,20X,L"TUBE LENGTH (FT,)",IIX,iPE.15.4,
4.,	 7	 //.20X,"FLOW CORRECTION FACTOR, BI",IX,E15.4,
8	 //,20X,"FLOW CORRECTION FACTOR, PHI",E15.4)
_	
1300 FORMAT ( IHi.IOX, " TOTAL SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP AND HEAT LOSSES",
t	 //,15X,"BOILER SYSTEM STEAM PRESSURE DROP ( PSIA ) ", 3X,
'	 3	 1P//,15X, " SALT LOOP PRESSURE DROP ( PSIA)" , 13X,E15.4,
4	 //,1SX,"KILN GAS PRESSURE DROP ON SHELL SIDE ( PSIA)",
5	 E15.4,
6	 //,15X, " ENERGY TRANSPORT HEAT LOSS ( BTU/HR)",8X,E15.4,
7	 //,15X,"ENERGY LOSS FROM CHARGED TANK (13TU/HR)" , 5X,E15.4,
8	 //,15X,"ENERGY LOSS FROM DISCHARGED TANK ( BTU/HR)0,2X,
9E15.4)
1310 FORMAT (IH1,IOX, ! ' POWER GENERATION CALCULATIONS",
i	 //,15X"ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATED ( KILOWATTS)"SX,
2	 1PE15.4,
3	 //,15X, " POWER CYCLE- EFFICIENCY ( ELECTRICAL/THERMAL)'!,	 j
4	 E15.4,
5	 //,.t5X;"TURBINE THROTTLE TEMPERATURE ( DEG F)" , 7X,E15.4,
6	 //,15X,"TURBINE THROTTLE PRESSURE ( PSIA)" , 1iX,E1S.4,
7	 //,15X,11STEAM FLOWRATE ( LSM/HR )11, 20X,Ei5.4,
8	 //115X,"STEAM SUPERHEAT ENTHALPY (BTU/L8M)",9X,E15.4
9	 //,15X,"FEEDWATER ENTHALPY ( BTU/LBM),' , 15X,E15,4,
A	 //,15X,"FEEDWATER TEMPERATURE ( DEG F)" , 14X,E15.4)
1320 FORMAT(lH1)
END
*DECK,DENSf
FUNCTION DENST ( TEMP,PRES)
C
C	 DETERMINES . THE,SPECIFIC DENSITY OF STEAM
C
	
	 BASED ON FORMULA OF KEYES, SMITH, AND GERRY
TT =(TEMP + 459.)_lt.8
PP = PRES/14.693
TAU.. = 1..0/TT
BO = 1.89 —2641...62*TAU.*10:W*(:80870.*TAU* *2) 	 I
G1T = 82.546*TAU — 1.6246E+05*TAU**2.
G2T = 0.21828 - 1.2697E+05*TAU**2.
G3T = 3.635E-04
	 6.768E+64*TAU**24.
BETA
	 BO + 80*BO*GIT*TAU*PP + BO**4*G2T*TAU**3*PP**3	 60**13*
1	 G3T*TAU -..# 12*PP**12
VOL	 4.55504*TT/PP + 13ETA
DENST =:62.335/VOL
RETURN
END
*D1;CK, V ISC :T . ...	 s
FUNCTION VISCST(TETAP,PRES).
C
--	 -	
-
C	 DETERMINES THE VISCOSITY OF STEAM(CENTIPOISE)
C	 BASED ON FORMULA OF..KEE .NAN AND . KAYES
C
'1T	 (TEMP + 459.)/1 .B
PP	 a.07031 -* PRES 	 r
TAU = 1.0/TT
VISCO = 1:50. 1E-05*TT** 0.5./(1 .0 + 446.8*TAU)
	 j
VISC	 VFSCO +10E--04-*TAU* 6:36-2 ,91E--03* `10**,	 .)) *PP +
	
t	 t	 t 1340:*TAU
1	 3.89E-02*10**(--5.475E-03*TT)*PP*PP)
r
I
R
F
,
VI5^5T= VISC/100.
RETURN
	 Q-
END	 s
*DECK, DEN
' FUNCTION DEW(TEMP)
C
C
C DETLRMINES THE DENSITY OF WATER
C BASED ON FORMULA BY SMITH AND KEYES
C
TT =(TEMP — 32)/1.8
TC = 374.11
VC = 3.1975 .
TD = TC .— TT
- VS =	 (VC-0.3151548*TD**(1./3.)-1.203374E-03*TD+7.4890BE-13-TD **4)
1	 /(1.0+0.1 342489*TD**(1./3.)-3.946263E-03*TD)
DEW = 62.335/VS
' RETURN
END
*DECK, ENPHW
SUBROUTINE ENPHW(T,
	
P,	 XH).
IF(T.GT,650.0)	 GO TO 10
IF(T.LT.	 32.0)	 GO TO 11
IF(T.GT.375.0)	 GO TO	 13.
C CURVE FIT FOR ENTHALPY OF.SATURATED WATER BETWEEN 32DEGF AND 400 DEGF
AD = —3.22199E+01
Al	 =	 1.0098BE+00
A2 = --1.09370E-04
A3 =	 3.2.265SE-07
XH = AO+A1*T^-*1+A2*T**2+A3*T**3
RETURN
13 CONTINUE
C CURVE FIT FOR ENTHALPY OF SATURATED WATER BETWEEN 350DEGF AND 650DEGF
60 =	 5.80426E+02
B1	 = °7.33017E+00
B2 =	 4.70552E-02
B3 = i-1 .4158 6E-04
84 =	 2.331375E-07
B5 _ —2.16585£-10
136	 B.21180E-14
XH = B0+61*r+82*T**2+B3*T**3+04*T**4+85*T**5+86*Tw*6
RETURN
10 WRITE(6,1)
1	 FORMAT.(32H WATER TEMPERATURE EXCEEDS 650 F.)..
GO TO 12
11	 WRITE(6,2)
2 FORMAT (33H
 WATER TEMPERATURE LESS THAN 32 F)
12.CONTINUE
END
*DFCK. FiJPHS
k ,^
POOP, fgCU'lz^
Gil- =	 H2.5-16	 '-2*1,624E5 * TAU
G2P =	 --1.2617E5	 s .2.0*	 TAU
G3P = -6.76SE64 *24.0* TAU-23
SY1P =2.0*Bq *BOP*G1*TAU+80**2*GIP*TAU+80**2*G1
5Y3p =4.0*00**3*BOP*G2*TAU**3+B0* *4 *G2P*TAU**3+BO**4*G2*3.0*TAU**,2
SY12P=43,+130**12*BQP*G3*TAUt*12+80**13*G3P*TAU**12+BD**13*G3*12.*
1TAU**11.0
F = SO +TAU k BOP
F1= SY1 + TAU* SY1P
F3= SY3 + TAU* SYSP
F12=SY12 + TAU* SY12P
XH =F*P1 + F1/2.0 *PI**2. +F3/4•*Pi**4 +F12/13.	 *PI**13
TI =I /TAU
YH = 1.4720*(T1-273.16)+7.5566E-4/2.*(T1**2-273.16**2)+47.836*
.: 1ALOG(TI/273.16) + 2502.36
HTOTAL = XH* .0435578+ YH * .42993
RETURN
END
*DECK,FRIC
FUNCTION FR1C(RE,EPS,DIA)
A =(2.457*ALOG(1./((7•/RE)**0.9+0.27*EPS/DIA)))**16.
8 =	 (37530./RE).**16
FRIC =((8.O/RE)**12.+(A+B)**(-1.5))**0.08333
RETURN
END
*DECK,.UOVER
FUNCTION UOVER(DI,DO,DOTNS,HI,HO,TKP,TKI,FFI,FFO)
C 1
C CALCULATE EACH RESISTANCE BASED	 ON OUTSIDE DIAMETER
C
DOO = C-'INS
'IF (DOINS..LE:DO)	 DOD = DO.
RDI =	 DOO/(DI*HI)
RDO = DOO*ALOG(DO/DI)/(24,*TKP)
IF(DOINS.GT.DO )	 RD q I	 =. DDO*ALOG(DOINS/DO)/(24.*TKI)	 i
C.
C CALCULATE OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
C
UOVER=i.O/(RDI+FFI*DOE}/DI+RDO+1.0/HO+FFO)
IF(DOINS.GT.DO ) DOVER= 1.0/(RDI+FFI*DOO/DI+ROO+RDDI+I.D/ND+FFO)
RETURN
END
*DECK,HTXDPT
SUBROUTINE HTXDPT(DPT,RE,EPS,DI,WDOTT,NTPASS,RHOT,BI,PHII,NTUBE,
1	 XLTUBE,VISC)
DATA GC/32.174/, 	 PI/3.14159/
...:
	 .:	 C
C CALCULATE TOTAL FLOW.AREA, MASS FLIJX, AND PRESSURE DROP
C
AREA =	 PI*DI*" DI/576.*NTUBE
GFLOW = WDOFT/AR.EA
RE _	 GF.LOWkDI/VI5C*0.03445
FF =	 FRIC(REfEPS,DI /12.)
OPT = FF*GFLOW**2*XLTUBE*8I*NTPASS/(540000.*GC*RHDT*DI*PHIL)
RETURN
END
*DECK,HTXDPS. .
.	 ..
SUBROUTINE HTXDP5(DPS RE Dq WDOT5 NTPASS RHOS BO NTUBCP XLTUBE
 Y	 ^	 r	 e	 ^	 t	 r	 f	 r
I	 VISC,PITCH,NROW),	 (.
C
C SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE PRESSURE DROP ON SHELL.,SIDE OF
C ,HEAT EXCHANGERS
C
i
193
DATA GC/32.174/,	 PI/3.14159/
BAFL = XLTUBE/NTPASS
FAREA =	 NTU8CP*(PITCH-DO)*8AFI./12.
GFLOW =	 WDOTS/FAREA
RE = GFL04-OO/VISC*0.03445
FF - 0.23	 +	 0.11*(PITCH/DD-1.0)**(-1.08)*RE*t(-0.15)
DPS. = NIPASS*FF*NROW*GFLOW**2/(GC*RHOS*6.48EOS)
1 *80
RETURN
END	 .
_ *DECK,CPS
FUNCTION CPS(TEMP)
TW = (TEMP+ 459.7)/1.B
CPS= 0.4031	 + 0.12767*TW*I.E-3 + 0.01572*TW*TW+1.E-6
RETURN
END
*DECK,ENTU
SUBROUTINE ENTU(T3,T4,0,E,XS4TU,R,T1,T2,CPCTCPH,WC,WH*UD,AO,NTP,
1	 NSP,NBAFF,OPTION,NTOP)
INTEGER OPTION
C t
C SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE HEAT EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS OF -
C VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS - DETERMINES THE EXIT TEMPERATURE
C OF HEAT EXCHANGER KNOWING OTHER 3 TEMPERATURES OF STREAMS
G
C OPTIONS:
C 1 -- COUNTERCURRENT OR COUNTERFLOW
C 2 -- PARALLEL FLOW	 EC 3 - CROSS FLOW - HOT UNMIXED
C .4 - CROSS FLOW -
	
COLD UNMIXED
C 5 -- CROSS FLOW - BOTH. UNMIXED (NOT AVAILABLE)
C 6 --	 1-2(,4,6,B,ETC)	 PARALLEL--COUNTER FLOW -• SHELL VII
C- 7 - MULTIPASS - OVERALL COUNTERFLCW
C 8 - ONE SHELL PASS, ONE TUBE PASS,	 BAFFLED CROSSFLOW
C EQUATIONS OBTAINED FROM {COMPACT HEAT EXCHANGERSI, 	 KAYS AND
C LONDON,	 1958
C PROGRAMMER:	 D.G.	 BESHORE(MMC,D/0482)
KPASS = 1
CH ='WH4CPH
CC = WC+CPC
CMAX =.AMAX1(CH,CC)
CMIN = AMIN1(CH,CC)
R = CMIN/CtAA;i
XNTU = UO+AO/CMIN	 1
GO TO	 (10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90)	 OPTION
C:
C COUNTERFLOW ` HEAT	 EXCHANGER
I C
10 E _	 (1.0 - EXP(-XNTU*(1.Q-R)))/( I.0 -•RtEXP (-XNTU*(1.0-R)))
Gq TO BOO	 1
C
C PARALLEL FLOW HEAT EXCHANGER
C
2.0	 E- _	 (1 .0-EXP (--XNTU* (1 .O+R-)) ? / (1 ."0+R )
GO TO 800
C CROSSFLOW -HOT STREAM UNMIXED
s
30 IF((CMAX- CC) • LE.O. 0001)
	
GO TO 35-
31	 E = 1.0-EXP((EXP(-XNTU*R)-1.0)/R)
GO TO 800
3S	 E =	 (.1:0.=.EXP((EXP(^XNTU).-1.0)*R'))/R
GO TO B00
194
c	 O QrlA^rx'I'
C	 GRO55F'LOW - COLD STREAM UNMIXED
C
40 IF((CMAX-CH):LE.0.0001) GO TO 35
GD. TO 31
C
C	 CR0S5FLOW - BOTH UNMIXED
F,4
	
C
5Q WRITE(6,140)
100 FORMAT("O OPTION 5 NOT AVAILABLE")
CALL EXITC 
C	 i.- 2(,4,6,8,ETC) PARALLEL COUNTERFLOW HEAT EXCHANGER.
C
bfl GAMMA = XNTU*SQRT(I O+R**2)
E = 2. OJ( 1.O+R+SQRT(1.0+R4*2)*( 1.O+EXf'(-GANlPAA))/(1,0-EXP(-^GAM?4A)))
GO TO 800
C
C
C	 MULtIPASS - OVERALL COUNTERFLOW HEAT EXCHANGER
C
870 IF(OPTION.EQ.7.AND.KPASS.EQ.2) GO TO 200
IF(OPTION.EQ.S.AND.KPASS.EQ•2) GO TO 200
IF(OPTION.EO.9.AND.KPASS.EQ.2) GO TO .200
GO TO 500	 y
C
C	 MULTISHELL PASS - EVEN NUMBERED TUBE PASS HEAT EXCHANGER
C
70 XNTU = XNTU/NSP
NTO._. NSP
KPASS =.2
GO TO 60
C
C	 ONE SHELL PASS - ONE TUBE PASS BAFFLED .
 MEAT EXCHANGER
C
	
	
#
60 IF(KPASS.EQ.2) 00 TO 200
XNTfi = XNTU/NBAFF .
NTO = NBAFF
KPASS = 2
GO TO 40C
C	 DETERMINE EFFECTIVENESS OFMULTIPASS HEAT EXCHANGERS
C
90 RETURN
200 EFF
	 I;
IF(R.GT.0:913) E _ EFF*NTO/(.1.0+(NTO-1.0)*EFF)
IF(R.LE.0.93) EPP.=((1.0-EFF*R)/(1.0- EFF)) **NTO
IF(R.LE.0.98) E = (EPP--1.0)/(EPP-R)
C
C	 CALCULATE EXIT TEMPERATURE OF FLUID STREAM
C
500 CONTINUE
GO TO (510520,530)	 NTOP
510 T3 (CC'T1	 E*CHIN*T2)/(CC - E*CHIN)
T4 =..T2	 Q/ CH
GO TO 600
520 T4 = (E*CMIN*Tl - CH*T2)/(E*CMIN -- CH)
Q 	 CH* (T4 - T2)
T3 = T 1 .+ Q/ CC
GO TO 600
530 CONTINUE.
T3=T1+E*GMIN*(T2-Tl )/CC
195
.	 tir
D =CMIN+(T^-T1)*E
T4= T2+E*C r,1 1y*(T1-T2)/CH
600 RETURN
END
*DECK,CPSW
SUBROU T INC r'PSW(T,CP)
IF(t.G1 .t^` i0.0}	 GO	 TO	 10
,..:.	 IF(T.LT.J2.0)	 GO	 TO	 11
IF(T.GT.375.0)	 GO TO	 13
AO = -32.2199
W:	 'A1	 =	 1.00988
'A2 = -I .09370E-04
A3 = 3.22658 E-07
CP = Al +A2r2.0*T + A3.3.0*T**2
RETURN
13	 CONTINUE
. 50.=-6.41287E+01
	
.
81	 = 1.27331
82 = --8.39448E--04
-B3 = 1 .00122E-06 r
B4 = 0.0 i
85 = 0:.0
86 = 0.0
CP = 81-TB2*2.0*T+B3*3.0*T**2+Fs4*4.0*T**3
1	 iB5+5.0*T**4+B6*6.0*T-4S }
RETURN
10.	 WRITE( 6,.1}
1	 FORMAT(32H WATER TEMPERATURE EXCEEDS 650 F 	 ) 3
GO TO 12
11	 WRITE(6,2)
2	 FORMAT(3314 WATER TEMPERATURE LESS THAN 32 F 	 }
12	 CONTINUE
END
tin
*DECK,LOCF'AC
SUBROUTINE	 LqCFAC(JK,	 X,TX,NX,	 JX,FX). 007840
C	 IF UK EQ.	 1, CHECKS ORDER OF TX ARRAY (NX ITEMS)	 FOR 007850
C	 CONSISTANTLY INCREASING OR DECREASING VALUES. 007860
C	 FINDS LOGATICIJ OF FIRST (OR ONLY) ARRAY ITEM FOR SCALING 007870	 j
C	 LOCATION OF X FROM TX(JX). 007880
C	 CALCULATES SCALING FACTOR FX
	
(X-TX(JX)) f`(TX(JX+I)-TX(JX)) 00789.0
DIMENSION	 TX(l) 007900
JX = 1 007910
FX = 0. 007920
IF(NX.LE.1I	 GO TO 200 007930
S=	 1.	
-
007940
i	 IF(TX(1).GT.TX(NX))	 S =	 -1. 007950
XR2 = •ABS(TX(NX)-TX(1))*0,5 . 007960
IF(JK.NE.1)	 GO' To. 50	 .:. 007979
ux.= 0 007980
IF(S.GT.O..)	 GO TO	 30 007990
DO 20 I-2,NX 008000`
IF(TX(I).GT.TX(I-1))	 GO TO	 50 008010
PAGEC *+****}**++*	 NO SYSTEM SUBROUTINE	 ERRTRR	 *****
C CALL E ►1F rRn E WoX QUALITYC,Fh *6k #* k ► 4i#riN4k ,k*Ri # kk #****,k*^*
CALL	 EXIT 008140
STOP 008150
90 NXi	 =	 2 008160
IF(NX.LE.20)	 GO TO 110 008170	 9
DO 100	 I=10,NX,10 008180
JX = I 008190
IF((TX(I)—X)*S)	 100,20.0,ii0 008200
100	 NXI	 =	 I +	 1 008210
110	 DO	 120	 I=NXI,NX 008220
JX = I 008230	 a
_ IF((TX(I)—X)*S)	 120,200si30 008240
i20	 CONTINUE 008250
130 IF(JX.GT.1)	 JX = JX-1 008260
FX =	 (X—TX(JX))	 (TX(JX+1)—'TX(JX)) 008270
IF(X.LT.AtAIN.1(TX(1),TX(NX)) — XR2)	 GO TO	 150 008280
IF(X.GT.ArrAX1(TX(1),TX(NX))+XR2)	 GO TO	 150 008290
GO TO 200 008300
150 WRITE(6,160) 008310
160 FORMAT(lHi 22X 64HE R R 0 R 	 —	 EXTRAPOLATION OF TABLE IS BEYOND R0083:fO
1EASONABLE LIMITS ) 008330
GO TO 70 008340
200	 (RETURN 008350
END 008360
*DECK,GINTRP
FUNCTION GINTRP(Xi,T1,N4,X2,T2,N2,YT,N,JKI,JK2,L) 008380
C 008390
C 008400
C GENERAL INTERPOLATION ROUTINE —^— INTERPOLATES ONE AND 008410
	 j
C TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS AND BYPASSES PREVIOUSLY SCALED 008420
C INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 008430	 )
C 003440
C PROGRAMMER: D G BE:SHORE 000450
	 i
C 008460
DIMENSION TT ( i ) , T2 ( 1 ) , YT ( 1 ) 008470
C L	 IS	 BYPASS	 INDICATOR 008480
I F (L . EQ 1)	 GO TO 10 008490
CALL	 L0CFAC(JK1,X1,T1,N1,I1,Fl) 008500
CALL LOCFAC(JK2,X2,T2,N2,I2,F2) 008510
F3	 = 1.-F2 008520
I11	 =	 (I2-1)*N +	 I1 008530
121	 =	 Iii	 + i 00854.0
I12	 =	 I11	 + N 008550
122	 =	 112 + 1 008560
Ci	 1. 008570	 i
D2 =	 1. 008580
IF('I1..GT.N	 .OR.	 I2..GT.1000)	 GO TO 30 008590
- 10	 IF(FI.LT.1.E-50)	 Fi	 =	 0: 008600
IF(Fi.EQ.O.)	 GO TO 20 008610
DI	 = YT(I21) —YT(Ili) 008620
IF(F2.EQ.0)	 GO TO 20 006630
D2 =	 YT(I22) —YT(112) 008640
20 GINTRP
	
= YT(I11) + F1*Di 0086`d0
IF(F2.LT.1.E-50) 	 F2=0. 008660
1F(F2. NE. 0.)	 GINTRP = F3*GINTRP + F2*(YT(1 1 2)+FI*D2) 008670-
RETURN 008680
30 WRITE . (6,40)	 I1,N,12,Xl,X2 006690
40 . FORMAT(10X,"	 ERROR .
 DETECTED IN .
 GINTRP ...... 11 	 =",r3, 3X`, "	 N =",.I3;	 008700
Tu1	 3X, u	12	 Xi	 =",E12.6t3X,°	 X2 =	 ,EI2.6)
,
008710'
C ****k***	 #**k*****
C CALL ERRTRR
C. ***kk.***
	REMOVE CALL T0. SYSTEM SUBROUTINE ERRTRA
CALL	 EXIT 008730	 .STOP
END.
0OB740
^^o^^^
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